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FULFILLING THE

PROPHECY
How Far Has UR Come In Achieving The Goal?

By Randy Fitzgerald, R'63 and
G'64
When E. Claiborne Robins and
his family gave the University $50
million in 1969, Robins said the
money was to be used to make
his alma mater "one of the finest
small universities in the country."
He set no time limits . He gave no
blueprints . A few years later he
echoed his goal and put it in
sharper focus. The gift's purpose,
he said, was for th e University to
achieve "academic excellence to
the degree that [it] will be recognized nationally as one of the truly outstanding private institutions
in the nation."
Over fifteen years have
passed since h e stated the d ream
and gave th e means for making it
come true. Has the University become one of the n ation's finest in
that brief time span? Or perhaps
a better question: How far has
UR come, and how far does it
have to go in achieving the
dream?
UR administrators and Trustees asked th emselves these questions about the undergraduate
program at their fall retreat in
Williamsbu rg. They took as their
starting point a full-page article
that ran 10 years ago in the Richmond Times-Dispatch. Called "UR
Seeks Ambitious Academic Role,"
the article presented an in-depth
assessment of how far the University had come in the five years
since th e Robins gift.
It went on to say UR admin-

istrators were looking forward to
a University goal of becoming
"an institution widely known as
intellectually exciting and creatively stimulating." National
prominence could come within 20
years, one administrator said. UR
could become as respected as
such colleges and universities as
Amherst, Williams and Connecticut Wesleyan.
Some would argue that those
goals have been met in 10 years,
not 20. In November 1983 U.S.
Nt:ws & World Report listed "the
nation's best campuses for undergraduate study." UR made that
list, along with the above-mentioned Amherst, Williams and
Connecticut Wesleyan. Th e list
was compiled from questionnaires sent to the nation's fouryear college and university presidents, who were asked to consider "the quality of academic
courses, professors, student bodies and general atmosphere of
learning provided."
UR's ranking came in the
"comprehensive universities" category. That category, determined
by the Carnegie Council on Policy
Studies in Higher Education, includes universities that "offer
professional programs, such as
engineering and business administration, along with liberal-arts
curricula." Universities in this
category offer master's degrees,
but offer few if any doctorates.
Amherst, Williams and Connecticut Wesleyan belonged to the
"national liberal arts" category

and were among "the most selective of the national smaller
schools," according to U.S. News.
The other comprehensive
universities cited with UR as the
best seven east of the Mississippi
were Bucknell, Wake Forest, Furman, Depaul, Skidmore and
James Madison.
Comparisons with Bucknell,
Wake Forest and Fu rman-particu larly the latter two because they,
like UR, have heritages as pri-

Dr. Zeddie P. Bowen, Vice President and
Provost

"We're not trying to
imitate any other institution; we're trying to be,ome the best University
of Ri,hmond we ,an be."

vate, Baptist-related universities-may make more sense than
comparisons with Amherst, Williams and Connecticut Wesleyan,
which are liberal arts colleges, according to Dr. Zeddie Bowen, UR
Vice President and Provost.
"We're not trying to imitate
any other institution; we're trying
to become the best University of
Richmond we can be," Dr. Bowen said. Comparing UR to Amherst, Williams and other national
liberal arts colleges is irrelevant,
Dr. Bowen said."We're going in
different directions. They're excellent schools, among the best; but
having The E. Claiborne Robins
School of Business makes us significantly different. Having The
T. C. Williams School of Law
makes us different.
"The way we can be measured on common ground is on
the quality of our students and
how selective we are," he said.
"Our goal is to be in the category
of having the best students."
Dr. Bowen does want UR to
be like the better national liberal
arts colleges in being attractive to
the nation's brightest students:
"We must seek the best students
on the basis of their quality," Dr.
Bowen told his audience at the
Williamsburg retreat. UR Dean of
Admissions Thomas N. Pollard
Jr. agrees with that goal and
thinks that UR is well on the way
toward achieving it. Speaking of
the 1983-84 academic year Dean
Pollard said: "It becaf!1e obvious
that the University had reached
national identity, for applications
came from 41 states and several
foreign countries. The quality of
the student was also substantially
increased.
The average SAT
scores for those candidates enrolling was just over 1100. There is
no question that this year marks
the crossing of the threshold from
a regional institution to one with
a developing national identity.
... Our reputation has become
one of nationwide proportion."
The reasons UR now recruits
not just in Virginia, but outside
of Virginia, particularly in the
Northeast, the South and the
Midwest are not all ones of national aspirations, either. Intrastate competition for Virginia's
better students has become in-

tense over the last 10 years. Since
1974 the growth of other colleges
and universities in the Commonwealth has been startling, according to Dean Pollard. In 1973, for
example, James Madison University enrolled 2,990 Virginia students; ten years later, 6,259 Virginians enrolled at Madison.
George Mason's growth is similar: 1,084 Virginians enrolled
there in 1973; 6,675 in 1983. The
list goes on: U.Va. attracted 5,392
in '73 and 9,550 in '83; VPI went
from 8,942 in '73 to 14,441 in '83.
Richmond, like other private
colleges and universities in the
state, shows a decrease from
1,753 to 864 Virginians in this
same ten-year period (1973 to
1983). The increases at the state
universities- with their lower tu-

ition rates-"have come out of
the hides of private colleges and
universities," according to Dean
Pollard.
In fact, those two factors, the
growth of Virginia's state colleges
and universities and UR's increasing national reputation, have contributed to a reversal of the Virginian/non-Virginian freshman
enrollment ratio at UR from 81
percent Virginian, 19 percent
non-Virginian in 1968-69 to 21
percent Virginian, 79 percent
non-Virginian this year.
The Old Dominion still leads
the other states both in numbers
of students at UR and numbers of
applications, but by fall 1984,
New York was ahead of Virginia
in the number of applications for
next year's freshman class, 1,937
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" ... Our reputation
has become one of
nationwide propot1ion."
to 1,744. New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Maryland and Connecticut
also arc closing the gap.
There are two ways colleges
and universities are judged, according to Dr. Bowen. Researchoriented universities are judged
by the quality of their faculties,
their research grants, the number
of Nobel Prizes, the reputation of
their faculties as scholars, the
quality of their graduate programs. Other colleges and universities, like UR, are known for
their teaching, for the quality of
their undergraduate students.
They are judged by SAT scores,
advanced placement scores, the
number of National Merit Scholars they enroll and the number of
Rhodes Scholars they produce.
They're judged on how difficult
they are to get into, on how
many students go on to get
earned Ph.D.s and on how many
become successful in business
and industry.
Better students not only give
a university a better reputation
but also create a better learning
environment, according to Dr.
Bowen. The more professors are
challenged by good students, the
more they respond with challenging courses. And the better the
faculty, the better the students
will be.

Over the past 15 years UR
has worked on attracting those
brighter students . UR has gone
from accepting over 80 percent of
its applicants in 1969 to only
about 54 percent in 1979 and
about 48 percent in 1984. In 1974,
the mean SAT scores were 1025;
in 1979, about 1063. In 1984 they
crossed the 1100 mark for the first
time (1110). Only 18 percent of
entering freshmen nationwide
score that high, according to
Dean Pollard. Those scores probably will continue to rise.
To help attract the nation's
best and brightest students, UR
has followed a concept ou !lined
in the 1974 Times-Dispatch article:
"making scholarships possible for
the brightest of students." The
article pointed to a 1974 "faculty
proposal that scholarships be
awarded on a basis of merit as
well as need."
Back in 1969 the University
awarded "a relatively small number of scholarship funds ... to
needy and deserving students,"
according to Dr. William H.
Lefhvich, Vice President for Student Affairs. Today "we have
moved increasingly into programs of no-need or merit-based
financial aid which have generally
succeeded in bringing into the institution a cadre of high-calibre
students." About half of the 33
percent of UR students on financial aid receive merit-based scholarships .
The University's merit scholarship programs now include the
Oldham Scholars, the University
Scholars, the National Merit Finalists and the CIGNA Scholars.
In 1983 W. Dortch Oldham,
R'41, and his wife Sis gave the
University $2 million for the Oldham Scholars Program. This fall
the first four scholars enrolled .
They won their scholarships in
competition with students from
all over the country. All four gave
up scholarship offers at other universities to come to UR. The
scholarships are full tuition, room
and board for four years and a
one-time $1,500 stipend for summer study or travel abroad.
University Scholars receive
an award of one-half of UR's
$6,750 tuition, as do National
Merit Scholarship finalists. Rich-

mond-area minority students
who are selected as CIGNA
Scholars receive $5,000 annually,
plus additional need-based aid for
which they qualify.
UR also is trying to win back
a portion of its Virginia constituency as well with "a program of
competitive packaging of financial
aid designed to attract Virginia
students and certain others of
high quality," according to Dr.
Leftwich. "But, the competition
with low-cost state institutions is
tough," he said.
Dr. Leftwich summarized the
progress of financial aid in the
post-Robins gift years: "The
changes and the growth in our
Financial Aid Program have been
phenomenal and no less dramatic
than the growth in the University's endowment, in our physical
plant and, indeed, in the overall
quality and stature of our University."
The blueprint in 1974 also
called for "a blue-ribbon faculty
that, in turn, will attract blue-ribbon students." How far has the
University come in reaching that
goal? A long way, says Dr. Sheldon R. Wettack, Dean of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences. Dean

Dr. F. Sheldon Wettack. Dean of Faculty of
Arts and Sciences

"The liberal arts
core wrriwlum remains
strong."
Wettack told the Trustees in Williamsburg that the percentage of
Arts and Sciences faculty with

"The d,anges and
the growth in our Financial Aid Program have
been phenomenal and
no less dramatic than the
growth in the University's endowment ..."
terminal degrees had jumped
from 73 percent in 1974 to 90 percent in 1984. Research output also
has increased dramatically. UR
faculty members published 41 articles and 39 papers in 1974. In
1984 those numbers have jumped
to 90 and 106, respectively . Dr.
Wettack also notes that the recent
papers and articles appeared
more often in national rather than
regional or local outlets, as in ear-

lier years.
"The liberal arts core curriculum remains strong," Dean Wettack said. The University came
through the storm of change in
the 1960s with its liberal arts philosophy intact. Although English
has lost its position as the most
popular Arts and Sciences major
to economics, it still remains a
popular choice. University wide,
the most popular major is business administration.
"The nice thing about a business major at UR is that students
pursue it in a liberal arts setting,"
says Dean Thomas L. Reuschling
of The E. Claiborne Robins
School of Business. Dean
Reuschling told the Trustees that
the liberal arts backdrop and the

small size of the UR's Business
School made it nearly unique in
Virginia, with Washington and
Lee perhaps coming the closest to
being like UR. UR's Business
School offers a dedicated faculty
who teach both undergraduate
and graduate students. "Teaching
is our first priority," Dean
Reuschling said, "but our faculty
are also productive scholars and
practitioners.''
The faculty at The E. Claiborne Robins School of Business
also are involved in the community, Dean Reuschling said. A recent article in the Harvard Business
Review charging that faculty members didn't understand "the real
world" doesn't stand up at UR,
Dean Reuschling said. He told
the Trustees that besides their
roles as scholars and consultants,
UR faculty are involved with the
real world in UR's industrial faculty fellowship program, in
which faculty members spend
one to three months in industry;
in the management development
program, a two-week program in
the summer in which middle and
upper-middle management from
around the country participate;
and in faculty involvement in the
6th Street Marketplace minority
training program.
The business school faculty
has more than doubled since 1974
(from 16 to 39) while the student
body has not changed much in
number, from 320 lo 352. One
significant change, though, is that
in 1974, 279 men and only 41
women majored in business. In
1984 those numbers are 194 men,
158 women. The increase in the
faculty is in part a response to a
new graduate program, but also
to the increase in economics majors, as well as to meet the needs
of students majoring in liberal
arts who take business courses.
"Many liberal arts majors want
some business background today,
and they can get both at UR,"
Dean Reusch!ing said.
Has the University achieved
academic excellence, national
prominence?
U.S. News & World Report is
not the only national magazine
that suggests the answer is
"yes." Town and Co1111try in December 1983 said that "observers

Dr. Thomas L. Reuschling, Dean of the E.
Claiborne Robins School of Business

"The nice thing
about a business major
at UR is that students
pursue it in a liberal arts
setting."
contend that Robins' largesse
alone has made the University
into a major institution."
These are some of the facts:
the nation's college presidents
rank UR as one of the best places
in the country for undergraduate
study; UR attracts some of the
brightest students, judging from
SAT scores, from most of the
states and several foreign countries; faculty members continue to
grow professionally; the endowment ranks among the nation's
highest; and the financial commitment to the academic dream is
strong-the goal of the current
$55 million "Cornerstones for the
Future" development campaign is
to strengthen overall academic
programs.
Based on these measurable
criteria, the answer to the question is "yes," according to Dr.
Bowen. "We have made substantial progress toward becoming
one of the finest small private
universities in the nation."

Dr. Randy Fitzgerald , R'63 , G '64 ,
was a college English and journalism
rrofesso~ for 18 years l:"fore return ing to Ins alma mater 111 1983 as Director of the News Bureau

She Could
OutrunUs All
ATribute To FannyCrenshaw
By Dorothy Wagener
She burst into their lives swinging a hockey stick "with a force
that made you tremble for the life
of those in front of her."
Her enthusiasm was so con~
tagious it swept the girls along
with her into hockey, tennis, basketball, and track- and this in an
age when higher education was
not thought proper for genteel
young ladies, let alone four years
of regular physical education.
A dominant force because of
her energy and spirit, Fanny
Craves Crenshaw was Westhampton's athletic director from
the college's beginning in 1914.
Who else but "Fanny G." would
have been able to swim 50 miles
over a period of time to win a
Red Cross fitness award at age
75?
"She taught me my freshman
year, the year she retired," said
Jane Thorpe, W'58, University of
Richmond Director of Alumnae
Relations. "At age 65, she could
outrun us all. She didn't have to
retire, but the story goes that she
said when she could no longer
climb the rope to the top of Keller
Hall gymnasium, it was time for
her to retire."
A Richmond native, Miss
Crenshaw came to Westhampton
with no formal training in physical education, but with a natural
enthusiasm and love for athletics
that first developed on an extracurricular basis while she was
majoring in history and econom-

ics at Bryn Mawr College. There
she participated in every available
sport: basketball, gymnastics, the
brand-new game of field hockey,
and track, in which she set six
world records.
Miss Crenshaw completed
her bachelor's degree in 1912 and
returned to Richmond to teach
math and history at St. Catherine's School when she was recommended to May Keller, Westhampton's first dean .
Miss Crenshaw herself reminisced about the way she came to
the newly established Westhampton College during an oral history
interview taped in 1975.
According to her, Miss Keller

arrived in August prior to the
opening of Westhampton's first
term in September and inquired
about arrangements for faculty to
teach the girls. When she learned
there were no plans for athletic
director, she insisted there should
be one, saying, "The work I'm
going to give these girls to do
they can't do unless they get
some exercise." Thereupon President Frederic W. Boatwright gave
her permission and she invited
Fanny C. Crenshaw to come
three afternoons a week.
That first year at Westhampton, Miss Crenshaw had for her
equipment exactly one basketball
and for facilities "the great outdoors." She had the girls play
basketba!I outdoors on the lawn,
run cross country, jump ditches,
do "anything I could think of to
give the girls some exercise ."
In the same spirit, Coach
"Fanny C." improvised endlessly
in the early years of the college.
When there was no basketball
gymnasium, she made do with
an old unheated barn. When
there was no equipment, she
made up her own games in the
Tower Room of the old North
Court building.
At various times, she also
taught swimming and life-saving

in the lake; held gymnastics classes on the roof of St. Luke's Hospital when students were evacuated from the campus during
World War I; and made use of
the "old Red Cross building" left
on campus after that war. Eventually physical education facilities
were built in Keller Hall in 1936.
Coach Crenshaw was one of
the first to introduce field hockey
to Virginia when she brought it
to Westhampton in 1916. When
her girls played Sweet Briar in
1919 it was the first women's intercollegiate athletic contest in the
Commonwealth.
Although the students "began hockey with misgiving," they
reported in the 1916 yearbook,
The Spider, "we soon learned to
enjoy the hockey immensely."
Somehow it was hockey they
identified with Miss Crenshaw,
as they wrote in the 1922 Web:
"The first time you laid eyes on
'Fanny G.,' she was probably
swinging a hockey stick with a
force that made you tremble for
the life of those in front of
her. ... She goes into everything
with the same force and skill with
which she swung that stick."
Many years later, Miss Crenshaw was honored in 1976 when
Constance M. K. Applebee- the
woman who introduced field
hockey to the United States and
taught Crenshaw the game at
Bryn Mawr-established the Fanny G. Crenshaw Scholarship
Fund at Westhampton. The fund
provides financial aid to a Westhampton physical education major or a student who shows leadership and ability in women's
outdoor sports.
In the same taped interview,
Miss Crenshaw remembered the
spirit of the girls in the first classes. She said they were undaunted
by the difficulties caused by lack
of facilities or equipment. Although most had had no experience with sports, she said "they
were crazy to try anything."
But the eagerness Miss Crenshaw remembered among her
students they themselves attributed to her.
"[W]e are as enthusiastic
about Miss Crenshaw as she is
about her work, and her enthusiasm not only never lags, but also

1954 Westhampton College basketball coaches, Coach Crenshaw, right , and Miss Virginia Dix Sterling

is able to reproduce itself among
all the students," they said in the
1916 Spider.
Coach Crenshaw could have
rested on her laurels when she
retired from Westhampton as director of athletics, physical education and recreation in 1955 at age
65. After all, her accolades were
many: not only had she established the physical education department and athletic teams at
Westhampton, she later had the
swimming pool in Keller Hall
named for her and she became
the first woman inducted into the
University of Richmond Athletic
Hall of Fame in 1979.
However, she continued her
active life. When she swam 50
miles in the pool named for her
at age 75, she said she did so
"partly to encourage the college
students. I believe that some of
them thought that if an old lady
could do it, they could, too."
Among her other activities,
both before and after retirement,
Crenshaw served as Southeast
Chairman of the U.S . Field Hockey Association and helped select
teams to compete in national
tournaments. She also officiated
at hockey and basketball games,
conducted examinations of women's sports officials and served as
a national judge for the Rich-

mond Board of Women's Basketball Officials.
When she died at age 94 on
Oct. 8, 1984, she had been the
sole surviving member of the
original Westhampton faculty for
a quarter century. She is survived
by a brother, Clay Crenshaw, of
Richmond.
Perhaps one of her highest
tributes came from her earliest
students in the 1922 Web: "Coach
Crenshaw, you've done a big part
toward showing, through your
own life, what the life of a real
woman can mean. Westhampton
thanks you."

Dorothy Wagener is a writer and editor in Richmond, Va. She has served
as public information officer for two
Virginia community colleges and has
written freelance newspaper and magazine articles.

AUniversity
Is Its Faculty
Opening ConvocatiQn, held ift the be.,
ginning of each school year, offers a
time tu assess what has gone before
und whatjies ahead. This ye_afs
Opening ConvocatiQn, held Aug: 30
in the Robins Center, gave a more
specific focus to this traditional pause

for reflection. The @culty....-,,itt past
and present succcSSL'S, its rc&ponsibil~
ities and the challenges it faces-took
center stage.
Distinguished Educator (hvards
were presented to six faculty members. Dr. Neil Ashworth was installed as the CSX Professor in Management. Convocati-On speakt?rS William H. ShawcroS$ Jr. and Or: James
H. Hali Jr. also focused on faculty in
their addresses. Shawcross, President
of the Ric;hrnond College Student
Government Association, reminded
students of their good fortune in having an accessible faculty. "We have
become spoiled," he.!x!id, "by the
faculty here who hllve dcvott-'d their
careers to the enrichment of our lives
through education."
Dr. Hall, the James Thomas Pro,fessor of Philosophy, issued a challenge to the faculty in his speech (the
text of which is printed below). "If
we have the will and the industry
. . . to be a faculty'' in all sen$es of
the word, "then we have the key in
our hands to there being, truly being,
finally being a University of Richmond."
I have only one point to make on
this occasion; and I shall not state it
(in so many words) until the very
end. But I will stale now the simple
premise from which I am working:
"A University is its faculty."
I take this to be a transparent truth,
and I assume ii without argument

My sole point hinges on it (and a
small set of facts).
My own first perceptions of the
academy were more than a little na·
ive and romantic. l decided that I
wanted to teach without any noble
reasons. (For that matter, it was long
before I had any clear idea of
"what.") It had a great deal lo do
with the first professor that I ever
met-a sandy-haired. bushy-mustached, veteran Spitfire pilot from the
Royal Air Force, who was my adviser
at the Hopkins in September of 1951.
Teaching French with a Scots'
brogue, he was dashing in appearance, droll humored, and delicate in
taste for fine wines and Cuban cigars
I le and his red Morgan Plus-Four
(complete with a leather strap across
the bonnet) were endlessly pursued
by squadrons of beautiful women.

"This is the career for me," I said;
and I was on my way into the academy.
There I was, "in college"; and I
must admit that I loved college life .
Indeed, I loved it so much that it fre•
quently interfered with my involvement in that remarkable university
which called me, even at seventeen,
"colleague." But, in spite of all the
intrusion. I did learn that "college
life" was not what the university was
all about. The bright lacrosse days of
spring, the endless talk into the night
"without which youth would be a
waste of time," the welding of friendships that still endure-all were
good, all were essential to my
growth, but none were more than peripheral to the university of which I
was a novice member.
Where, then, did I find the es-

scnce of the university? I found it exemplified:
• In linguist Leo Spitzer, refugee
fro m the Nazi terror, master of more
than 30 languages, European int_e[lectual personified, closeted with_ eight
undergra~uates aro_und a s~m_mar table, Jisternng to their astornshm?ly
naive ideas, and slowly and paltently
leading them by the hand through
the labyrinth of linguistic ~tructure.
and back into the pragmatic world illuminated by new light;
• In biologist Bentley Glas_s,
prize-winning re~~archer a~~ m_ventor, terror of aspmng phys1c1ans and
implacable foe of every kin~ of hokum, bringing life and vitahtt I~
what could have been the gnndmg
repetition of "1~1,''. c~allenging th_e
pre-meds to their lim1ts an~ recnuting at least one writmg ma1or i~to his
classes simply because he was mteresting;
• And in archeologist William
Foxwell Albright, historian Sidney
Painter, poet Elliot Coleman'. polit_ical
economist Fritz Machlup, onentahstin -exile Owen Lattimore, philosophers Boas, Yolton and Price, and in
many others as well.
What these men exemplified was
a total commitment of mind, spirit,
and energy to the purs~il of ideas
that rebuffed preconditions a~d
boundaries, and welcomed discovery
from any quarter. They were as_ ready
to question themselves and th_eH own
opinion as to probe the tentaltve offerings of a sophomore or the
weighty pronouncements of an "authority." Steeped in history and responsive to the eddies of the global
intellectual community, they sought
constantly to learn more, understand
more, clarify more, and lie t_ogeth~r
more. The universe was their subiect
matter, and its population was the
set of their potential colleagues. They
were a university in fact-a focus of
minds at work, doing what minds are
for.
Daniel Coit Gilman, at his inauguration as first president of the
Hopkins in 1876, said:
The object of the University is to develop character-to make men. It
missesitsaimifit produces learned pedants, or
simple artisans, or cunning sophists, or pretentious practitioners. Its
purport is not so much to
impart knowledge to the
pupils, as to whet the appetite, exhibit methods,
develop powers,
strengthen judgment, and
invigorate the intellectual

and moral forces. It
should prepare for the
service of society a class
of students who will be
wise, thoughtful, progressive guides in whatever
department of work or
thought they may be engaged.
There were also, of course, all of
a university's usual trappings and
outriders: budgets and deans, student fees and bursars, parking lots
and vice-presidents, endowment
campaigns, alumni, tycoons and
trustees. All had important roles to
play; but those roles, for the most
part, amounted to k~ep1ng the way
clear for the university to be, to do
and to prosper. The Outriders and .
their trappings stood to the uruvers1·
ty much as an entourage of mana~ers
and promoters stands to a gymnast
And they (almost) never forgot who
was on the rings
But the ideal is never fully captured on the shadowy wall of Plato's
cave. Even Camelot was flawed.
There was, for example, a bloody battle my sophomore year to see whether freshman writing courses (a_nd,
hence, 20 graduate ass1st~ntsh1ps)
would belong to the English department or to the writing department. It
was settled politically, with little (if
any) regard f_or goo~ness, truth or
beauty. English got 1t, and the writing department was dissolved.
Still, the shadows on the wall
were clear enough lo show what
could be; and that was enough to propel me into the academic life, never
to look back. Twelve years of schooling and apprenticeship later ii propelled me to a college campus to
teach philosophy. Two years after
that, and 19 years ago today, it propelled me here.
And what shadows did I find on
these cave walls? A faculty? A university? In bud, perhaps, but not in
flower. We were no seamless unitythe universe our subject matter and
its population our potential col·
leagues. More of us were ready to
propound received truth than to
break new ground; more ready to
teach than to learn. Too few of us
were ready to qu~stion .the less-thanuniversal academic traditions that
propelled us. Indeed, a few could not
or would not see beyond their departmental or divisional skirmish
lines at all. I taught philosophy. Others taught other things. We worked
hard, and we did some good ~ork;
but we were fragmented and isolated; and we were not a faculty.
We were not, of course, in total
control of our collective destinies. We

worked in an institution that was
strongly identified. w!th region~[, ethnic, religious, disc1phnary and mtellectual provincialism; and we felt the
constraint. But the bud was there.
Many already_ ~ere wer~ fiercely c~)lnmitted to reahzmg that mcorporat10n
of untrammeled minds at work that
generates a faculty and a university
And many more have come. It is
their work that has brought our bud
much closer to flower, and has seen
to it that most of the constraints are
gone.
'
Today there are no longer any
major institutional rocks in o~r path.
The community is open and its gov·
ernance is rational. Our standards for
hiring and retention are objective, legitimate, unhidden, and high. Our
academic freedom is secure. The administration and trustees are increas·
inglv responsive to the needs of~~
intellectual community. The fanl1t1es
and resources are good. The students
come freely. Indeed, they demand
each year that we demand more of .
them. So, if this is not yet truly a university, I would propose that it is because we are not yet fully a faculty.
The work that remains is mostly our
work. Consider:
• If I would catch a vision that
goes beyond my discipline- beyond
the formal rules of proof and beyond
the analysis of this or that conceptual
system;
• If I would be, in seminar and
lecture, like Spitzer and Glass, locked
in a death struggle with ignorance,_
but not in a dominance struggle with
the ignorant;
• If I would digest and assimilate
the idea that Hall, Kent, Bak, Moenssens, Matejka, Woolcott, ~lley,
Welsh, Troncale, West, Hilliard, Underhill, Ekey, Brown, Nash, Shepherd, Boggs, Preston and nearly 300
others are one body mgaged in one task;
• If I would look beyond my own
fiefdom - its prosperity and its perks;
• If I would really listen, and
learn from everyone around m~;
... but, of course, it isn't ;ust
me. If every one of us would do and
be what this list only begins to enumerate, then we could find that total
commitment of mind, spirit, and energy (and all that flows from it) that I
have ascribed above to Spitzer, Glass,
and others. When and only when we
find it will there be here a university
in fact. So, finally, my point·

If we have the will and
the industry truly to be a

faculty, then we have the
key in our hands to there
being, truly and_ finally
being, a University of
Richmond.

PRESIDENTIAL
MATERIAL
UR Sends Out Fourth College President In Seven Jears.
By UR Magazine Staff Members
When Westhampton College
Dean Steph,mie M. Bennett assumed the presidency of Centenary College in Hackellstown,
New Jersey, on Jan. I, 1985, she
became the fourth UR administrator to become president of another college in the pzist seven years.
Dr. Bennett joins the honor

roll of college presidents selected
from administrators serving under UR President E. Bruce Heilman:
- Dr. Charles E. Glassick,
President of Gettysburg College in Pennsylvania since
1977 and formerly UR Vice
President for Academic Affoirs and Provost for five
years
- Dr. Gresham Riley, named
in 1981 as President of Th e
Colorado College in Colorado
Springs after six years as UR
Dean of the Arts and Sciences Faculty, and
-Dr. Melvin L Vulgamore,
who became !'resident of Albion College in Michigan in
1983 after serving as UR Vice
President for Academic Affairs and Provost for five and
a half years.
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Dr. Bennett becomes Centenary College's 10th and first
woman president in its 117-year
history. In making the announcement of Dr. Bennett's appointment, Orin T. Smith, a member
of Centenary's Board of Trustees,

said, "We have a new president,
and I am delighted lo say, not
just any president-bu t the perfect president for Centenary College."
Centenary College is a women's liberal arts college ivith a

Dr. Melvin Vulgamore
Albion College
Albion
Michigan

full-time enrollment of 650 women. II also has a continuing education evening division with a coeducational enrollment of about
800 students.
During her eight and a half
years at the University as Dean of

Dr. Gresham Riley
The Colorado College
Colorado Springs
Colorado

Westhampton, Dr. Bennett established the Women Involved in
Living and Learning program
{WILL), a program offering women students supplemental
courses, seminars, workshops,
internships and speakers address-

ing concerns of women. She has
served as President of the Southern Association of Colleges for
Women and President of the
Chesapeake American Studies
Association.
Dr. Bennett said she was
"excited to have the opportunity
to lead a women's college as it
addresses the educational needs
of con temporary women." She
also said, "The experiences at the
University of Richmond and
Westhampton College have given
me the opportunity to be ready to
accept this particular challenge."
Dr. Bennett and the three
other college presidents who
emerged from the University administration all had in common
the opportunity to develop their
leadership skills at a special time
in the history of the University.
These four individuals helped to
lead the University through its
own period of self-scrutiny, rededication and growth, occurring
in connection with the Robins'
gift of $50 million intended to
help the University become one
of the finest small, private universities in the country
The four colleges themselves
have a great deal in common
with the University and with
each other. All are highly selective private colleges emphasizing
the liberal arts. All also are relatively sma!I in enrollment- fewer
than 2,000 students--and all have
high faculty-student ratios
President Heilm;m, in accounting for the number of former UR administrators now serving as presidents, points first to
the individuals' excellence.
"They were all competent
people when they came to UR,"
he says. "The University seeks
the best people it can attract.
They added to their experience
while they were in leadership positions here, and ... the University itself excelled and progressed
during their time of service.
"If the University is to attract
qualified people, it must also offer them the chance to grow as
leaders." Several factors come
into play here. Dr. Bennett cites
the "autonomy given to administrators" as helping them to be
successful leaders and to become
successful presidents.
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Dr. Classick concurs, saying

Dr. Charles Glassick

that "because Dr. Heilman is willing to delegate both authority
and responsibility, the administrators working for him get valuable, pertinent administrative
experience. His style of presidency, I believe, encourages people
to grovv and develop-to reach
their full potential "

The four leaders agree that
the foremost emphasis in presidential leadership should be on
academics. Dr. Riley emphasizes
"the importance of a president's
staying close to the focu!ty and lo
the academic program." He calls
that principle "the most important
aspect of administration
at UR \Vhich I have implemented" at Colorado College.
Along with academic vision,
the presidents stress planningwhat Dr. Bennett calls "the articulation of institutional goals and
missions." Dr. Vulgamore says
he used his experience in planning at the University of Richmond lo finalize a new four-vear
plan for Albion in his first y~ar
there.
The most basic requirement
for leaders is that thev have followers-that they tur n a diverse
collection of individuals into a co0

Gettysburg College
Gettysburg
Pennsylvania

hesivc whole. Of UR's success in
this regard, Dr. Bennett says,
"the University has been extremely conscientious about getting consensus ilnd institution,vide agreement on directions for
policy and growth. It seems to

me that only when you have all
constituencies-facu lty, students
and administration-involved in
a planning process .. can you
have a true sense of moving together to accomplish something
of value."

Dr. E. Bruce Heilman

Politician, Coach, Prophet: A President's Many Faces
Editor's Note
The following appeared in t/1e September/
OctoberiAGB Reports. Tt is a summary of
'The Many Facf.'5 of the Presidency." a speech
delivered by Dr. E. Brnce Heilman before the
Ameriam Co1mril 011 &i11mtio11 i11}11/y 1983.

A college or university
president is ...
... a person of culture. It is appropriate that the person and the office be
identified with the symphony, ballet.
museums, opera, and other aspects of
the "higher things in life"
.. an intellectual, a person of letters
who is knowledgeable and wise.
. a person uf strong character expected to set moral and ethical standards
on campus and in the community.
... an influential public figure often
asked to serve on corporate boards, the
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chamber of commerce, and any number
of other enterprises and activities.
... an endlessly accessible individual
Presidents. in fact. do not want even to
appear inaccessible.
... an admissions officer. There is no
escape from being the court of last
resort; the time never seems to come
when it is not necessary to deal with
special admissions.
. . a defender and protector of what
the institution represents- someone who
must uphold the freedom and f\exibilitv of the academv .
. . •. a person who is ·youthfully vigorous without being immature. The chief
executive must continue to learn from
young people; be young in heart, mind,
and spirit: and remain adaptable.
. . a salesman and procurer. Obtaining
resources is an art and a science: the
president must be the catalyst and coor-

dinator for cultivating major donors and
instilling confidence in the institution
. . a public relations professional and
press agent. Public relations cannot be
avoided; to do the job well, the president
must relate effectively to the public and
the institution"s administration
... a coach. He or she must be
prepared to assume responsibility for all
of the losses in college athletics and leave
to the coaches credit for the wins.
... a politician and lobbyist before the
state legislature.
a prophet and seer. The world-atlarge wants to know what is going to
happen to the university or college, and
the president must be ready to
conjecture.
a dreamer. Dreams-grown from
one's convictions. ambitions. and aspirations-make the presidency exciting, give
it life: they override the negative factors.

AROUND 1HE LAKE
UR COMMONS
NAMED FOR TYLER
HAYNES
Just as the UR student center
spans Westhampton Lake, Dr. W.
Tyler Haynes bridged the gap between students and administrators when he served on the Board
of Trustees Student Affairs Committee back in the early '70s.
That is the way J. Gaston B.
Williams, R'73 and L'77, remembers the man for whom the Commons Building was named on
Dec. 13, 1984.
Just as the building dams the
water, Dr. Haynes "held back a

vast reservoir "of student discontent and hostility," Williams told
an audience that packed the Dry

Dock Area of the newly christened Tyler Haynes Commons
during the naming ceremony that

honored the 1922 Richmond College graduate, who is now a

Trustee Emeritus.
Williams and others at that
ceremony spoke in recognition of
Dr. Haynes' six decades of involvement in student affairs.
UR Chancellor Dr. George
M. Modlin, H'71, said it was
probable that "no Trustee in the
history of the University has devoted as much interest, effort,
time, and resources to student affairs" as has Dr. Haynes.
Having the building named
for him was "one of the nicest
things that ever happened to
me," responded Dr. Haynes as
he thanked the Board of Trustees
for honoring him.
Others who paid tribute included Trustee Charles H. Ryland, R'36, L'39, and H'71; Suzanne M. Cronin, W'85, President of the University Student
Union; UR Rector Lewis T. Booker, R'SO and H'77, and UR President E. Bruce Heilman. Also included were an invocation by UR
Chaplain Dr. David D. Burhans
and a Mozart aria performed by
music faculty.
At the ceremony's conclusion, Dr. Haynes' great-niece
Noel Haynes Daniel helped unveil a plaque that later was placed
at the Richmond College end of
the building.

Dr. Haynes has been a UR
Trustee since 1963, becoming a
Trustee Emeritus in 1972. As
Trustee he served as Chairman of
the Student Affairs Committee
and was known as a strong advocate of student causes. The University awarded him its distinguished service award and an
honorary doctor of science degree
in 1972.
A 1926 graduate of the Medical College of Virginia School of
Dentistry, Dr. Haynes served on
the faculty there for 40 years until
his retirement in 1968. From 1943
to 1968 he was professor and
head of the Department of Orthodontics at MCV.

Dr. Haynes stays active in
his fraternity, Phi Gamma Delta,
hosting an annual gathering of
student and alumni members of
the UR chapter at his home. He
has also served as regional adviser to Virginia and North Carolina
chapters and has been active nationally as well.
Built at a cost of nearly $5
million and completed in 1977,
the Tyler Haynes Commons is a
three-story building spanning
Westhampton Lake. It houses the
student activities center, the book
store, dining facilities, the Jenkins
Trustees Suite, and a large multipurpose room. DW

WOMEN IN SOUTH
TOPIC OF FIRST
FREEMAN LECTURE

Dr. Linda Kerl1er

"Women in Southern Society"
was the title of the first Douglas
Southall Freeman Symposium,
held on the University campus
Sept. 12-14.
The three-day session consisted of three public lectures by
Dr. Linda K. Kerber, Professor of
History at Iowa University, and a
symposium featuring women historians from across the country
along with women who are leaders in the Richmond community.
Dr. Kerber was the first Frl?eman Lecturer. Her visit was
13
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sponsored by the UR Department
of History through the Freeman
Chair, established last year in
memory of Dr. Freema'n, a twotime Pulitzer Prize winner for his
biographies of Robert E. Lee and
George Washington. Dr. Freeman, a UR alumnus, was also
editor of The Richmo11d l'•,lews Leader for 34 years.
Dr. Kerber's lectures covered
women's history in general; the
roots of modern American feminism; and the education of women in America.
Other speakers included Dr.
Catherine Clinton, Assistant Professor of History, Harvard University; Dr. Sha.ran Haley, Assistant Professor of Afro-American
Studies, the University of Maryland; Dr. Lois R. Helmbold, Assistant Professor of History, Ohio
State University; and Dr. Martha
H. Swain, Associate Professor of
History, Texas Women's University. Their talks focused on
Southern women, black and
white, from frontier and plantation days to modern times. A
panel discussion on women today
and the problems they face followed the speeches.
Knowing women's history
helps in understanding how
women live today. Outstanding
women have often become
achievers later in life than their
male counterparts. In an interview by Katherine Calos, staff
writer for Tlie Richmond News
Leader, Dr. Kerber discussed one
reason for this seeming slowness
among women. Patterns of childbearing and childrearing have "a
major impact on what society is
like, how women live their lives
In men's careers, the most
productive years are 30 to 50. For
women, it's 45 to 65. By assuming that if you're going to have a
productive career, you have to
have it between 35 and 45, you're
signalling to women that they're
not hacking it, when in fact, the
pattern for women has been quite
different."
The Freeman Symposium
was sponsored in part by a grant
from the Virginia Foundation for
the Humanities and Public Policy.
The UR event was part of the
statewide Virginia Women's Cultural History Project. AM
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FRANK SODEN,
"VOICE OF UR
SPORTS," RETIRES
Frank Soden retired as Assistant
Athletic Director this fall, after 15
years with the University. Soden's name has long been synonymous with athletic contests and
community service in Virginia.
As Assistant Athletic Director, Soden worked with Athletic
Director Chuck Boone and coordinated the department's advertising on local television and radio
stations. Before joining the UR
staff, he spent 20 years with
WRNL radio in Richmond, the

frank Soden

last seven as Executive Vice President and General Manager. From
1950 to 1980 he served as the
play-by-play man for Spider basketball and he broadcast Spider
football from 1969 to 1980, earning him the title "Voice of UR
Sports." He also called football
action for the University of Virginia (1952-1954) and for Virginia
Tech (1955-1968). He was named
Virginia Sportscaster of the Year
in 1965 and in 1966.
Soden's community activities
include serving as emcee for the
Jerry Lewis Muscular Dystrophy
Telethon, the Tobacco Festival
and the Virginia State Fair. He
was recently cited by the March
of Dimes for his humanitarian
services and named by the Richmond Times-Dispatch as a "Volunteer of the Year." He is also a

member of the Sports Hall of
Fame Honors Court.
A host of parties honored Soden at his retirement. In a ceremony at the Robins Center on
Sept. 20, University employees
gathered as President E. Bruce
Heilman presented him with an
engrnved silver platter. The Athletic Department held its party on
Oct. 2 at the Bellwood Officer's
Club. Presentations were made
by Coaches Dick Tarrnnt and Dal
Shealy, Spider Club President Brian Marth and others. AM

ADMISSIONS SENDS
VIDEOCASSETTES
A new 20-minute admissions film
entitled "Faces" is available on videocassette for prospective students in a pilot project that may
be the first of its kind in the nation.
l'rospective students unable
to visit the campus can request to
have the film sent to them, says
Thomas N. Pollard Jr., Dean of
Admissions. UR is "the only institution in the United States, to
my knowledge, using cassettes in
this fashion," he says.
The Admissions Office has
600 copies of the videocassette in
circulation and has had as manv
as 2,200 requests for the tape "
from prospective students.
The tape is sent by UPS so
there is no possibility of its being
left on a doorstep. It already has
a return address on the package
so the prospective student need
only put it in a mailbox to return
it.
The tapes may be used on
Beta II, VHS or ¾ U-Matic videocassette recorders.
The film features professors,
administrators and students talking about the University against a
backdrop of campus scenes. It is
narrated by Gregg Bond, R'86,
and Genie Gall, W'86, who take
prospective students to classrooms, dormitories, the dining
hall, the library and other places
on campus.
The Admissions Office has
placed 200 complimentary copies
of the tape in Virginia high
schools. Alumni/ae who wish to
view a copy of the tape may contact the Admissions Office. MP

UR DISTINGUISHED
EDUCATORS NAMED
Six professors have been recognized as the University's Distin-

guished Educators for 1984. They
received their a,vards at Opening

Convocation in September.
The winners are Dr. David

C. Evans, Associate Professor of
I [istory, who joined the faculty in

1973; Dr. Barbilfa J. Griffin, Associate Professor of English, a member of the facultv since "1970; Dr.
Clarence R. Juni; Jr., Professor of

nize all who are, or who strive to
be, distinguished educators."
The annual awards vvere
started at UR in 1975, the result
of a challenge gift from the Robert G. Cabell llI and Maude Morgan Cabell Foundation. The
purpose of tht.' awards is that
of "attracting and retaining outstanding teachers and leaders in
learning." Winners are selected
through a process involving the
faculty, students, administrators,
alumni and trustees, with trustees making the final determination. I\M

Economics, who came to UR in
1966; Dr. Daniel T. Murphy, As-

sociate Dean and Professor of
Law, a member of the facul!v
since 1976; Dr. James A. Sarfain,
Irving May Professor of I luman
Relation s in the Department of
Sociology, a member of the faculty for 21 years; and Dr. Lorenzo

Simpson, Assistant Professor of
Philosophy, now in his fourth
year at the University.
Each received a prize of
$2,000 and a special citation for
outstanding contribution in the
fields of teaching and scholarship. Provost Zeddie Bowen said
that the awards call attention to
"the things we value at the University of Richmond. There are
many distinguished educators
who are not recognized individually but by the symbolism of
this award are recognized with
those who are brought up on
stage. By these awards we recog-

ARTISTS SPEAK AT
EXHIBIT OPENING
Personal <>ppearances by two nationally-known artists highlighted
exhibits of their work in the Modlin Fine Art Center's Marsh Gallery this fall.
Philip PeMlstein, noted
American realist painter, lectured
in the Camp Theatre in the Modlin Fine Arts Center on Sept. 7 in
connection with "Landscapes and
Ruins," an exhibition of his watercolor paintings.
The exhibition, supported by
a donation from UR alumnus Joel
Harnett, consisted of 10 paintings. These works were executed
at the sites of some of the most
famous landmarks in the world,
including England's Tintern Abbey, Egypt's Temple of Hatshepsut, and Machu Picchu in the Peruvian Andes.

Distinguished Educators for 1984 arc (from left): Dr. Barbara}. Griffin, Dr. Lorenzo
Simpson, Daniel T. Murphy, Dr. James A. Sartain, Dr. David C. Evans and Dr
Clarence R. Jung Jr.

Pearlstein is known primarily
for his meticulously rendered figures in the studio. The landscapes are a less familiar aspect of
his work, but they are marked by
the same degree of control and
exactitude as the figural paintings.
In his lecture, Pearlstein addressed the factors that have
shaped him as an artist. Although his gift as a painter was
recognized quite early, he had to
support himself and his family
for many years by working as a
graphic artist. This draftsman's
experience at first contrasted with
the Abstract Expressionist works
he created on his own time.
Later, however, skill and vision came together to characterize
the works which have made him
famous. The "ruins" in the exhibition are as technically correct as
architect's drawings, yet they
bear the stamp of the imaginative
artist as well.
Pearlstein has taken his characteristic blend of art and technology to bold lengths by becoming
one of the first to "paint" using a
computer. This skill is in part a
leaching device; he has made laser video discs of his works in
process. The viewer sees the
strokes themselves, one by one,
as they are made, while the artist
remai~s invisible. Video facilities
in the Marsh Gallery enabled visitors to watch Pearlstein's paintings form on the screen while
they viewed the more conventiori.al!y displayed watercolors on
the walls.
The Howard Finster Folk Art
Festival ran Oct. 31-Nov. 2, highlighting an exhibit of the folk artist's work held Oct. 31-Nov. 20.
Finster came from his Summerville, Ga., home to participate in
the workshops, lectures, panel
discussions, musical performance
and other events making up the
festival, which brought to campus
an array of visitors ranging from
a country musk group to the curator of the Corcoran Gallery in
Washington, D. C.
"Sermons in Paint" is an apt
title for Finster's exhibit, for his
"calling" to express spiritual
truths has led him first to preaching, then to creating a blend of
folk art, poetry and performance
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art. Richmond writer Susan
Hankla says of Finster, "His materials are the raw recycled detritus of America and he will just as
readily spell out the gospel in
cat's eye marbles, as in conventional lettering."
His eclectic use of materials
was evident in the exhibit. His
media included enamel on tin;
enamel and glitter on fiberglass;
enamel on metal table leaf; oil on
TV panel; enamel on plexiglas
and mirror with sequins, beads
and wood; and glass, thumbtacks
and pyrography on plywood.
His subjects are similarly diverse, while still expressing spiritual truths. Dogs, well-known
Americans, angels and Finster
himself appear in his work.
Adding to the exhibit were
videotapes, recordings, slide presentations, photographs, books,
letters, magazine articles, Finster's handwritten "Thought
Cards" and poems, all of which
helped make clear the vision of
the artist whose "reputation is
rightfully radiating from Georgia
and the South to the entire country," says Alan Jabbour, Director
of the American Folklife Center at
the Library of Congress.
The Howard Finster Folk Life
Festival and "Sermons in Paint"
were made possible by a grant
from the Virginia Foundation for
the Humanities and Public Policy.
Catalogs of the exhibit, featuring a cover created by Finster
for the exhibit and a four-page
poem, are available for S6.50,
post paid, from Ann Oppenhimer, Director, Howard Finster
Folk Life Festival, Art Department, University of Richmond,
Va. 23173. AM, FH

Westhampton Class of '34, the
garage has become a guest cottage consisting of a guestroom
with two single beds and a bath.
At a formal opening ceremony in January, the cottage was
named the Ruth Wallerstein Thalhimer Cottage. Its function as
lodging for guest lecturers and
artists and special visitors to the
University campus began in January.
Finished in a style to complement the Deanery, the cottage
has a small front porch and a timber and stucco facade. It is furnished in the Jacobean style with
pieces from other campus buildings plus a few new additions.

"The advantage to having a
guest cottage on campus is that it
will allow our special visitors to
become more a part of the college
community," said Jane Thorpe,
W'58, UR Director of Alumnae
Relations. "Guests will be close to
the dorms and dining hall. If they
want to invite students or faculty
in to visit they can easily do so."
The garage and the Deanery
were originally built for May L.
Keller, dean of Westhampton
College, 1914-1956. The Deanery
continued to be her home until
1964. In 1981 it was renovated
and now houses the alumnae office and the dean's office for
Westhampton. DW

DEANERY GARAGE
CONVERTED TO
GUEST COTT AGE
A former double garage at the
Westhampton College Deanery
has been transformed into the
first on-campus accommodation
for guests of the University.
Thanks to gifts from Mrs.
Ruth Wallerstein Thalhimer,
W'22, and others, particularly the
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Present for the official opening of the cottage 011 Jan. 23 were President E. Bruce Heil man; Katherine E. Bell, W34; Ruth Wal/erstein Thalhimer, W22,·Grace Roland
Wells, W34; Rector Lewis T. Booker, R'SO and H77;and Director of A/Jlmnae Relations Jane Stockman Thorpe, W'.58

GREAT YEAR FOR
SPIDER SPORTS
National recognition came to
both the football team and the
basketball team during the 198485 season, as the footbull Spiders
went to the NCAA, Division IAA playoffs and the basketball
team went lo the National Invita-

these were only a few of the
highlights of the season. Numerous records \vere broken and several prestigious honors were won
as the Spiders' explosive offense
and rough and tough defense
garnered recognition nationwidc.
Individu ally, senior offensive
tackle Eddie Martin and sophomore running back Greg Grooms
were named All-Americans while
Coach Shealy \Vas selected Kodak
Region II Coach-of-the-Year by
the American Football Coaches
Association. Junior split end Leland Melvin was selected the
team's Most Valuable /'layer.
It was a memorable season
for not only players and cmiches
but also for fans as the Richmond
community \Vas asked to "Join
The Home Tc.:im," and join them
they did. Nearly 22,000 people
were on h.:ind for the regular-season finale against William and
Mary, and for the season UR averaged over 15,000 fans per
game . They were proud lo be
part of the I lome Team.
"At the beginning of the
year, we wanted to have a winning season and make the 1-/\A
playoffs," said Coach Shealy.
"We worked hard toward those

goals and accomplished our objectives. It was a very satisfying
season and one which I'll c1lways
remen1ber.''
The basketball team tied
Navy for the regular-season
ECAC-Sou th title but lost to the
Middies in the tournament final.
The Spiders missed out on un
NCAA bid but got invited for the
second time in four seasons to
the NIT.
The Spiders eliminated Tarrant's alma mater, Fordham, in
the first round at the Robins Center, 59-57, on a shot by 6-2 senior
co-captain Kelvin Johnson from
under the basket. Co-captain
John Nevvmc1n, an all-ECACSouth first team selection, scored
35 points in the game. Once
again, however, Bobby Knight' s
Indiana Hoosiers ended Richmond's season by winning at Indiana 75-53.
The Spiders finished al 21-11.
That combined with last year's
22-10 record gave UR its first
back-to-back 20-game seasons in
31 years. Under Tarrant the Spiders have gone to post-season
tournaments for three of the last
four seasons. TS, Rf

tion Tournament.
Dal Shealy's football squad
posted a 7-3 regular season record, and was selected as one of
12 teams to participate in the
NCAA's I-AA football championship.
Dick Tarrant's basketball

team followed up last year's Cinderella effort in the NCAA playoffs with a bid to the Ncltional Invitation Tournament, joining

such select company as UCLA,
Louisville and Indiana.

The football team got to play
its first-round NCAA playoff

game at home against Boston
University . The Spiders defeated
the Terriers 35-33 to advance to a
quarterfinal showdown with the
University of Rhode Island. Looking to move into the NCAA I-AA
final four, UR lost to the Rams
23-17 on Dec. 1 to end one of the
finest football campaigns in UR's
103-year football history.
Eight wins, a Top 20 ranking
and a I-AA playoff appearance
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ALUMNI NITTES
MAGIC MARKS HOMECOMING 1984;
VARIETY OF EVENTS FEATURED
"Make Some Magic" was the
theme of Homecoming 1984, Oct.
22-28, and a magical week it was.

The Richmond College and The
E. Claiborne Robins School of Business Classes of 1939, 1944, 1949,
1954, 1959, 1964, 1969, 1974 and
1979 al! celebrated reunions at the
Richmond Marriott on Oct. 26. A
special thanks goes to the hosts of
each reunion event. A selected
group of reunions are shown on
these pages.
But there's more to Homecoming than reunions. Sponsored by
the Student Homecoming Action
Committee and the Office of
Alumni Affairs, Homecomi ng
1984 featured a variety of events.
A sample of them indudes an
appearance by Larry Linville, who
p::irtrays Major Frank Burns on
television's M• A •S*H; a bonfire
and pep rally; the Bogle Open golf
tourn-1ment; T he E. Claiborne
Robins School of Business Alumni
Association Breakfast, with
speaker John M ashek, Nat ional
Correspondent for US. Nrws &
\t\0rld l\i'porl; the dedication of the
new wing at The E. Claiborne
Robins School of Business; the
football game, where the Spiders
beat VM I 45- 3; a post~game party
in Millhiser Gymnasium, with
music by the Kings of Swing; and
a Homecoming Concert in Cannon Memorial C hapel, featuring
the UR Band and Choir.
Make your plans now to attend
Homecoming 1985, scheduled for
Oct. 18 and 19. The University
will play Northeastern University
in football. Under a new plan,
reunions will be held on Alumni
Weekend, May 31- June 2, 1985.
See the inside front cover for
more information on reunions .
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Robert E. LJ'itrh and Frank 5. Coshy hoste1/ the Class of I 939·, 45//r Rnmion on October 26.

HOMECOMING REUNITES CLASSES

WESTHAMPTON
CLUB REPORTS
Midd/t, frninsuln /tlumn11e Club
Peggy Lou//wn Slzl'phml, Prcsi,/01/
Box444

Gloucester Poh1/, Va. 23062
On May 26, I 984 the Middle
Peninsula Alumnae Club met at
Virginia lee Ball Glover's home
at Gloucester Point. Evelyn
Fouraker, Director of Communications and Editor of UR Mngru,ine,
was our guest speaker.
We met again on November 10
at the home of Margaret Proctor
Swetnam on Gwynn's Island.
New officers were elected at
this meeting. They are:
President-Barbara Reynolds
Orrell, Secretary - Linda Webb
Taliaferro, and Treasurer-Julie
Perkinson Crews. Dr. Gene Anderson of the Music Department
was our speaker. Nancy Werner,
President of the Alumnae Association, was also our guest.

Two URnluniniwerrsworn into/he
new Virginia Court of Appn1/s fr1 Janu ary. C/iief Jus/i[I' E. Ballard Baker, L'47.
left. awl Judge l.nwrcncc L Koontz Jr.,
L'65. wne appointed to the positions in
I 984. Baker. a Richmond rcsidenl, was
promo/rd from Hmrico County Circuit
Court judge, while Koontz, a Salem, Va ..
rcsidn1/, was promoied from Salem Circuit Court judxe.
Editor's Note: Tlic Ur1ivmity was
saddened to learn of the death of Cliief }us/ice Baker 011 Marc Ii 24, 1985. "He was
an asset lo /he Univmity and lo the legal
conimunily as well, .. said President
E. Bruce Heilman.
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PRESIDENT GIVEN
FOOTBALL, BANNER

SEARCH UNDERWAY FOR NEW DEAN
When Westhampton College
De.:in Stephanie Bennett was
named President of Centenary
College in Hackethtown, N.J., this
fall (see article on page 10), congr,1tulations c,mw left and right
But next comes the painstaking
process of selecting cl new de,rn.
Jill Hu nter, former Coordin,itor of
the Women Involved in Living and
Learning program, is serving ,,s
interim dc,1n while the search is
underway. The search committee

hopes to announce ,1 new dean in
early summer.
Those serving on the search
committee include Elaine Yeatts,
W'64 and a UR Trustee, ,md 8etty
Ann Tulloh, W'48, C'49 and ,1
member of the UR l:30<1rd of Associates. Both MC also members of
the Westh,unpton College Alumnae Associ,,tion Governing Board.
Dr. Bennett w,,s honored ;it
severa! UR events in December
PMtin.ilarly memorable, reports

Alumnae Director Jane Thorpe,
W'58, was a farewell luncheon at
the home of EliLabeth Dunkum,
W'59 and a member of the UR
Board of Associates. She hosted,,
similar luncheon welcoming Dr
Bennett when Dr. Bennett ,1rrived
clt Westhampton.
T horpe has visited D r. Bennett
in New Jersey and reports that the
college is in a beautiful old town.
"I t's very reminiscent of New England;' says Thorpe.
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CLASSNITTES
30's
Dr. M. Parker Givens, R'37, of Rochester,
N.Y., has bCTn named Acting Dean of the
College of Enginening and Applied Science at the U. of Rochester
Harvey Fleetwood Jr., R'38, of Upper
Montclair, N.J., represented Dr. Heilman
at the inauguration of Dr. Donald E. Walters as President of Montclair State College on Oct. 27, 1984

C. Albert Klaffky, R'39, of Huntington,
N.Y., writes that he worked for Mobile
Oil Corp. for 30 yt-ars and retired as Division General M,mager. Having t.ikcn early
retirement, he then became professor at
Addphi U., Garden City, N.Y., in the
Graduate School of Busim.'ss. Retired from
Adelphi in 1974. he still serves on the
Board of Directors of nine corporations.
but allows himself several months in Arizona during the colder months of the
year

40's
Rawley F. Daniel, R'40, of Richmond, retired ]u!y 31, 1984, as Senior Vice President of United Virginia Bankshares Inc
He will remain with the bank as a consultant.
Roland B. Anderton Jr. , R'48, of Atlanta,
Ga., has taken early retirement from his
position as Southeastern Regional Vice
President with Underwriters Adjusting

Co. and has be<:ome Counsel to the law
firm of Swift, Currie, McGhee & Hiers
R. Shelley Harrell, R'49, of Chillicothe.
Ohio, reprl..'sented Dr. 1leilman at the inauguration of Dr. Clodus R. Smith as
President of Rio Grande College on Nov
29

Geo rge A. Froom, R'49, of Winchester,
Va., of Shenandoah Valley National Bank
was re-ele.:ted to the Virginia Chamber of
Commerce as Vice President, Shenandoah
Valley
Morton Marks Jr. , R'49, of Richmond,
was namt'd Assistant Treasurer of the Virginia Retail Merchants Association.

SO'S
William T. Coppage, R'51. of Richmond,
is Commissioner of the Virginia Department for the Visually I landicapped
(VDVH), and he received the National Rehabilitation Association's (NRA) Bell
Greve Aw.ird. The ,1ward was presented
in Atlanta, Ga., on Aug. 19, during the
NRA annual conference. The award was
presented to him in particular recogmtion
of his services to the blind and visually
impaired people of Virginia, and fur his
contrib_utionsand leadership in the rehabilitation community in Virginia, the MidAtlantic Region and the nation.
The Rev. Stiles H. Ellyson Jr., R'S!, of
Fayetteville, N.C., is now pastor of Macedonia Baptist Church in Fayetteville. This
information came from Rev. Ellyson's
mother who is 92 years old and an alumna of the Woman's College which is now
Westhampton College

Dr. Harry L. Holloway Jr., G'51, of Arlington, Va., Professor of Biology, U. of
North Dakota, is Sl'rving as Program Associate. Division of Polar Programs, National Science Foundation, Washington,
D.C., during the 1984-85 academic year
The Rev. Marvin F. Kerby Jr., R'52, of
West Point, Va., celebrated his 15th anniversary as Pastor of First Baptist Church
in West Point in November. He was recently electl'd to his fifth term on the
West Point Town Council. Also, Rev
Kerby will lead a group of five persons
from First Baptist Church, West Point, to
participate in the Evangelistic Crusade in
West Droyton Baptist Church, West Droy·
ton, Middlesex, England
William K. Howell, 8'53, of Bayside,
Wis., has been named Prt>sident and
Chief Executive Officer of Miller Brewing
Co., one of the six Philip Morris operating
companies. Howell Joined Philip Morris in
1955 and served in various capacities.
Dr. Charles G. Fuller, R'54, of Roanoke,
Va., received the honorary degree, Doctor
of Divinity, from Campbell U. in Buies
Creek,N.C.,onMay6.
Robert V. Hannah Jr., R'56, retired July 1,
1984, after27 years of service in the
USAF. He and his wife, Linda, will begin
a new job with Systems Research & Applications Co
0. B. James Jr., 8'56, of Richmond, has
been elected Vice President for consumer
services of United Virginia Bankshares
He will be responsible for overseeing the
operations of United Virginia Mortgage
Corp., and will continue to oversee marketing services, insurance marketing,
branch administration and product management and development. James has
been with UVB since 1966.

'52 Web: Spider football players who placed on the season's al/•5/ate team. Left to right, E, Christensen,/. Brown, E. Elliott, and T. Raccioppo.
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J. Donald Millar, M .D. , R"56, of Attmta,
Ga., was the featured spea ker at the
Hooding and Convocation Ceremonies for
tht' Graduak School of Public Health, San
Diego State U .. S,m Diego, Calif. Dr. ~til lar is Director of the ,\ JJtional Institute for
Occupational Safety and Health of the
Centt'r for Disease Control, Atlanta. Ga
H e spoke to grad uate s. families and faculty on the subject "Public Health- Compassion Amidst Change." Drawing heavily on his personal experiences as a medica l studen t, as well as the Oath of
I lippocr,1tes, he disn1ssed the future of
mt>dicine and public health in the light oi
changes during the ];1st two decades
Charles A. Chilton, R'57. uf lll•ltsville,
Md .. Dirertor of Missions for the Prince
Gt>orge·s lfaptist Association, had his first
book rdeased on Aug. L 198•. Called
"'Planting the House Church," th e book
rel,1tes the stra tegy used by Chilton during two terms of service as a church-planting mission ary in th,, Philippines. Although the book i~ t,ir gl' t,,d for field missionaril's ;is a "how tu·· m,1nual, it also
answPrs the most popular question th,1t
lay people Jsk. "What docs" m issionary
do wh<·n he gets there?"

&O's
Joseph P. Barker, K'60. Rus,wll, Ga., will
be going to Kuwait tu be genera l manager
of the Manufacturing Division of Kharafi
Industries . He will be running plants in
Kuwait, Saudi Arabia and Egypt
Charles G. McDaniel , l\'60, of Fredericksburg, Va., has been elected to the office of
Secretary of Un ite d Van Lines. This bin
addition to his duties as President of Hilldrup Transfer an d Storage. which is an
agent for United Van Lines, N.Y
David T. DcJan, 1{'61. of Richmond, received tht· Dis trict Award of Merit Battlefield Dist rict. Robert E. Lee Council, and
the Silwr Beaver by the Council, Boy
Scouts of America
Louis W. Lacy, R'61, of Towson, Md ..
Vice President, Equitabk Bank, N .A., has
been named Division Chairman of Major
Fir ms 11 for thl' 198,1 United Way of Central M<1ry!and Campaign. Lacy is active as
a trustee of the Maryla;1d Academy of Science. He has been affi liated with !ht> United Way in various chairing positions since
1981.
Arthur W. Trump Jr., R'61, oi Baltimore,
:vld .. has been named Gcncr,11 Counsel for
McCormick Properties Inc. McCormick
Pro pe rties Inc. is the real estate subsid iary
of McCormick & Co. Inc., the Baltimorebased internation al producer of seasonings, flavoring and specialty foods. Trump
is a member of the American Bar Associa!!~~-and the Maryland State Bar AssociaJames M. MacMillian Jr., R'62, of Richmond. Second Vice President of Continental Financial Services, has been elected
Secretary oi the Central Virginia chapter

of th{' ln.,titute of Internal Auditors
James N. McG inni s, l\"62, of Richmond,
has betc>n ,1ppointed Principal of lknedictine High School
Samuel S. Kemp, U'63, of Richmond, has
been n,1med Vice President of Sovran
I.lank. Ktc>mp joined thl' bank in 1980
Jerry J. Pezzella Jr., B'63, of Highland
Park, 111., was dt•cted !'resident, Chief Executive Officer ,md Chairman of the Board
of First Capital Financial Corp. 111 addition
to hb position with First Capi ta l, Peutlla
is Senior Execut iv e Vice !'resident ,md ,1
m ember of the Uoard of Directors of Great
American .\ '1.lnagement and Investment
Inc. (CAMI), Atlanta, Ga., of which First
Capit<1l i'> a wholly-owned subsidiary. I k
is also a Director and a member of the
Loan Committel' of Firstate Savings and
Loan Association of Orlando, Fl,1. In addition, p,,adla is the !'resident and Chief
E).ecutive Officer of North Riwrside Cipital Co rporation, a small businl'ss invest·
ment company headquartered in Atla n ta.
which is also a wholly-owned subsid iary
ofGAl'-,.IJ
F. Russell Baker, R"65. of Berkeley, Calif.,
recently received his DOftor of Ministry
dl'grl'e fro m the Lexington Theologic,il
Seminary of Lexington, Ky. Dr. !.laker is
Pastor of the South Berkeley Community
Church of the United Church of Christ in
Berkeley
Jonathan A. Hawkins, R"65, of lvlidlothian, Va .. has been elected to the board of
First NMional Bank, Louisville. Kv ..
wh ich h,1s operations in I !cnricu County's
Corporate Center. 1lawkins is Treasurer
of Southern States Cooperative Inc
Michael C. Kusheba, R'65. of Kilgore,
Texas, represen ted Dr. Heilm,1n at the
special convoca tion of East Texas Uaptist
U on Sept. 7.
Ray M. Tate, R'65, of Richmo,,d, has been
elected to th e Board of Directors of the
National Glass Association ;,fter hav ing
served as !'resident of the associ,ition for
two \'cars. Tate is President of Richmond
Auto Glass Inc., Old Dominion Glass Inc
and Hopewell Gl,iss Co . Inc
The Rev. James Russell Luck, R"6f,, of Alexa ndria, Va ., receivl'd his Doctor of ]l.,Jinistrv degree from the Southern llJp tis t

Theo logical Seminary. Louisville, Ky., on
May 25, 198,i, He is pr<'Sently at Franconia
Church in Alexandrid
Robert M. Dills, R'68, of Lexington, Ky ..
is Coordinator, Endowment for Appa lach ian Artists at the U. of Kentucky in Lexington. I le is also organi/ing the first m,1jor exhibition of App<1lachian <1rt to open
at The Amnic,m Museum in Great Britain
at I.lath, and he will tour Portugal, France
and \Vest Germaciv
Horace I'. Jone s, C'68, ot Richmond. hJs
been n,1med Controlk r for Philip Morris,
USA: he had been Assistant Controller for
cost accounting and budgets.
Gordon S. Converse, R"69, of Wayne, Pa.,
an anliqu,1rian horologist- fi).er of old
docks-is restoring a 92-yl'ilr-old dock
which stood at 12th and Market streets
outside the ReJding Terminal in Philadelphia. Converse drws not know exactly
how long it wil l take to restore this dock,
but he said a similM job took ,1bout a
vear
Welford R. Maxie, B'69, of Richmond, has
bel'n named Vice Preside nt of rea l estate
for Dominion Bank. I le joined Dominion
recently from a post as Vice President of
mortgage lending for C iti.-{'ns S,wings and
Loan Association
Richard A. Reid, R'69, of Midlothi,m. Va.,
has sent us word that he has been mMried since 1970 to Bonnie, who is a school
psychologist in the Chesterfield County
Schools . Thev h,l\'l' two boys, Matt, 9,
and Dan, 6. Reid received his Master of
Commerce degree in 197~ and moved to
the Virginia Eastern Shore for l'ight years
He returned to Richmond (Brandcrm ill) in
July. He is Arca Supervisor for Hardware
Wholesalers !nc. r..:sponsible for Maryland, Washington, D.C., and Virginia.
Colon H . Rowe Jr., R'69, of Rid1mond,
has been appointed Development Enginet>ring Manager of Philip Morris, USA
Sarah Mathewes Sartain, G'69, of Richmond, became Associate Librarian for
Books and Seri,1ls at The Virginia Histori·
ca l Society in Richmond. She has ,ilso
bl'en appointl'd to th{' Libr,1ry Services to
Adults Commill<T of thl' Rd<'ffnce and
Adult Services Division of thl' Amnicdn
Library Association
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70's
Roger l. Beck, R'70, of Mi;imi, Ffo .. has
takl'n ii O<'W position with Floridil Power
& Light Cu. in Miami as of Aug. I
Lavern A. Boschcn, B'70, of Richmond,
has been namt•d S.1lc~ Manager of the
Brook Road office uf Bower~, Nclm~ ,md
Fonvill<' Inc.
Joseph C. Coppola, l\'71, of Richmond,
h,1s been hired as Vice President and Gt•ncral Manager of Vanguard Systems, which

is p<1rt oft kalthcarc Venture Corp. of
Richmond.
Matthew R. Hall, R'71, of Ll.'xington. Va ,
has been made a Vice President by the
Bank of Virginia. I !all Joined the bank ,is a
nation.ii calling officer in the bank's Na-

tional Divi~iun
Paul Reinarman, R'71, of Dallas, Texas,
has bt•en promoted to Director of Market ing and Engineering for tlw firm of l kumuth, Ob,1ta & K,1ss.1b.mm, who were the
arch itectural designers of the National Air
and Space Mu,,cum in Washington, D.C
Bruce D. Ropie cke, R71, of Scott D,._,pot.
W.V,1 .. wa~ ekcted Senior Vice President
ofopt.>rations by tht' l.lo,1rd of Directors of
Hecks Inc .. a discount retail ch;iin based
in Ch,uleston, W.Va., with 123 stores in
nine states
Henry Holswade, G72, of Richmond, is
National Sales Managt>r for Sterile ConCl'pts Inc., which is a part of I k,1lthcJre
Vt,nture Corp of Richmond.
Carll-r L. Hudgin s, R72, of Fredericksburg, Va .. will b<._,come Director of the
Historic Preservation Dep.irtment of M,iry
Washington College. Hudgins received
hi~ Ph.D. in I listory from the College of
Wilham & Mary in May 1984
WilliamE. MartinJr.,ll" 72.ofMechanicsvi!le, Va., has been appointed Assistant
Vice President of B,mk of Virginia I k
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Joined the bank rl'<:ently from a post with
United Virginia Bank
Lawren ce D. Tambellin i, U72. of Rich mond, was recently named Controller for
Stuart Circle Hospita l. I le served most recently in a sim ilar capacity with Westbrook Hospital Inc
David L. Throckmo rt on, R'73, of Houston, Texas, accepted a position with CocaCola Foods Division in January 1984.
Lawson L. Russell 111 , R74, of Richmond,
has lx-en n,1med Creative Director of
Communications Resource Group, a local
communications management company
R. Mark Shelton, R74. of Tamp,1, Fla., is
an attorney with Wagner, Cunningham.
Vaughan and /1.klaughlin, D.A., in Tam-

pa
G. Richard Jac kson , R'75, of Portsmouth,
Va., recei\'ed his master's degre<.' in Public
Administration from Old Dominion U. in
May 1984. Jackson is presently employl·d
asan intake counselor for the Portsmouth
Juvenile Court Service Unit
Fleet Watson Kirk, R'75 and L"84, of Richmond, is; an attornev with Cawthorne &
Associates in Richmond
Robe rt J. Petersen 11 , B'75, of Austin. rexas, started his own home inspection business in October 1983 . lie previous ly
worked for U. S. ! Jome Construction
Management in Houston. Texas
Gerald A. Bowman, MSW. LASW, R'76,
o f EdgMtown. /,,Ll':>s., is Assbtant Director, Island Counseling Center, Martha"s
Vineyard, Mass. I k does indiv idual, marital and family therapy in addition to <1dm inistrativt' dutit'S
Lynn C. Conver, R'76, and his wife Jeanette have moved to D.11las. Tt'xas, from
Sa lem, Ore. to continue training with the
Summer lnstituk of Linguistics. They w ill
be taking gr,1duak courses in linguistics
through the U. of Texas. Arlington. Thl'Y
were accepted in 1983 as mt·mbers-intraining with Wycliffe Bible Transl,1tors
and look forw,1rd to an assignment ovcr sl.'as following thl·ir tra in ing. They h,1,·e
two sons: Jsa,ic, 3 ½ yeMs and Andrew.
born March 1984
Wallace J. Horne, M.D., R'76, of Alberta,
Va .. completed his medica l training at the
Blacbtont· hmily Practice Cent<cr and is
now a~sociJted w ith Brunswick Health
Care lnc. of Alberta. l lc and his wife
Dianne Jones Hurnl', W'72, ,l!ld daughter
Deirdre live in the Alberta itrl'a
Claudia Tyner Offutt, B'76. of Arlington,
Va., writes that she ,md her husband
Tony ha"e three ch ildren ,md Tom•'s construction company is building a 28'-stury
high-rise apartment complex in Arlington
Jame s C. Wasicki, G'76, of Richmond,
works al United Virginia Bank and wa'>
elected President-elect of the Central Virginia Chapkr of the Institute oi Internal
Auditors
S. Carter Agnor, ll'77. of Richmond, has
been appointed Vin, !'resident of Whe,it,
FirstS...curitie~- She joined thef1rm
ye.us ago ,l~a tax speci,1list in the
nmgdepartment
Allie H. Fitchett, H'77, of Richmond, h,h
been n,imed construction loan officer for
the lfank of Virginia
Richard E. Frederick, U'77, of Richmond,

has bet·n promoted to s,1les manager for
Able Equipment Co. Inc. of Glen Allen,
Va.
Merlin T. Grim, B'77, of Richmond, has
been named ,1Uditor for Continental Financial Services Co. Grim has worked for
Continental ~incc 1977.
David Ting Kwok Ho, 877. of Hong
Kong, is President of Hong Kong Tobacco
Co. Ltd
R. Allt>n Madlwaine, DDS, R77, of Richmond, has opened a general practice of
dentistry " ith a partner at 9732 Gayton
Road. Richmond
Dr. George B. McC lure, (Cpt. MC), R'77,
of Fort Gordon, Ga., represented President Heilman at the inauguration of Dr
Jesse Leon.ud Steinfeld as Presiden t of
The Med ical College of Georgia on Sept
18,1984
Mark P. Mikula, ll77, of Richmond, a11d
worl...ing ,11 Virgini,1 Commonwealth U.,
was elected tfl'asurer of the lnstituk of Internal Auditors.
Robert R. Sangster Jr., B'77, of Richmond,
is Director of Public Relations of AT&T
Kenneth L. Walke r, 13'74 and Rl\D'77, of
Glen Allen. Va . . has been named Capi to linl' Vin• President for United Virginia
l\anl-.. Ile Joined tht' firm in 1978 and mo~t
recent lv served as Capitoline Fixed lncome M,mager
John W. Gamber, B'78. of Abington, Pa.,
is Region Credit Manager for G. E. Credit
Corp. in Blm' Bell, Pa
Thomas I'. l\ e llam, G'78, of Richmond.
has been ele, kd pr,·~ident of the Centr,11
Virginia ch,1pkr of the ln~titute of In ternal
Auditors. I k i~ .in audit officer with the
Fcderallkst'r,ell,mkofRichmond
Roderick W. Howard, R'78. formerly of
Tallahassee, Fla., has moved to New York
to ioin Arthur Ashe (the former tennis

'73 Web: G.

Recd escorts the company

mascot al R.O.T.C. Summer Camp

has been promoted to Account Executive
by M<1gna GroupAlchemy Advertising in
Franklin Lakes, N.J. Lwton wa, al~o chosen by the agen,y prPsident to ,1t1L-nd thl"
Advertising Ag~· Crl"dtive Worbhop in
New York City
Tracey Morgan Risteen, B'8J, of Sinks
Grove, W .Va . , has started a brid,11 consulting service in ,1ddition to hL"r ,taff <K·
counting position with McDonalds Inc.
Mary Sue Crocker, B'84, of Richmond, is
a ml·n:h,mdise management trainPl' for
J. C Penney Co. In,
Robert L. Dowdy, lf84, oi Richmond, ha,
been named National S,iles Manager for
the Fkctrical Division uf Reynolds Metals
Co. Dowdy joined the company in 1966
M;,rylyn J. Naschold, ll'84. of Kichmond,
is working for tlw l!~nk of Vir~inia in
their management tr,1inee program .

MARRIAGES

pro} in researching his newest book on
the history of blacks in athletics. Howard
will leave his job as sports broadcaster for
WTNT in Tallahassee.
Ned D. Hemric Jr., M.D., R79, of Norfolk, Va., graduated from Eastl'rn Va
Medical School on June 16, 1984. with his
M.D. and started his residl•ncy in general
surgery at Norfolk General Hospital on
July I, 1984.
Dr. Steven Wynn Melhorn, R'79, of Richmond, graduated with the dcgrL'e of Doctor of Osteopathy on June 3, 1984, and
has begun a one-year rotating internship
Benjamin B. Preston, B79, of Claymont,
~el., and Robert Henegar 111, R'79, play
m the '60s rock band "The Bees" while
working full time at Philaddphia National
Bank and DuPont respectively
Capt. Rodney H. C. Schmidt, R'79, of Ft.
Lee, Va., received his present rank of
Captain. U.S. Army, in April 1983. From
May 1983 to August 1984, Schmidt served
as the Commander, Headquarters Company, Division Support Command, 2nd Infantry Division, Camp Casey, Korea. His
wife, Lois Wood Schmidt, W'77, lived at
Ft. Lee during this past year. She went to
Korea for a visit in Jun e 1984, and while
there they took a side trip to Hong Kong

SO's
Nancy Jones Goetschius, W'80, of Washington, D .C., has been promoted to Special Assistant and Director of Executive
Secn>tariat Operations at the U. S. Department of Housing and Urban Development. Nancy is also on the Steering Committee of the University's Metro Washington Alumni Chapter.
Malon S. Updike, 8'80, of Richmond, has
joined Southern Bank as a cashier
William M. Noftsinger Jr., RBD'81. of
Richmond, joined Wheat, First Securities

Inc. in 1981. He has been named Vice
President and Investment Officer.
William S. Patterson 111, 8'81, of York,
Pa., and his wifL' Suz,mne SC'ikr Patterson, W'82, attended Automatic Data Processing's !'resident's Club m San Francisco for outstanding sales performance. Suzanne is working as a ,ompull'r
programmer for Comml'rcial CrL"dit Corp
They have built ,1 huuse in York
Charles C. Payne Jr., R'81, of Ri,hmond,
is a retail banking officer at Sovran Bank
Thomas l. Ashbridge IV, RBD'82, of
Richmond, ha~ been appointed Vice President of Scott & Stringiellow Inc. He
joined the firm in 1977
Kevin G. Burns, ll'82, of Sanibel Jsl,md,
Fla., has been named Vice President of
Oppc-nheimer Investment Firm after a
successful tenure with Paine, Webber
James M. Cuppelli, 6'82, of Pittsburgh,
Pa., has completed one year of the ,\U.\A
Progr<1m at Pittsburgh U.
William Harold Daniel, B'75 and RBD'82,
of Blanch, N.C., received his Doctor of Jurisprudence Degree from Mississippi College, Clinton, Miss. on May 19, 1984
Clay R. Jacob, RBD"82, of Richmond, was
re-elected treasurer of the Virginia Chamber of Commerce
John S. Patton, RBD'82, of Richmond, has
been named Assistant Director of !nwstor
Relations for Ethyl Corp. Patton joined
Sterling Seal Co. of Erie, Pa., in 1957 and
was with the firm when Ethyl acquired it
in 1974.
Andrew E. Silver, Rl\D"82, of Richmond,
has bc._,n appointed Product Manager by
AMF Inc. for the Mitsubishi equipment
that is being marketed by the company's
apparel equipment division. He joined
AMF in 1977.
Chris E. Beale, 8'83, of Virginia Beach,
Va., is a mortgage banker with Shearson/
American Express Mortgage Corp. in Virginia Beach. He also serves on the Finance
Committee with the Tidewater Board of
Realtors
Brian E. Layton, R'83, of Wyckoff, N.J.,

James A. Boyd, B'78, of Greenville, S .C.,
married Margaret Susan William~ of
Green,illl- in frbru<lTY 1981. Th~·v ha,e
one chi!d, Joshua Alexander Boyd, born
June 22, 1983. Jim is employed by Daniel
International Corp. in Employee Relations-Per~onnel
Gregory L. Pannell, R'l:ll, of R,1dfurd, Va.
married Ann K. Smith on June 16, 1984.
Hamilton F. Smith, R'83, and Deborah
Anne Potts, 6'83, were married June 9,
1984. Tht'Y ]iw in Herndon, Va

BIRTHS
1974/Mr. and Mrs. Charles B. Upshaw Ill ,
(R) of Kaleigh, N.C., a son, Charles An drew, born Feb. 4, 191H
1975/Mr. and Mrs. Fleet Watson Kirk (R)
L'84, of Richmond, a son, Campbell
Mclane, born Dec. 4, 1983.
1976/Dale F. Ashley (R) and Judy Ball
Ashley (W), of GarnL'r, N.C., a daughter,
Jennifer Dale, born Aug. 16, 1984. Their
first daughter, Karen Elaine, was born
April 16, 1981
1976/Beth Coram O'Neill (B) and Eric L.
O'Neill of Richmond, a daughter, \folly
Elizabeth, born Aug. 2, 1983. Molly F]i1,abeth is their second child. Eric is thl•
womt•n's Tennis Coach at UR
1977/Larry Glenn Pearson {SB) and Kathe rin e Holt Pearson (SB), a son, Christopher Glenn, born June 18, 1984
1978/Henry W. Jones Jr. (L) and Mary
Jane Schmick Jones (8'79), a son born
June 30, 1984

DEATHS
1909/Julian P. Todd, (R), of Richmond,
died April 20, 1984. He was the owner
and operator of the former Todd's Florist
on N . Fifth Street from 1940 until his retirement in th,:> early 1970s
1914/Dcan B. C. Cole, M.D., {R}, of Richmond, died July 11, 1984. He was a pioneer in the pneumothorax treatment that
involves immobilizing the lung and letting
it rest. Dr. Cole was thought to be the
first chest specialist in Virginia. During his
50-year career, Dr. Cole specialized in tuberculosis and thoracic medicine and was
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'76 Web: Two

Department. From
and Dr F, Gregory
on tlw st,1fb uf five loca l hospitals. I !e retired in 1972.
191 8/Makolm H. Hanis, M.D., (R), of
West Point, Va., died April 17, 1984. Dr
Harris wa<. a g,·neral practitioner in West
Point and in the counties of King William,
New K,·nt and King and Queen, and a
form,.,r West Point mayor Dr. I larris pr<K·
heed from 1923 until his de,1th . He auth ored numerou~ articles in historical iournals and seVl'ral books on Virginia his tory He was a founder and t'Xt'CUtive
board member from 1949 until b~t yt'<IT ui
Patrick I knry I !ospit,il in Newport News
He also had bn'n a longtime exe,utive
board membt>r of the Virginia Baptist
Home in Culp,·per. H,· w,1~ ,1 foundl'f and
former secretary of the Mid-Tid,•wall'r
Medica l Societ,; and w,1s a former President of th(' Tri-St,11<' Medical As~uci,1tion
1918/Andrew J. Thomas, (R), uf Uirmingham, Ala., died Julv 11, 1984. Active in
community affairs, he wa~ a former senior
partner in the Liw firm of Thnmas, Taliaferro. !'urman, l!urr & Murrav and was
past President of the Birminiham Bar Association and Birmingh,1m Metropolit,m
Uuard of Directors . I k was also former
chairman of thl' YMCA lluard uf Truskcs
1922/E. Vernon Ellett, (R), of Richmond,
died Aug. 21, 1984. Ellett was a retired regional and consulting l'nginecr for Westinghouse Electric Corp. who joined Westinghouse ,is ,1 switch gear engineer in
192-t. I le was n,1med regional electric utility engineer, a position hl' held until his
retirement in 1963. He also hdped design
,md install the ekctrical svstem in St.
Louis. A member of the American lnstitult' of Electrical Engineers, he was past
chairman of the Niagara Frontier Section
and was listed in the World Who's Who
in Commerce and lndustrv. He held several patents, was the auth~ir of a number
uf articles in electrical journals and frequently lectured on atomic power
1925rThe Rev. W. Clyde Atkins, (R), of
Baltimore, Md., died June 21, 1984. Rev
Atkins rdired in 1970 after 34 years as
Pastor of Woodbrook Church, when' he
was Pastor Emeritus. Atkins was very active in the Baptist Convention of Mary-
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land . I le Sl'f\'l'd as Presidl•nt of the execu·
tive committee of the Baltimore Association and the Sta\(' Mission Board of BCM
He also sPrvf'd a~ l'rl·sidc"nt of the comTn·
lion. 1lf' snved on four bo,1rds for the
Suuthnn l.l.iptist Convention as well as on
the' Baptist Joint Committee for Public Affairs, the SBC Commit!Pf' on Ordl·r of
Busirwss ,md the Committee on Uoards.
Fur morl' th,m 5-t ye,us, he w,1s a member
of thl' Edl'ctic Club of Baltimore, reputed
to be the oldest interdenominational min isterial organization in continuous ,•xist,:•nc(' in th,- U.5
1925/Walkr C. Elliott, M .D ., (R), of Leb,l·
nun, Va. died in July 1984. Dr. Elliott was
founder of Lebanon Gene ral Hospital and
a former member uf the General Assembly. lit.' served in thl' I louse of Dl'll',ll;dks
from 1951 until 196-t. He was a lt'ad in g
supporter of compensation for sufferers of
silicosis, "black lung" disease
1928/Hun ter Bowman Wiltshire, DDS,
(R), of Richmond, died June 28, 1984. Dr
Wiltshire op,·n,•d a private practice in 1931
and practiced until his retirement in 1971.
1933/Marbry B. Hopkins Jr. (B), of Hickory, N.C., died recently after an extended
illness, according tu Wildman 5 Kincheloe Jr., R'33 and L'40
1933/Henry Jones Whalen Jr. (R), of Arlington, Va . . died April 17. 1984. He retired after 37 years of government service.
1934/Beverly 0. Taylor, (A), of Richmond,
died July 21. 1984. Ht' was a rctirt'd As·
sistant Vice !'resident of Robertshaw Controls and a member of the Financial Executives Institute
1937/James H. Ricks Jr., (R), of Ossining,
N.Y., died Junt' 25, 1934. He was th,· former Senior Vice President of l'sycholugic<1l
Corp., New York City, and former Chairman of ,\ jew York State Aoard of Psychological Examiners. He also held degrel'S
from Haverford College, The New School
for Social Research and Columbia U.
19-12/George Garnett Haynes, (R), of Richmond, died July 2•t 1984. !le was a re tired Henrico County teacher and prominent Kiwanian. I le began his teaching career in Prince Georgl· County where he
worked for three years beforl' moving to
I lighland Springs High School in Henrico
H,, taught history and government there
until his rt'tir,·ml•nt in !980 and was the
senior class and Key Club sponsor for
many yea rs
1948/Wilbert H . Gustafson, (R), of Richmond, died April 28, 1984
1948/Melvin E. Yeamans, M .D., {R). of
Midlothian, Va., died June 3, 1984. Dr
Yt'am,ms was in family practice since
1953.
1949/Arthur L. Blakeslee Jr., {G}. died
May 16, 1984
1951/Rcv. Fred L. Gardner, (R), of Danville, Va., died May 19. 1984. He was Pastor of Rivermont Church in Danville.
1953/Chris Whiteman Ill, (R), of Arlington, Va ., died Dec. 29, 1983
1961/Danicl P. Kidwell, (LI), of Richmond,
died April 9, 1984.
1963/Kennelh F. lee Jr. , (B), of Richmond,
dit'd May -t, 1982
1979/Charlcs 0. Graeber, (R), of Midlothian, Va., died Jun .. 16, 1984
1982/Janel M. Brantley, (B), of Richmond,
died Aug. 14, 1984

Editor's Note:
In this issue of the UR Magazine we have included two
sets of notes-both odd and
even years-in order to bring
Westhampton alumnae news
up to date and keep it more
timely in the future.

Westhampton

'18
Mary Dcnmead Ruffin
1600 Westbr<)()k Ave. Apt. 619
Richmond, Va. 23227
Elizabeth Ellyson Wiley has been forced
to resign as sc<:retary of the class due to
serious illness in ht'r family. Thank you,
Elizabeth, fur many years uf faithful Tl'·
porting
Dorothy Gary Markey writes: "Joh n
and I have lived in our homt' (Yonkers.
N.Y.) 41 years thi s fall. In Junt' we celt'·
brated our 59th Jnniversary. We have two
childrt'n and four grandchildren. John's
book Symbolic Process and u, lntcxratio11 in
Children was revi sed recently by the U. of
Chicago Press. ~y stories of the Thirties
w ill appea r in spring of J985
John and I stay active in "Clearwater," an environmental group. Two years
ago l was invited to join the Poetry Socit'ty of Virginia and being a member makes
me very happy, likt' coming home"
Dorothy was honored at the annual
Book & Author Lu ncheon of the West·
chester Branch of the National League of
American !'en Women fur ht'r book
Daughterof //1e Hills

G
'14 Web: Richmond College senior A .

Dillon

FourofourclassliveatWestminster
Canterbury in Richmond: Eleanor McCarthy, Elizabeth Brockenbrough, Martha
Chappell and J. Eleanor is in the Health
Care Center and so is Elizabeth, temporarily, while a broken shoulder heals. Martha
Chappell is one of the busiest volunteers
of WCH, an active member uf a book club
and a woman's club and enjoys three generations of younger family members. She
has just returned from a vacation with all
three on a South Carolina coastal island. 1
am very happy also here and enjoy journeying to family celebrations. I also had a
nice cruise in the western Mediterranean
in May
Lois Rogers Butler writes, "l am a
widow living in my own home. Am very
active in my church and enjoy my yard,
especial!y my rose bed. My daughter,
Nancy, lives in Towson, Md . She has
eight children, six boys and two girls
They come down to see me and I visit
them. I enjoy good health and enjoy liv,og
Louise Wilson did newspaper and ra dio work in various areas before she was
invited to apply fur a job at Kroger's General Office in Cincinnati. She spent 28
years and became Advertising Copy
Chief. She retired in 1961 and her husband passed away in 1969. She brought
her antique furniture to Eminence to live
with her widowed sister. She enjoys
bridge, a literary club and church activities

'21
Frances Vaug/1m1 Faglie
6004 h1digo Road
Richmond. Va. 23230

M.ElizabethElseaisstalwartasever,
getting around un a cane in the house,
yard and garden. She plans to make a memorial gift to the Virginia Baptist Hume in
Culpeper for Leonora Kilby, thereby suggesting to me the idea, if the class concurs, it would be very meaningful for all
of us to make a similar contribution. How
about it?
Mary Hart Willis Winfrey can't walk
at all, is blind in one eye but is well cared
for by a nurse-companion. She works
crossword puzzles by the thousands with
the help uffive dictionaries.
Virginia Elizabeth Lane lives at the
Virginia Baptist Home in Culpeper, has
visits from relatives and friends from her
home church at Falls Church. She sings in
the Home choir, plays Rook and takes
daily walks in the Blue Ridge
May Thompson Evans has a continuing interest in U.S. politics and urges that
Westhampton graduates exercise their civic prerogatives foithfully. She plans to
give additional scholarships tu Westhampton students in the department of political
science.
Camille Robinson Hess entertains
and visits her sons who are involved in
University professorships, and enjoys social and intellectual opportunities. They
take annual tours with Dr. Heilman to

many foreign countries.
Gladys Lumsden McCutcheon has
her first great-grandchild, a daughter born
to parents in Macon, Ga.
Mary Dudley Cappelmann has 11
great-grandchildren and 18 grandchildren
Theresa Pollak's art has been recognized by the Virginia Women's Cultural
History Project. Their honorees are historical celebrities, and their recent program "Our Share of History" influenced
them to honor a contemporary artist, our
own Theresa. Lynda Robb was hostess at
the Governor's Mansion on this occasion
and Theresa was the living honoree at a
dessert. Mrs. Robb introduced her on the
basis of "her accomplishments in the field
of art."
My dull life's routine was recently enhanced by a major operation tu remove a
troublesome kidney, followed by recuperation visits to Texas, Louisiana and Mississippi. Now my driver"s permit has been
cancelled because uf bad vision so it looks
like I'll have to join a transcontinental hikers' club next year

'22
Irene Summers Stoneman
Varina 011 /he James, Rt. 14
Richmond, Va. 23231

Louise Duke Brantley, since her husband"s death, has lived alone in her
home. She is able to navigate-quite
slowly. She has a small art class, attends
and loves the 125-year-o!d church where
her father was pastor for 30 years. Her
grandson attends Boston U. and her
granddaughter is at Princeton on a National Science Foundation Scholarship
working on her doctorate
Louise Bristow Thompson had a back
condition during the winter and could do
nothing, but after much medication and
rest, she feels better
Claudia Patrick says "no news but
I'm still kicking." She sounds really fine
as do Thelma Hill Marsh and Juliette

Woodson.
Rulh Wallerstein Thalhimer is very
wel!, drives her car, plays bridge and
keeps busy. Jeanette Henna attends her
church and enjoys a study group there.
She knits caps for premature babies at a
Richmond hospital and docs volunteer
wurkforthe Red Cross
Leslie Sessoms Booker was unable to
go to Europe as she had planned because
of eye trouble. However, she, with Hannah Coker and Constance, her daughter,
had a trip to Winston-Salem and Blowing
Rock, N.C. She has had to slow down,
but with her spirit and determination I believe she will improve before too long
Hilda Lawson Jecklin had a trip to
Europe in June. They visited Paris and
went to Swit;-:erland, Germany, Amsterdam and Brussels. Back home she enjoys
her new Chrysler and keeps up with
many activities.
Mary Fugate is involved with the
200th anniversary of her church and is
proofreading the final copy of the church
history. She had a nice visit with her
brother and his family in North Carolina
Elizabeth "Rat" Hoover is living happily with her sister whose husband has
been in a nursing home for several years.
Her sister"s house in Orlando is lovely
and she has a new car which both enjoy
Celia Levinson Meyer and her husband are both well. They have five grandchildren. Th<'re are three grandsons, all
college graduates; one is in computer
work, one in films, both living in California; and the third is a recent graduate
from Pittsburgh The older granddaughter
graduated from Carnegie Tech, majored
in music and plays the French hum. This
summer she is playing with a group from
Glacier Park, Munt., and in the fall she
will gu to Europe for IO months where
they wi!I play first in Amsterdam and
then in the different countries. Their second granddaughter will enter college this
fall
Now for my grandchildren, and I
think they have set a record; five were
married in one year and all with lovely
church weddings. Can any of you beat
that? Then this fall two will enter URone to study law and the other business.

'25 Web: Westhamplon varsity basketball team with Coaclr Fanny G. Crenshaw (sec ond from right)
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'24
Margart'/ FugalcCar//011
1503 Wilmi11sto11 A1~'
Richnmmf, Va. 23127

Bernie Wh itloc k Bowles, Norma Coleman
Broaddus, Joanna Savedge Ellett, Inez

Dejarnette Hite, Agnes Jones, Louise Wilkinson Morton, Eva Sanders and I attended a luncheon at the Deanery April 7 celebrating our 60th reunion, together with
Richmond Colk•ge 1924 and Law School
1924. Tht>re were about 30 prt>sent. We
are indebted lo Davis Ratcliffe for his ef-

forts in planning thcaffoirand for inviting
our class to meet with the "boys." Also to
our president, Louise Morton, and to Jane
Thorpt', who conlribut<.>d so much to the
occasion. After a delicious lunch, we sang

college songs and watched a nostalgic
movie tour of the campus. It was cal!ed
"Where Dreams Unfold" and was narrat ed by Earl Hamner
Except for Bernie Wh it lock Bowles,
the same members of '24 attended the
alumnae luncheon June 2 with three additional members: Mabe l Allen, Helen An•
derson Hendric ks and Mary Myrtis Cox.
After services in the chapel on Sunday,
we got together for brunch at the Tobacco
Company restaurant, guests of Mabel Allen and Helen Anderson Hendricks. who
entertained us so graciously
I had a telephone call from Estelle
Billups Pettit recently. She vbited in Florida this past winter. She tried to get in
touch with Carle ne Broach Watterson and
finally reacht'd ht'r son. Carlene bin a
nursing homt' now.
Anna Hardaway Wh ite has two new
addresses-she will be dividing her lime
between her two daughters. Anne lives in
Wilmington, N.C., May in Southport
Anna sold her home in Oxford and
movt'd the first of June

We were saddened by the death of
Ka th eri ne Kirk Bain's husband and we
extend sincere sympathy to her, to the
ch ildren and to the grandchi ldren
There was a wonderful article in the
March "Religious llcr;ild" about Ev a
Sanders. It recallt'd the time in 1954 when
Eva was presented The Most Excellent Order of the British Empire by Queen Elizabeth !I. This medal is reserved by the
Crown as one of its highest honors. In
Oe<:ember 1983 Ev,l gave the medal and
other memorabili.-i to the Virginia Baptist
Historical Society at UR

'25
Elma H.Ashton
9229Arli11gto11 Bli>d. #504
Fairfax, Va. 22031
Jue (Ju lia) Decker Bristow brought me up
to date on a few of the '25ers. She and
"Monk" celebratt'd their 50th anniversary
recently at Tides Inn. Both sons and the
three grandchildren were there.
M ickey (I daline) McVe ig h Ratcl iffe
and "Rat" are in Richmond for the winter
They spend their summers in White Stone
and their winters in Richmond
Mi ld red Jone s has moved tu West·
minstt>r-Canterbury House in Richmond.
Jue (J uli a) M aso n Ro we Root remains
in the Virginia Baptist Home in Newport
News
I talked with M artha Lipsco mb Wal sh
and learned that sht' is recovering from a
fall wh ich resulted ma badly injured el·
bow. Her sister is living with her, so she
has someone to help her while the <1rm
heals
Billie (A lp ha) Gordon Atw ill wrote
that she appreciates her way of life at
Medford Leas. She 1s limited in some
ways but is sufficiently active to keep her
spirits up

Bean (Elizabeth) Abernathy lives in a
retiremen t residenceinl-Ouisvilleand
says it is the answer to all her praye rs.
In June, my sisters and I took an au to
ride through the mountains of Virgini a
and West Virginiil. We enjoyed being together and seeing places we had visi ted
before and those tha t were new to us
!n August, Page Price '27 a nd I took a
trip to the British Isles. We traveled by
bus through Ireland, Wa les, Scotl<1nd and
England
In November, l vis ited West ha m pton
and attended the mC{'ting o f the al u mnae
annual fund agents. Every class from 1922
to 1984 was represented . It is always a
pleasure to meet with tha t group as '25's
represen tative
Don't forget that 1985isthetime for
our 60th reunion. Let's try to get toget her
during the Alumnae Wet'kend May J JJune 2.

'27
[dit/1M. DeW11t

l'rcsbyterianHomeS.C.
CMR 7
Sunw1en•1lfr,SC.29-l83
A special treJt to me was a visit from Virg inia McDaniel Cone in October. She still
enjoys her "mountain-top home" near
Black Mountain . Georgia Mae Crews
wrote of her teaching again at Hargrave
Military Academy in English and Spa nish.
She served as vice-president fora section
of th eAcademy'sth ree-yea r campaign
"Securing the Futurt'." She l'njoys activities for her church and she teacht's English on a volunteer basis to a young m an
from Panama City. These preceded her
annual tri p wi th the Wild Life Federiltion,
which included a s topover in Salt Lil ke
City to see her sister and brot her-in- law
Tht' Fede ration offered m any classes to its
me mbers
Elea norWatersRamsay'slast letter
indica tt'd s he was doing qu ite well. She
keeps active and peppy. She and Jo h n
look forward to a s;:,fari to some mountain
retrea t each summer
I. too, am doing quitl' well. I'm most
grateful fo r my rela tively good health, for
m y old frie nds and fur all the friends I've
found here in this Home!
A note filling me in on you r doin gs
would be most welcome

'29
Mary Ric/rnrds,m Bultem'Qrth

l600Wcsl/,n~1kAPI'
Richmond. Va. 23227
A group from the class gat hered for a
four-day o u ting at Graves' Mo untain
Lodge in September. Those at te nding
were Ma ry Stevens Jones. Helen Moo n,
Eli zab e th Barton, Genie Riddick Steck,
Miriam Figgs Ran kin, Louise H a rdaway
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Boswell and Mary Richardson Butterworth. With us also were Louise Figgs
Nicolls '28 and Carolina Beattie '31 and
guests Fred Steck, Weston Rankin and
Harold McNeal. Jimmie Stuessy Mattox
and Rosalie Gore Hinson had to drop out
at the last minute.
Violet Cervarich Simpson and Bill
both had heart surgery in 1984, but they
are progressing nin•ly now.
Thelma Pruden Stanton and husband
have moved back to Florida
Ruth Haverty has built a house adjoining her sister's and now lives on the
outskirts of Smithfield.
Virginia Perkins Yeaman and Tom
had trips to Salt Lake City in the spring,
and also to Ireland, New Orleans and
Kentucky . Miriam Figgs Rankin and
Weston spent some time in England and
Scotland in May and went to Seattle in
August. Louise Hardaway Boswell had a
trip in October to Tahiti, l\"ew Zealand
and Australia. Ruth Cox Jones and Dick
went to France in the spring. 1 went with
a group to the Holy Land in February and
in October on the UR trip to the British
Isles
Tom Rudd and Virginia Yeaman attended the first Douglas Southall Freeman
lectures at the University in September.
Genie Steck and Fred attended their
oldest granddaughter's wedding in May
and celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary in October
Our sympathy is extended to Pat DeHart whose wife, Frances Sykes (Pannie)
died in the spring
Helen Moon and Mary Stevens Jones
have moved to Westminster-Canterbury
in Richmond during the past year
Our class scholarship, with the help
of so many of you, is growing nicely
Let's keep it up!
I am sending in news for the magazine. Please write and keep me posted

'30

r

tii

'37 Web: International Relations Club. First row, left to right: G. Elliott, B. Dejarnette, N. Chappell, B. Bristow. Second row: A. Torbeck, M. Karp, H. Ellett, W.
Schenck, M. Dudley. Third row: M Vick, L. Patrick, Dr. 5. Lough, II. Roper, R.
Stephenson

'31
MariaretC. Leake
4630 Hanover Aw
Rich111ond, Va. 23226
Laurretta Taylor Sullivan and Gene
joined the cruise crowd for a Septembl'T
trip from Montreal to New York City. Our
class baby, Barbara. has a son who was
married in Cxtober and Laurretta and
Gene _hoped to fly to Harrisonburg for the
Mary Faulkner Jordan and Bob joined
the Dean and Jane Thorpe on the UR trip
to romantic Europe in the summer
Nancye Buxton Cowan had a trip to
Virginia in October.
Our love and sympathy to the family
of Phyllis Johnson Pope who died in July
And our love and sympathy to Page
Cauthorne Spellman whose husband,
Clark, died last summer.

Frances Willis Overton
1602 Belle/Jue Ave

Richmond , Va. 23227
Alice Richardson Connell had a visit with
Corinrn, Morecoc:k recently.
Frances Noblin says she loves hearing about her Westhampton classmates. A
yard man has taken over most of the outside activities which she used to enjoy doing
Margaret Oliver Saunders had a trip
abroad this past summer
Lucy Wright Pitts and George had a
week's stay at Jekyll island, Ga. Their
son. Gary, who gave them the trip, drove
them down
Virginia Prince Shinnick and Bill
spent two weeks at Virginia Beach. Shirley Gannaway Campbell and Merrick
joined them for dinner one day during
their stay
Grace Watkins Lampson was in Richmond and brought her granddaughter to
look over Westhampton

'32
Zephia Campbell Scarborough
5109 Sylvan Rd
Richmond, Va. 23225
Because there has been no '32 class notes
since the report of our 50th reunion, I'll
try to bring classmates up to date
Ruth Cole Weber lost her husband in
January 1982. She had planned to come to
the reunion but had to cancel at the last
minute.
Marie Davis Deatelhauser's husband
died in Richmond, December 1983. Marie
returned to live at their home in Florida.
Jane Little Gray and Bus welcomed a
new grandchild in May. They flew to California to visit their son and family and
greet the new arrival. They then took a
bus tour up the coast to Big Sur. Yosemite

and Lake Tahoe
Valerie Lemasurier Jones has had eye
surgery. Her husband had a bypass operation on his leg this summer to relieve a
blocked artery.
Elizabeth Capitaine Beaty's youngest
daughter, Mondella, was married in February in Oklahoma. She is employed as
Senior Merchandise Manager at a J.C
Penney store in Bartlesvi!le, Okla.
Cappy has been enjoying corresponding with Katherine Brugh since she
learned that Katherine is living in a nursing home in Harrisonburg.
Our oldest grandson, a rising senior
at Woodson High School in Fairfax County, was selected to attend the Governor's
School for Gifted and Talented students at
Blacksburg this summer. His younger
brother's science project, which he entered in a regional competition in the D.C
area, won a second place and a $75 cash
prize award
Their parents, Charles Jr. and Nancy,
were in Richmond for Nancy's 20th reunion at Westhampton
We are sad to report that Virginia
Tabb Moore died April 30, 1984. She was
past president of the Virginia Home and a
member of its Board of Trustees for 50
years

'33
Gertrude B. Dyson
14Ma/vemAve

Richmond, Va. 23221
Ann Dickinson Welsh and Goody delayed their trip to Ireland with Mary and
Edward Peple last summer due to illness
and expect the new year to bring other
trips.
Etta and your secretary with a group
of Richmond friends enjoyed a late fall
trip to Lisbon and Madeira.
Share your news!
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when we have our reunion.
Ha zel Weaver Fobes and John moved
tu Chapel Hill for the wint,:-r but pbrml'd
tu return to W,:-bstl'r to cekbrate thl' huli·
days with their children and grandchil·
dren
Jea n Shafer spends as much of the
y,:-arasshecanatherfarmin th,:-valleyof
~ii~i;/a and returns to Richmond for thl'

'38 Web: Varsity basketball team manag-

er J. Florance r1eft)and team captain A.
Martin

'34

Lottie Britt Callis' mother celebrated
h,:-r94th birthday on March 31.
Lucille Drake is enjoying her nt'w
apartment since her recovery frumsur·
gcry.
Ja cqu elin Johnston Gilmore vacationed on the West Coast, and she traveled in Portugal
Ma ry Ann e Gu y Franklin went to the
Passion Play in Oberammergau. She spent
two wt•eks in Budapest wher,:- she met a
friend of mine, whom I had mt't some
years ago at a Baptist World Alliance
meeting
Margaret Taylor Galla way toured th,:British Isles ,md visi tedrdatives in Eng·
land after the tour
A friend and I spent a week in Lon·
don and .-isited Devon, Cornwall and
Yorkshire. We were in York tlw night thl'
minster burned

Katherim'Scrg,·,mtN,w[,11
3810Al/11nt1cA1,(' .

Vlrg11w1 tk11cl1, Va . .?3-1-51
Our 50th reunion dirmn took place in
Keller Hal l. It was atl~'nded by 21. plus a
few husbands and Miss Wright. We wt>re
given copies of Miss Turnbull's biography
of Miss Keller from Dean Stephanie M
Bennett, and a compilatmn uf the activities of each classmate from 193-i-1984. The
dinner was delicious and the conversation
scint1llating. Crace Rowland We lls, our
class president. conducted tlw met.'ling.
and Margare t Proc tor Swetn am emceed
tht' program which included a short
speech by ~•Jeh of us concerning our nostalgic memories of Westhampton
Our reunion gi ft will provide funds to
renovateagar.-igcatthcDcaneryintouse
as a guest cottage for visiting lecturers
Ju lia Donoh ue Martin was elected
our new president. Everyone really enjoyed the evening

'35
G/adlfs Smi//1 Ta/11111

JJ6l..ni11xto11 Road
Richmond, Va. 23226

What news could be more exciting than
our 50th Reunion beginning May 31?
Come one, come all!
Harriet Walton was honored by St
Catherine's School where she taught biol·
ogy for 37 years. Th,:- biology laboratory in
the new science building has a plaque in
honor of Harriet Marshall Walton's dedicated service to St. Catherin,:-'s. Harriet
was especially pleased because the deci·
sion was made by the alumnae
Our sponsor, Miss j('an Wright, suf·
fered a stroke during the fall, and al! hope
that she will be well and strong again
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'36
/JelenDenoo11HupsiJ11
3404 W. Fri111k/i11 St.
Ric/m1m1d, Va . 23221

MarjoriePu,'\hTa/,/,
4903MimmnenlAP,'
Richmond, Va. 23230

Margaret Bowers G ill entertained 14 of
our class at a luncht•on in August. Marga·
rel attempted to contact each person now
living in the Richmond area and we wer,:deligh ted to ha.-c two former members of
the class, Helen Binns and Helen Fink
Wa rd . Ma ry Ellen Stephenson and Ruth
Parker Jon es came from out of town I kl·
en Binns gives private music lessons and
Helen Ward has retired but engages in
some volunteer work and enjoys her
dogs
We learn,:-d of the death of Ann Kin·
canon Ruth erfoord in July. Bobby Broc k
Clevinger, Ruth Parker Jones and Sue
Bonnet Chermside we re able to visit Ann
in thespringandeachcomm,:-nted on her
cheerfulness and how much they enjoyed
reliving wi th her the fun times they had
together at Westhampton
Ann Ryland is living at Westminster·
Canterbury. She works one day a week as
a tour guide at Agecroft Hall.
Frances " Panny" Frazer Kirkl and
keeps busy cooking, pr,:-serving. answer·
ing the phon,:- at home for her husband
Cha rles's rea l estate business and babysitting her two grandchildren.
Eli zab eth Folkes Edgar and husband.
Charles, are in the hea lth care unit at
Westminster-Canterbury
Eliza beth Chapman Wilson join,:-d
Margaret Bowers G ill and Wilfred for din·
ner at the Gloucester County house and

garden tour in April
Virginia Kirk Lennox is volunteer
manager of the Women"s Auxiliary gift
shop for the Ken t and Queen Anne's hos·
pita] in Cheste rtown, Md
Martha Riis Moore and two sons had
for two mon ths thrl'eFrenchcolll'ge stu·
dents who arc studying in a school of economics in Paris. While in Richmond they
had opportunities to observe American
business practices
Marjorie Pugh Tabb visited in Mis·
souri and attended her first major ],:-ague
baseball game
Ma ry Ellen Stephenson volunteers as
a te.icher of English to several for,:-ign
adults in Fredericksburg
In July Helen Falls conducted a group
of 19 on a tour that started with the Passion Play at Oberammergau and ended in
the British lsks . Ma rtha Cosby Ru cker
was with the group. Sht• and Helen live at
Lakewood Manor where Martha has her
own garden plot.
Judith Hodges Schu lte and I larold
and Alice Pugh Bartz and Warrt•n went tu
the Passion Play
Boo Owens Page and Sidney spent
some ti me at Chautauqua this pa~t summer and Bobby Brock Clevinger had a
trip to Mex ico
Sarah Poole Balkins took a cruise to
the Caribbean in April with Marion Clarke
'33.
Sue Bonnet C herm side and Herbert
volun teer four hours each Wl'ek at their
regiona l library and walk three miles a
day on theChessieNatureTrail
Lou Wh ite Winfree and Westwood
had a visit from their granddaughter and
her 18-month-old son in August. Eleanor
Whitehead Straffin entertaint'd h,:-r
daughter- in-law and th ret> grandsons at
Virginia Beach.
Ruth Parker Jones traveled to Disney
World and Nags Hl'ad with her children
and grandchildren
Dot Harrison Enslow, Bobby Brock
Clevinger and Helen Denoon Hopson are
grandparl'nts of new granddaughters
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Peggy Lo11than Shepherd
Box444

Gloucester Point, Va. 23062
Katherine Broyles Kerr
69Montague5t
Charleston, S.C. 29624
Our deepest sympa thy is ex tended to Jan e
Ca rroll Slusse r on the dea th of her husband
Nancy Chappell Pettigrew went to
Folly Beach, S.C., wit h her daughte r and
grandchildren in July. In October she
went on the UR trip to England, Scotland
Wales and Ireland.
Elizabeth Angle went to Nova Scotia
in July and to Switzerland in August.
She's now taking a class at VCU in Old
Testament
Vermont had Jane Lawder Johnston
as a visito r in August. Jane also went to
Italy in June

Betty Allison Briel's husband has
~r~n ill. We hope Larry will soon be betPeggy Louthan S hepherd took her
granddaughter to New York City. In Ju ly
she spent several weeks with her sun Tom
in Charlottesville. August saw her at Virginia Beach for her usua l 10 days. During
that time her three children and their fomilies joinl'd her for four days.
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Margarer Lockwood Nolting
7833 /almke Rd
Ric/mw11d, Va. 23235
The Richmond area members of our class
got toget her for lunch on March 2 at the
Virginia Museum. Douglas Gee Baldwin,
Jo Mallory Cosby, Mi ld red Gafford Davis
and Adele Donati Bagley were there, .1s
well as Helen G ray, Virginia Ellis Powers, Henri etta Harrell Smith, Lu la Go ode
Winfree, Oli ve M esser Lewis and your
two class secretaries, Anne Walke r and
myself. Olive drove from Tappahannock
to be wi th us
Some of us brought scrapbook items,
which led to a lot of reminiscing. Doug
and Jo agreed to work on a new "memory
book,., looking ahead to our 50th reunion
a few years hence. Maybe some of you
have something to add to the collectiona snapshot, news item or memento? If so.
please send it along to me and !'11 sec that
they get it.
We had a discussion mel'ting in an effort to S'--'I things started in connl..'ction
wi th our next reunion in 1988. Mildred
and Hennie agreed to serve as co-chairmen of a committee that will plan for this
event. Anne and I will concentrate on
contactingclassml'mbcrs. Wl'"llbccalling
on some of you to help us, too
Dick and I spent most of the month
of June on the West Coast visiting with
three of our four sons. We attended the
graduation of our youngest son, Mark,
from the John BastyrCollcgcofNaturopathy in Seattle. Later on we visited with
Rick in Berkeley and Gl'Drge in San Francisco.

church and women's club activities as well
as summer and winter gardening, after 36
years of teaching!
Eli zabe th Burch Fowlkes· husband,
Norman, is rl'covering from heart bypass
surgery following an attack in February
1984. Thl'y hope to visit South America
soon, having enjoyed trips to Europe, the
Middle East, Asia, Australia and New
Zealand.
Dipp y Danner H ryharro w writes
number one son is engineer with Hardin
& Co., Atlanta: number two son owns Sudi's restaurant, Durham; and daughkr
Dale is pa rtner in llehavioral Associatesconducts international workshops all ovl..'r
thc United Statl'S and overseas
Jane Straus Frank has six grandchildren. George rctired in January 1984 and
se t up a newd ircct marketingserviceat
home.
Jessie McElroy Junkin estimatestheir
car registers 24,000 miles per year spent
visiting churches in cight statesafter4I
yearsof missionaryworkforthe Presbyterian Church in China and Taiwan.
C harlott e Saxe Schrieberg's mothl'r
died in August 1984. We send our sympathy. Charlotte retired May 1983 as Associate Professor of Social Work at Va. Commonwealth U. but returned part-lime September '84.
Chris tine Duling S ponsle r l'nJoys
teaching piano. Her youngcst daugh ter,
Susan, was named Outstanding Young
Woman of the Year 1982
Charl ott e Ann e Beale retired twice
from a career of city and county teaching
and guidance counseling
Marguet H,u ris Q ui.::k"s daugh ter
Pcgge hopes to complete her nursing
course in May 1985;sonWilliamisagraduate of a Texas Bible college: another sun
became servicl' manager of a Ford agency
in Richmond: youngest son, Kenneth, is
celebrating remission from a myasthcnia
gravis attack beginning April 1981
Martha Elliott Deich ler and Edd ie arc
finishing their final year with the Brock-

port, N.Y., church after which they will
move to their summer place in Tully. Martha swims regularly, volunteers at the
hospital and leads a library story-hour.
Over the years they have parented students from ten different countries
Irene Strode lu xford is scmi-rl'tired
and en1oys serving as substitute teller in
several branches of Suvran lkrnk.
Emil y Rucks Shaug has lived in Japan, Vietnam and Europe during her husband's Army career. They have traveled
in Asia, Europe and the Middle East. A
newcareerinexports in their retirement
affords continuing travd
Eli zab eth Mitchell D riscoll and Robert enjoy East Coast trips in thl"ir motor
homl'. Their fourth son graduated from
collegl'inJune 1984 and they plan a trip
to Phoenix where second sun is on the
staff of a hospital.
Virginia Sh uman Marchan t's granddaughter graduated from Va. Polytechnic
Institute and State U. in 1982. She and
A.B. have moved back to Virginia.
Cally Ross Wi gg in is enjoying gardening. needlework and volunteer work
with the hospi tal auxiliary and her
church
Hermine Hoen Phillips has qua lified
as librarian, in engineering drafting, ophtha lmic medical assistant and technician,
and licensed practical nurse, plus being
wife and mother of three children . One
daughter passed the Florida lkuin October 1984
Lo is Lyl e Mercer is enjoyi1,g having
her two children and their families and
sis ter Kitt y '40, living in Richmond. Retirement gives more time for travel and
photography while continuing a busy volunll'er life
Marian Wiley Ellett and Ju lian welcomed Rebecca Gatewood Ellett in September 1984 . . . their second grand daughter and fourth grJndch ild. Thl'y had a
lovely trip to the W~•st Coas t, following
England in 1983 and France in 1984
Betty Co nrey VanBusk irk and Bruce
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Rosalie Oak,>s
4120Colwnbia Pike, A11t. 2
Arlingfon, Va. 22204
That was a great reunion in June, wasn't
it!ltwassuchajoytorenewcherished
friendships and catch up on everyone's
El izabeth Ashbrooke Jackson says
most of their travel is related to Hunter's
great passion for golf They go to California often to visit their daughter and family
Dot Shell Wood enjoyed a trip to
China. Family gatherings take place at
their home at the river and in Richmond
Ann e Epes Reges ter has time now for
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live six months in Pt>nnsy!vania and six
months in Fort Lauderdale, Fla. Bruce retired in 1979 from construction engineering.
Elsie Bradshaw Kintner, whose music
gave us all such a li ft JI the reunion, has
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been working on child abuse prevention
and recently became a Doncaster Fashion
Consultant.

Annapolis,Md. 21401

BarbamU'wisTalbolt
224 Westwood Rd

Frances Beazley Bell went tu southern
France in May with the Maine Aud ubon

Judy Florance just returned from a
trip to New York where she was fortunate
tu see the Van Gogh Exhibit and visited in
New England.
Rosalie Oakes and sister Ann '43

i~::i?i~~?sd F~t~:~~~\~~e b:~k~~ ~elp
5

toasted in 1985 in Budapest with the UR
tour
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'42 Web: Richmond College senior T.
Mc Vay (right) and his date at the Pop

Concert

/1111cDa,,e111)(Jrt Reid
2214 Stuart A1,e
R1c/1mo11d. Va. 23220

Charlotte Dickinson Moore and John
planned a trip to Engl,md for thrt>c wct·ks
at the end of August. They had a trip to
California in June to visit daughter Sus,m.
Jerry Sevier and their three daughters,
one a nl.'wbom, Elena. They had a trip to
New Haven this spring for Joh11's class reunion. Charlotte had lunch with Bella
Hertzberg Jacobs, who is busy with her
job on the Nationa l Council for the Aging
Maude Smith Jergens and Frl'd traveled to Oregon and California in Jul y to
visit son Charles and their daughter Corliss and her familv. Charles' work in soil
testing is dune to.insure the safety of the
construction of build ing on tlw California
soil. Traveling over 8,(J(X) miks, they vbited the museum at Palo Alto and other
spots along tlw w,iy
Myra Ann G rego ry Hikh and Bob
have homes in New Jersev and Chester,
Va. I c,illl•d her in Cheste; a11d happened
to find her there. They were here to overS{'e repairs on their boat . They have plans
for l'Xtensive traveling in the fall
Millie Gustafson Donohu e and
daughter, Julie I hggins. tr,ided houses in
March. Mil lie is now in South Richmond
on Rockfalls Drive, where she is \·ery hap-

py
Lu cy Baird and Millie have plans to
mel.'I with Jane Thorpe in September to
make pl.m~ for our 45th reunion. Most uf
the activihl·s prob,ibly will bl· held on
campus, wh,ne dormitory span' will be
ava ilable. After Lucy ,md Millie have this
ml'eting, they will call a meeting of the local alumnae a11d we will proceed with
plans. Then we will get in touch with
you. If you know of any "lost"' alumna~·
from our cl<1ss, let me ,md the Alumna~,
Office know
Saddye Sykes Williams and H,irry
were in I law a ii in M,iy and June. They
stayed at the C'legant Royal Hawaiian I lutel and visited the five islands, where tht>v
wen· l'scorted bv native Haw,iiians. One ,
trip over an is!a;id was by helicopter.
Pauline Cortipassi was in Portland,
Maine; Nuv,1 Scoti<1; ,md Prince Edw,ud
Isle 111 the spring. In April, Kcompanied
by hn niece, Mary !Jene Cortipassi, she
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visited St. Martins. Pauline works three
days a week in a small company in which
she is an officer
Frances Bailey Gill and Harvey rc·port the birth of tht>ir first gr,mddaughtcr,
born in November 1983 tu sun Jack and
Cathy . Fr,mces and Harvey are going tu
an EJJ,..rhostel at VP! with Libbie Johnson
Alvis and Frank. They will study flight
and plant life.
We extend our sympathy to the family of Alys d'Avesne Spealman w hose
d _e ath was reported in the last UR Maga-
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Helen Vodd Dnsco/1
5106 Neu., Kent Rd
Richmond, Va. 23225
Ray Belche r, husband of Elizabeth Henry
Belcher, died Oct. 17, 1984. We send our
symp,1thy to "Lib" and to the family of
Edith Burfoot Lovig who died Nov . 2.
1984 . Charlotte Dudley Patteson reprl'·
senkd our d;iss at Edith's funeral.
Virginia Wood H awk ins toured Nova
Scotia in July. Others traveling lo Europe
last summer were Alese Hardaway l'rince
and daughter, Molly; th~·ir visit tu Monet's
home in Giverney. Franc<', was a highlight
'Its" Elizabeth Hol den Slipek says
Sarajane Payne Arkedis lives in Con11ecticut and winters in Florida . Na omi Lewis
Policoff is still active in the Ml world in
California
Margaret Brittingham Curtice vi~ ited
"Its" in October. "Its" had lunch one day
last summer w ith Bitsy Epes Hard y in
Blackstone and enjoyed sel'ing lwr lovely
home
"Its" h,id a one-man art show in thl'
Eric 5<.'hind!er Gallery last fall and thirty
uf her paintings were sold
Virginia " Tinsey" Garrett Wimmer is
active in her church and enjoys being secretary of her Sundav School class.
\.\/ha t have YOU bee11 do in g 7 Let me
know.

her on the trip.
Miriam. daughter of Shirley Huxter
Corson, and Michae l live in New York
City.
Although Jack Fix is rl.'tired, Hed y
Herr ink Fix has been re,1ppuin ted by
Ohio's governor to a six-year tl.'rm on the
State Employment Relation Board. They
traveled tu Egypt, Bermuda, California,
and a dude ranch of Jackson Hole, Wyo.
in the Tetons.
Helen Ridgley Gallaher has retired as
Director uf Admissions at Harcum Ju nior
College. She and her husband plan to
travel for pleasure and do volunteer work.
The father of Lowaita Rowland Hanscom has been ill since summer. Lowaita
and husband visited their son, an architectural enginel'r at Kiawha Island, S.C.,
and were caught in a hurricanl'- Lowaita
has a great-grandson! She also belongs to
Toastmistress lntemation,il and can speak
to a group.
Carolyn Babb Heflin and Bill have
bought a house in South Carolina and
plan to retire there. Bill Jr. is out of the
Navy, married to a Richmond girl and living in Sacramento with thl'ir three children. Anne and two buvs are in South
Carolina. David works in Jackson, Miss.,
where the Hetlins live now.
Fay Carpenter Kirchman took trips tu
Florida and California. I !er family went to
a Kirchman reunion in Michigan
Lelia Peirce Klaffky and husband
have bought a Fn·nch Lh,1tl.'au-style house
on three acres with pool and guest cottage
in St. James, l\".Y. They spend half the
year there, the other hal f in Naples, Fla
Jn May, Anne Byrd Tucker Moore
and Dun went to China and Canton . They
have a new granddaughtl'r, Julia Anne
Ann Oakes and two sisters went to
Prince Edward Island. Nova Scotia.
Jo Smith Parker' s husband is with
Dover Elevator Co. in Memphis. Their
daughter !Jves in Atlanta and has one son.
Because of arthritis, Mary Jean Shelby Proctor moved into Raleigh's first Total
Life Care Rctirem<.'nt Community, Springmoor. She wa s rl.'appuinted by the governor to the North Carolina Arthritis Committee and is cu-chai rman of the Arts Department in the Woman's Club (second
la rgest in the United States)
After 32 years with the Immigration
and Naturalization Service. Anne Williams Roberts has retirt>d and is returning
tu Virginia. Daughter, Lucy Anne, is a
Duke graduate who did graduate work at
Cornell where her husband is the operator
of the Synchrotron. They ,m, parents of
Anne's grandch ildren, Sarah, two. and
Keith, four
Love lo Jeanice Johnson Roberts and
Bill at the loss of their 30-year-old daugh-

ter. Betty in April. Later they went to
Gr("Cce. Egypt, Israel, Turkey, Skyland
and Wintergreen
My husband, DJve, had triple bypass
heart surgery in June and is doing well
You all who had postals addressed to
me, please send them with news of you
any time. Thank you
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Lois Kirbmod Nort/1
1684MapleA1't'
Galrs/!urg, Ill. 61401
This spring Ka y Hanley Wery tkw from
Hawaii to visit friends and family from
thePacifictotheAtlantic. We were so
happy she could join us for our .J0th reunion
Ann Green Sheaffer and Walt drove
from Key Largo to their home in Fort
Madison, Iowa, via Richmond to .1tlend
the reunion. Molly Warner Stephenson
and Jim also drove up from Flo rida to be
with us. From Louisville, Ky., came Anne
McElroy Mackenzie and Mac. Down from
Alexandria came Norma Sanders Granley
and Ed. Evermond Hardee Daniel and
Clayton attended from Monroe. N.C
Gene Shepard Keever and Dick and
Dorothy Monroe Hill and Stonie were our
Portsmouth representatives. Mother and I
flew to Norfolk from Illinois for our Virginia vacation. While she enjoyt'd her
No rfolk friends, 1 spent several days in
Williamsburg with Gene, Hetty Muller
Tisne and Kay beforl' the reunion
We were espt'cially happy to welcome
from New Jersey Fifi Smelhurst and Santa Maxwell Edwards on their first visit
back to Westhampton after all these years.
Twenty-si:< class members mt'! at the
Deanery on Friday evening. Dinner was
served in the garden and our meeting was
held in the living room. Louise Walters
Anderson was elected President of the
class. Norma Sanders Granley will wri te
the class notes, so please keep her informed of your activities. Mimi Hill
Boynton volunteered to handle the fundraising kiters. Gene Shepard Keever
(chairman), Lois Hester Blackburn and
Louise will serve asa committee to offer a
proposal for a memorial fund and/or class
gift. Please advise them of your wishes.
On Saturday night the class held a
dinner for members and guests at Willow
Oaks Country Club. In addition to th e
many husbands we were happy Nancy
Dejarnette Hanson from Bowling Green
joined us. On Sunday morning Billy Jane
and Ballard entertained us at their home
for a scrumptious breakfast. It was the
perfect way to close a wonderful weekeed
Ann Burcher Stansbury and Warren
came up from their home on the Potomac
where they have retired. She re ported
that our class baby teaches French in
Beaufort, S.C. Fifi Smethurst is a consultant in pharmaceuticals. Gloria Tyler
Robertson appeared with her leg in a cast
Santa has four children and she and her
husband had just returned from a seven-

week trip to 1::gypt
Mimi Hill Boynton has retired from
teaching and is inter"iewing for two psychological ,1ssociates. She has five children
and seven grandchildren .
Helen Curtis Patrick has fi1·e children
and is still h.•ach ing
BettyMullerTisne issellingmilestate in Chappa9ua, N .Y. Her daughter.
Elizabeth Goldsmith, m.1rried Ravmond
Hilton Ill in December 1983. TheyJre
both in advertising. Lucy Garnett Lacy is
a psychiatrist and her husband te,1clwsat
Franklin ,md Marshall Collt"ge in Lancaster, Pa. Mary Alderson Guham and Billy
have moved to their new home in Irving·
to,
We Wl're so happy Doris Hedgepeth
Neal came from Roanoke Rapids. N.C
From the Richmond area came Betsy Rice,
Helen Barnes Henshaw, Billy Jane Crosby Baker, Helen Curtis Patrick, Mildred
Cox Goode, Juanita Tiller Elm9uist and
Louise Walters Anderson.
We wish to extend our sympathy to
Dot lhnken, Natalie Lum, Rita Muldo wney Copley and Billy Jane Crosby Baker
whohavelostthe1rmothersrecently
Dee Dee Howe Kirk 's son, Fleet, finished T. C. Williams School of Law the
same Wl't.'k his sun Campbell McLine was
born. Three Wl't'ks later D('t' Dl't''s son
Bruce, who attends Gordon Conwell
Theological Seminary, had J d,rnghter,
Emily Anna. born on Christmas Day
Daughter Kathy, W73, spent sewn
months m England with Youth with a
Mission
Doris Hedgepeth Neal has two
daughters and six grandsons. Dorothy
Monroe Hill's son. Bob, has received his
MD. from U.Va. He is living in Newport
News and serving a residency in Ob•Gyn .
Nell Coll ins Thompson has had hn
book Echoes from the Mills published
! am happy to report my June visit to
M. D. Anderson Clinic, Houston, Texas,
wassuCCt'Ssful and I do not return for a
year
Our thanks go to Gene, Mildred and
Billy Jane for planning such a successful
and pleasant reunion
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Beltiflait'S<!r1Dillard

1403 Friend Ave
Suutl! Bosto11, Va. 24592
My "plea for news" postal brought results, but not the deluge I had hoped for!
Until you have this job you don't realize
how important it is to keep in touch
Lil Belk Youell takes the prize for be·
ing the mos t enthusiastic about our up·
coming reunion. She volunteered to put
together for us a Memory Book, but .11ou
have to provide the information for its
contents. It would include an up-to-date
photo, current addresses, results of a
9uestionnaire which would be sent each
of you, and a page dedicated to our classmates who have died. This way, even
those unable to be present can participate
and enjoy a keepsake. She estimated fin-

ishedcost,1roundSS. !t sounds like,m excellent idt'J which you will hl'ar more
about at a later date. Currently, Lillian is
Director of the Court Docent PmgrJm
sponsored by The Virgini,1 Beach (far Association. ·1 he program provides voluntet'r
le-aching guides for 6th and 12th graders
to teach them about our Judicial Svstem.
Jen lea Gu thrie Yancey met in Richmond with othl·r repr~•sentatives of reunion cla~st's tu plan for our reunion. Shl'
will net'd ideas and a committee. so s,1y
"yes"whenshe.isks.JenLe,1retiredfrom
teaching so has tim,.:, to enJoy four gr.indchildren. She' and Scott vac;itioned dt
Nantuckl'I, Martha's Viney.ud and Nt'w·
port la~! summer
Chotty Thomas Partrick and lfoll h,1d
a busy Yl'ar lloth daughters were mamed
and the fifth grandchild was born. Four
children live near them in Greensboro
Nancy Gray Lazenby Stables and
Linton are making plans to attend the reunion. Their youngest son was married in
November on his parents' 3.Jth wedding
anmversary.
Wanda Walton Pace and Warrt'n are
enjoyingWarren'ssemi·rellrementwhich
allows them to travel and to spend time at
their beJch home. Ile works as d stockbroker and dot's financia l planning for clients. Three of their four children li\·e outside the United States. Last spring the
Paces had a golf/sightseeing fun trip to
the Costa Del Sol of Spain with the Paulsons and Cones.
Betty Clement Adair had news of
Carrie Trader Drinkard who is teaching in
Bristol. The Adair daughters live in New
Jersey, South Carolina and Florida. Betty
and Eddy had lunch with Betty Edwardsen Neutze when they were vacationing
in New Jersey.
Nancy Leslie Chambers and Jack,
who is retired. spent October at Outer
Banks. N.C
Ruth Latimer had a cruise from New
York to Bermuda and Nassau. A neph•
ew's wedding will conflict with the reunion. It won't be the same without Ruth!
Ruth Maris Wicker, who has returned to Richmond, writes that she will
attend the 40th. Ruth has two more years
as foreign language t('acher in Richmond
public schools before retirement. Both
children reside in Richmond.
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Nancy Leslie Chambers, all of whom lost
their mothers during the preceding year
Thanks sincerely for supporting me
during my years as class secretary. It's
been fun, and I look forward to seeing or
hearing from you at the reunion
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'48 Web: An
Wrstham1!to11

tile

Ann Seay Jackson and J.13. h,1J a
Wl'l'k's driving tour of the l!ritish Isles in
Seplt'mber. The Jackson's youngest son,
Will, was m.irri<.'d in l\ovember
Lottie Blanton Applewhitl' had a
month's visit to England, ;1 cumbin;ition of
business and pk,i,urc
t;ladys Kauffman Lowden reported ;1
summer trip tu Greece and the Middle
East

In January, Mary Campbell Paulson
had silicont' joints suffessfully implantl'<l
in her left hand to replace the knuckles
that had deterior,1led from severe arthri•
Its. She describes the wrgcry as a rniraclC''

She and j,1ck, her mother. both t'hildrcn.
and tht·ir families spent ,1 v,,·eek together
at Nags Head in July.
Jane Wray Bristow McDorman ~pt'nt
two weeks in Portugal as unc of 48 pt'r·
sons making up 12 tc,ims on a Partnership
Evangelism Mission trip
Doris Mills Harrell and Lou find it a
pleasure to live ne<H ,\.liss Rudd. Doris
teaches thl' advanced placement class on
Spanish literature as well as other classes.
For the past three summers sh<' has travelled to Spain to take courst.>s at the U. of
Alicantc. Shl' hopes exam schedules will
not keep her from the reunion
Ann Clark Howe enclosed a newspaper clipping covering a symposium she
helped organi,:e for a conference in New
York. The symposium w.1s on Barriers to
Achievement of Women in Scil'nn·. A fl'·
porter therl' picked up on sewral things
Ann had to say. The article was circulated
in papers around the country.
Bitsy Rosenbaum Hurwitz and Henry
were in Richmond in June for .i fomily reunion with members from all parts of the
United States, Israel and Australia. Henry
retired in August after 38 years at General
Electric as a physicist and there was a celebration in his honor. One surprise of the
t.'vt'ning was the gift from their ch ildren of
a Windjammer Cruise in the Bahamas
Anne Fisher Keppler is Director of Financial Aid at Smith College and cannot
attend reunion. I will bring her interesting
letter with me
We extend sympathy to Belly Clement Adair, Carrie Trader Drinkard, and
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Cornelia Reid Ruw/e/1
88.11 Tuckerman Ltmc
Potomac. Md. 20854
Amy Hickerson Dalton has received tenure and a promotion at Virginia Commonwealth U. in Richmond.
Libby Thompson Schmidt was honored in the spring by the Richmond Board
of Realtors for <Khieving SI million in nd
sales in 1983.
Mary Frances Bethel Wood and a
friend are organizing a business to entertain the wives of ml"n who Jrl' attending
conventions in the area of Lynchburg. Va
The ~ervice is similar to the one est,ib·
lished by Ellen Hodges Proxmire.
Marion Lawton Kinzey has been very
helpful in passing along class nl'WS for the
maga,:ine. Please let me hear from you ,1t
least once a year!
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Siisie Ciwrd Wuudy
Rt. 4 Box 45
Bassel/, Va. 24055
It is with great sadness that I report the
de;ith of Helen Chandler Shea on May 3,
1984. Our class sympathy to Jack and
their children. A UR Schol.irship Fund has
been started in memory of her. What a
great way for all of us to remember I lelen
and Westhampton
:vtore sadness-Robl."rt Decker Kimball, son of Beth Decker Kimball and
Bob, died on May 27, 1984. Robbie had
graduated from the Asheville School,
Asheville. N .C on May 26. Beth was un·
able personally to accept her WC Distinguished Alumn,1 Award on June 2, so
daughter Liddie stood in for her. Beth visited us in July and is bravely coping with
this personal tragedy
Jane Vicars. daughter of Margaret
Goode Vicars and Joe, is in Europe on
scholarship from Va. Commonwealth U
studying languages and art history. She
was in Florence. Italy, living with an Ital·
ian family and teaching their daughter
English while attending the U. of Florence
Alice Mason Cralle, retired in 1980
after 32 years of teaching. Jesse is also retired. They own a condo at Belleair Beach,
Fla., and enjoying spending time there
and at home in Richmond. Daughter Alice
Louise graduated from Westhampton in
1983 and has a small studio where she
teaches dancing to 100 little girls and teen agers
C.L. and I spent four weeks of May
and June in Italy, Switzerland, France and

Monaco. In Paris we had six davs of reunion with the 1'-47 Thunderbolts Pilots of
WW II of which C.L. is" member . We
were entertained bv the American Ambassador. went to the D·Day Commemoration of 40 years, and much more. We
were 50CI in number and n•quired ten buses. We came home on June 9

'48
/ackie/claS/wck
.1506 Noyes Al~' . S.E
Charleston. W. Va. 25304
Contacts renewed after Jong silences and
many updates have come in a deluge-what a joy! Bobbie Freed Roberts lx'came
a modern day Sacajawea this summer,
traveling via the Columbia and Snake riv ers the route of the Lewis and Clark Trail
from Oregon to Idaho. Bobbie's husband
is relired (parasitologist in research for
U.S. government): one daughter is an ex·
ecutive sec retary in California and the other is working on her master's in anthropology-archeology. Bobbie earned her
master's in 1970
Betty Rackley Root, who obtained
her degree from the U. of Miami, has a
daughter who graduated from that institution's law school. Betty and her husband
toured Greece and Turkey last summer.
Lily Brittle Hepler's son Philip was married last December to Mary Rebecca Paylor. Lily's elder son, William Douglas,
works at McGuire Veterans l lospital in
electronics and her daughter. Ann, is choral director at Amherst High $(:hoot.
Pam Burnside Gray's newest grandchild is Martha Leece Gray and Pam is delighted she"s right in Waverly. Pam·s
mother came from Florida and visited for
several weeks. Virginia Herndon Pugh,
with Billy and Betty, visited relatives in
South Carolina. Ginna and Betty were
both on the faculty at Virginia's Baptist
Music Camp.
Doris Moore Ennis" retirement lasted
28 days--now she is a stockbroker' She
and her lS·year-old son Dale spent last
Christmas in Seattle with Jan and his
wife, and went to Toronto in June. Doris,
with Millicent Hutcherson Taylor and
Sim, attended the UR alumni dinner in

May
Felicity Apperly Hoffecker has become a professional writer, bt>ing on the
staff of the Com1eclicut -Weslchesler Busi11ess
Journals and free-lancing for a lengthy list
of other publications including the [\1rn,
York Times. Felicity, whose husband
passed away three years ago, has two
sons--John, who was born in England and
is now at the U. of Chicago getting his
l'h.D. in anthropology-archeology, and
George, who teaches at Hackley School in
Tarrytown
Allen Rucker Hall and Lloyd took a
Caribbean cruise, have bl'en to Richmond
three times and in April visited Grand
Cayman. I !er son Dana has his own computer business in West Palm Beach.
Daughter.Diana graduated from Southwestern at Memphis in Theatre Arts and

'42 Web: Senior class bnsketball team. Front, left to right: L. McDonough, G. Woodfin, co-captains. Back: P. Vicars, F. Badenoch, A. Simpson, A. Shafer, L. Jung, W
Peters.
works free-lance in movies and TV in Hollywood. Ann Clark Little and Randel
have had several family trips to Virginia,
also, plus a week at Sandbridge Beach
with their three daughters, sons-in-law
and grandchildren
Monty Elliott Ownby's youngest son
grad uated from Randolph -Macon College
this year. Emily Holland Lineberry is still
teaching She has two grandchildren, the
youngest one another Emily. Margaret Sabine Brizendine and Jack celebrated thei r
35th anniversary by traveling to England
Betty Hengeveld Bradshaw has received a
certificate recognizing 28years' service to
the Red Cross. Betty's son, Tom, has
moved to Charlotte, N .C
Ginny Smith Kynett and Gerry in
February cruised the Caribbean. Their
new sailboat was launc hed in April and,
upon completion in June. they sailed her
home from Ft. Myers. Their daughter
lives in Charlotte and has three child ren,
while their oldest son is a pilot for the
Goodyear blimp" America." and youngest
son is a Navy pilot stationed in Sicily. Janice Conant McCoy worked 20 years for
Dept. of Social Services prior to her 1980
retirement. Her two sons live near her
while her daughter Deb and fam ily are in
Germany. Janice has spent several months
there in the past two years, as well as
touring Holland, Belgium and Paris
We extend our sympathy to Jackie
Pitt Suttenfield and Wilma Lum, both of
whoml osttheirmothers thi syear
l wish I could share with you in its
entirety a newspaper profile of Pat Adams
Woodhead. She is a dynamo with accomplishments in photography, home design,
establishment of a horse stable. teaching
students to rid e and to show horses, and
the first professionally organized library
for Pocono Hospital. Last May she toured
six European countries
Boo Koltukian Cowles accompanied
Sidney when he had a project in Venezuela last year, living in Maracaibo for three
months . February took them to California
Son Sid is with San Diego State U. in research and completing his doctorate in biology from McCill U.; Mary lives in Mississippi; Martha is in New Jersey where

she and her husband both teach public
school music; and Jim graduated this year
from Bethany Nazarene College in Oklahoma City. Betty Hi cke rso n Butterworth
and Jack have a new grandchild . Their
daughter isan attorney, John is a doctor
and Eli ✓.abeth is a student at Vanderbilt U
Arline Moore Moore's four children
are all married and she has two grandchildren. Anna is a student at Columbus College taking computer science. We are sorry to learn that Arline·s husband, Bub.
passed away three years ago . She isa librarian in the Fine Arts Department.
Sarah Brenner Rubin and Milton
have both rctired--she from teaching and
he from Allied Corp. Two grandsons arrived this year, bringing the total to three
Son Mark is an attorney in Richmond, Joel
is a TV newscaster in Norfolk and Debbit'
is a psychiatrist completing her residency
at Georgetown U. Al l went to the beach
together last summer
Jo Hoover Pittman and Bob, while on
a trip to Richmond, spent an evening with
Mary Cross Marshall and Bob. Jean
Brumsey Biscoe and Johnny joined them
Good news about Jean follow ing her serious illness last year--she is back at work
and is walking well. Her son is at Va.
Commonwealth U. and daughter Julie is
at l.-Ongwood College . Jo and Bob visited
Jo's relatives in Holland last June. driving
southtoltalvandSwitzerland. Marv and
Bob traveled' through New England-and
northern New York
Seth Darrow Jewell isa real estate
broker specializing in waterfront farms
and estates on tributaries of the Chesapeake Bay. Seth, her husband, one son
(and staff) are Shoreline Realty. Iler son~
are grown and living nearby. Daughter
Jennifer is married to a pilot and liws in
Sterling, Va . Stepdaughter Ann is married, lives in Baltimore and has twin bovs
one year old. Seth is in to training retrievers. Our sympathy goes to Frances Stuart
Bailey whose mother died on Chri~tmas
Eve. Frances and three other ladic~ made
a mission trip to Vermont, conducting
prayer retreats at several small Southern
Baptist churches. Rolen has completed 10
years as Executive Director of the Roanoke

Valley Baptist Association. Son John is at
Averett College and Patty is living at
home.
Arlene Reynolds Schaefer expresses
her sincere appreciation to all who participated in the class fund for 1983-84. She
did well at a big job and is grateful fur
your cooperation. Arlene and Joe spent
three weeks on a mountain in the Shenadoah Valley, during which time all but
their oldest soncameforshortvisits. She
says she is "hooked"" on gene,ilogy
On the last day formetoreceiw your
mail there came a wonderful surprise-card from Rosemary Lawson Strickman.
Written en route to Maine, she promises a
letter for next issue. She has one son,
thrl'{! daughters and one grandchild
Rosemary is attending Sarah Lawrence
College.
Thank you with all my heart. Remem ber me for our next deadline for news

'50
Wilda W/11tma11 Oakley

2607 White Oak Dr
Titusville, fla. 32780
We extend our deepest ;;ympathy to Vivian Betts Lewis on the loss of her mothl'r
To Lorraine Chapman we S<..·nd our prayers on the loss of her brothcr in an automobile accident and the passing of her father
four weeks later. Oursinceresvmpathv to
Frannie Sutton Oliver who,., mother died
in April. and our wannest wishes to her
daughter who was married May 27 in Newport News
Elizabeth "Libby" Givens rierce and
Bucky spen t several months in Florida this
winter escaping the cold weather. Later
they spent several weeks touring the
Scandinavian countries. While Libby w,h
in Florid,1 Barbara White Balderson and
daughter Lynn were down for several
days to visit with them and then spent a
night with me. Barbara and Les are the
proud grandparents of a new grandson
Joyce Gustafson Crawfo rd and Doug
are still on "cloud nin,..·· with the arrival
of their first grandchild. Doug was hospitalized in Septcmb<..,r for surgery to remove a kidney. lie is doing well now.
Janice Brandenburg Halloran'<; youngest daughter Amy has entered Va. Polytechnic Institute and State U. I kr ~econ<l
daughter Susie has a fcllow~hip tu /I.ICC
and is working on her Ph.D. in gt'ndics
The oldest, Stewart. gr,1<lu<1kd from Va.
Commonwea lt h U. in biology ,md is int,,rested in antiques and furrnturl' refinishmg
Lee Reeves C!lildress was chairman
for the Richmond Club of the Westh<1mpton Alumnae Association's Arts Around
the Lake last year and Doris Balderson
Burbank helped by being in charge of the
Purchase Price Sponsors--alumn,,e and
friends who ,1gree to buy at k,ast 525 from
anyone artist. Leealsowritesthath,·r
son Earl Ill ren1.1ined in New York and
has his own construction comp.my, doing
mainlyrtcnovJtionsofMtgJllerie;;.md
studios. Lee is En'<utive Director of Meals
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on Wheels for the City of Richmond and
the counties of Henrico, Chesterfield and
Hanover.

Doris Balderson Burbank and Manny
enjoyed a M,,rch trip to Bermuda
Helen Larnpathakis Kostyal and Dick
spent two weeks in Europe touring Italy
and Grt>ece. Helen has retired from the
Hampton Public School System
Bud and I were in Richmond visiting

our son Brdt. who IMs since mon'd tu
Lexington and b teaching. Barbara While
Balderson and Les had Helen Lampathakis Kostyal and Dick, Doris Balderson

home is evidence of her expertise. Their
oldest son, Jeff, was married last Novcmbe<.

We extend our sympathy to Jane
Lawson Willis on the death of her sister
Frances
1 had lunch with Rosie Varn Ruggles
last May when visiting my daughtn in
Houston. Rosie and John have sold their
home in I louston and arc enjoying life
around a lovely lake some SO miles from
tht' city. Hosie says not many of you get
as far as Houston but please call her if
you do

Burbank and MMmy and Bud and ml'
over for dinner ,md" must enjoyable evening
Please let me hear from you.

'51
Elim/Jeth LatmiNKokiko
1521 Su11 Ridge Drii•c
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15241

News is scarce this timc so I !x-sccch all of
you to send me some so th<1t I can pass it
on in the next magazine
! heard from Pat Atwill Schwan: who
lives in I luntsvilk, Ala. Sadly I report th.it
one of Pat's daughters was killed in ,in
automobill- accidt·nt several ye<1rs ago.
I kr other d,1ughter is a physical therapist.
l'at is working as a patient representative
at the Huntsville I iospital
Hetty Munsey Spatz ,md lfob had a
trip to Europe in June. Their daughter
Katherine graduated from Westhampton
this past year
On a recent southt'rn trip. George
and I were able to visit Charlotte Hou•
chins Decker and Hank in Greensboro,
N.C. Their daughter Susan was recently
married. Both she and her husband are
pharmacists in Greensboro. On our return
trip. we visited with Milly Wright Outten
and Joe in Greenville, S.C. Milly continues her interest in antiques, and her lovely
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'52
Nola Texky Breckenridge
5110 f'wn11hrey Driw

foirfax. Va. 22032
Barbara Ferre Phillips wrote that her
mother had recently moved there to be
with them after her father's death last
year. I tcr son, Eric. is a chemical engineer
for Kaiser Aluminum in Baton Rouge and
all three daughters live in New Orleans
Barbara is enjoying being a "'cottage industry." She h.is her "Battered Brush"
business set up in her homt· and t'njoys
doing folk art portraits in the style of the
early 1800s to go with antiques and th('
"country'" look
Jackie Gerson Lowenstein and her
husband have an Early American and Co·
lonial Specialty Furniture store in Richmond. She is the bookkeeper. Their oldest
son, Henry, rt'ceiwd his Ph.D. in Labor
Relations from the U. of Illinois. Cham·
paign-Urbanna, and is a professor in the
business school of the U. of Illinois, Chicago campus. jJCkie"s mother, who is almost 86, just flew to Chicago with her to
see their first grandchild and great-grand·
child. Jackie's second son, Lee Isaac, is a
Va. Polytechnic Institute and State U
graduate. He has started his own rnrpen·
tn' and construction business in Rich·
m'ond. The third child, Molly Ann, is married to an attorney and lives in Los Ange•
\es. Molly has one more year at U. of
California/Los Angeles toward re.:eiving
her mastt'r's in library science, with a spe·
cialty in leg.il library work. Their youngest
son, Sam, is completing three years of a
four-year stint in the Air Force and is sta·
honed at Travis AFB near San Francisco.
He is a computer specialist and works on
the CS transport. Jackie has had two visits
in the past five years from Anne Holmes
de Faria who still lives in Germany
Anne's husband is an international lawyer
and they have three children.
Eleanor Lee Persons Hays sent a birth
announcement of her second grandchild,
Amber Hays Stark, born to her daughter,
Linda . The birth announcement was made
by American Greetings, the company Lee
works for part-time as a merchandiser for
six storl'S in the Crystal City area of Arlington, Va. Lee en,oyt>d the article in the
last magazine about Dizzy Stuart-Alexan·
der.
In June. Rob, Annie and l flew to
London, where we had a great reunion

with classmates from the British Staff Col·
lege where we were stationed in 1966. lt
was Annie's first trip to England so I had
to give her the quick tour. From there we
flew to Rotterdam with friends and caught
a boat that took us on a three-day trip up
the Rhine River. We got off in Heidelberg
and spent a wel'k with friends who arc
stationed here. Then we returned to Eng·
land and spent a weekend in Bath. From
there, Annie and ! returned home and
Rob went on to Bonn, West Germany, for
a conference. I then flew out to Sacramen·
to to check on my parents who ;ne cele·
brating their 83rd birthdays this year.
They are joining us this year for Christmas so they can enjoy the great-grandchildren. When I returnl'd to Fairfa\, we all
repacked suitcases and Rob, Annie and I
drove to Jacksonville, Fla. lo welcome our
second granddaughter. Then our son
Chip. wife Missy and daughter Katie
joined us in Florida. They drove back to
Fairfax with me and we enjoyed their two
weeks with us and her parents in Spring•
field. 1 start back to ~chool on Aug. 17. 1
have been transferred to Fairview School
and will move from third gradt' b,Kk to
first grade, which is my favorite.

'53
Sriar White G11y
5518 H1/lfall Court
Columbia, Md. 21045

Happy news from Marilyn Bowlin Gordy
includes the birth of grandson Campbell
to daughter Kathy and a visit with Janet
Francis Midgett. Skiing, tennis and substitute high school teaching keep her on
her toes
Louise Hudgins McNally and Frank
celebrated their 30th wedding anniversary
last summer with a European trip whose
highlight was the Passion Play at Obcram·
mergau
Will and I attended the 1984 annual
meeting of the American Horticultural Society in San Antonio, Texas. Rosa Ann
Thomas Moore of Houston Joined us for
sightseeing.

'54
Linda Goodman Ltwis
210 Thomas Heights
Martinsville, Va. 24112

Our 30th reunion was lots of fun for those
who were able to attend. We missed all of
you who missed it! Nancy Baumgardner
Werner arranged a fine get-together on
Friday night in the Tower Room for a party. During the evening, slides of scenes of
our vintage and of the preSt.'nl day cam·
pus were shown, which were interesting
to sec when sandwiched in among the
chatter. Claire Millhiser Rosenbaum entertained the crowd on Saturday night at
their new home in Manakin-Sabot.
Polly Newman Smith's and John

Ran's daughter, Jane, was married tu Ken t
Dodge on the Saturday of our reunion
weekend : Su sie Kegan Nutil e and her
daughter, Louise, werl' trawling in Eng la nd; Barbara Bull Tull and Dickie Wl'TC'
in France and Spain . Cos Was hbu rn
Barnes and I Jarry made the Frida y night
gathering but had to leave Saturday to at tend his parents' 60th wedding annivcrsa -

'Y

Those present on Friday were Macon
Day Banks, Ma ry Lou G ilbe rt Do rsey, Be·
verly French D unn, Nan cy G raham Ha rrell, Laura Mapp, Ruth Ze hn er Seibold,
Shirley Wa rd Wingfield, Cos Washb urn
Barnes, Marce lla Hammock Bullock, Sara
Sherman Cowherd, Betty Ga rter Lane,
Beverly Pri dd y Derr, Sue Perry Downing,
Billie Brya n Mackie, Claire Millh ise r Rose nbaum, Betty Fleet Sch mutz and I.
l visited with Jo S ue Leonard Sim p•
son and Rem, Su sie Kega n N utile ,md
Bill. Bett y Rose nberge r Al le n and Joe,
Barbara Bu ll Tull ,md Dickie, and Ed ie
Jackson Jones at the Simpson's pt ,n· on
the Eastern Shore at the end o f the sum-

New class officers were namt>d for th ~•
next five years. Nan cy Graha m Harrel l i~
presiden t, Beverly Pridd y Derr is fund
chairman and I am secretarv
Ph yllis Ann Mark el Goldman breed~
dogs and own;; tht' winnt'r uf tht' 198-i 13ichon FriSl' Club of America Spt'cialty .
Sine"' 1975, she has been involved with
this breed of dog. Laurie, her oldest child,
is married and teaches nurserv ;;chuol
Hal graduated from the U. of Delawaff
and lrenl' has cumplt'ted her freshman
year at l.lruwn U
! helped write my church' s centennial
history and work with the Virginia I ibrMy
Association's Public Relations Committee,
do some spl'ech writing and substitute
teaching. Bevl'rh.•y Bu rke M cGhee writes
hc>chnical manuals for robot operators.
Betty Rosenbe rger Allen works in Joe·~
travel agency; Susie Nutl le is managl'r uf
a savings and loan; Jo Sue Si m pso n tcachl'S elementary school; Ed ie Jones works
for better schools in Greensboro; Bev Derr

1s at the Communicable Disease C,·nter for
VirginiJ; Cos Barnes is wurking un vari ous writing projects. Billie Mack ie is at
the National Institute of Health Jnd
shared fascinJting health news about CJl cium for women our age; Lau u Mapp is
lcJching physical education at l.lridgt'wd·
ter Collegl•
Drop me a no te so I can have some
legitimate news for the ne xt even-yPa rs is-

NJ

'55
Virginiu B. M11rde11

1531 Sprat/Cl/ St
Port,mo11th ,-Va. 23704
A tip of the hM to those 35 class members
who gave 517.000 tu the Alumnae Fund .
Sympathy is cxtendt>d to Joy Winstead on the d eath of her fathn
Anne Black Tallia ferro has taken ,·ar·
ly retirement as an deml·nt.ny school su·
perv1sor
Carolyn Ne ale Lindsay reports that
daughter Jeanie gr,,duated from 1.-Villiam
and Marv m \foy and that her wl'dding
recept ion WJ~ hdJ Jt Kelll'r H,11J . Carolyn
continues in her position at Children's ·
1lospitJI ,md Jim is on Va . Commonwe;ilth U. focu!tv. She and her thr,•e
daughters we re nurses in lhl' TV film
"Kcnrwdy"
Barbara Rl'y nol ds O rrell visited Ha w,iii during the summer
Betty Jean Parrish Kn ott joins me in
reminding you that 1985 will bring uur
30th reunion. Start thinking about this
l'Vl'nt ;md details will be sent to vou when
Jaks ;,nd plJns arc scl

'56
A11ricS/11art Hart;:Garnctl
38411 Rr,~,k Rd
Richmond, Va . 232 27

Shirky

Et'il>! S

Hrirt

4424 N. 33rd Ril
Ar/111~/011 , Va. 22207

'55 Web: Unidenhfied cheerleaders dur -

ing Homecoming game.

in Roanoke with Ed ith Boqes Greer, who
has moved there. Mary Moore i~ working
for a dentist in MarylJnd, but l'H·ntually
shl' l' xpects to devote her full attl'nl ion tu
the Pe nta \1 . Co., which shl' and hu~band
Al started Dec. I.
In April 1983, Marsden Williams
Morse had two one-man exhibitions of
ht'r paintings Jt Aquinas Institute in
Prince ton, N.J., and at Wl'skrn Electric
Corpora te Educa tio n Cenlt'r in Hopewell,

The class of 1956 expresses sympathy to
Hele n Melton Lukhard and her fam ilv on
the dt<ath of her daughter Lindsay Ids!
spring.
Some of this news is quite old, as
there has been a changC' in our schedule. I
apologi..:c for there being no '56 news in
the last l'Vl'n class iss ue, which , as you
probably noticed, was summer '84 . Ewn
news will now be in winter and su m mer
issues, rather than spring and fall. Our
new dcadlint's art' Feb. 15 fur the summer
issue and Aug. 15 for the winter issue
Please let Sh irl ey Evans Hart or me hear
from vou
Edna Wa gstaff Warneke writes from
Ball Statt' U. in M uncie, Ind., of a trip to
the South Pacific last winter. A handbook
fur classroom teachers on the teaching of
read ing, which Edna co-au thored, has
been publisht'd . Mary Moore Mullin
Mowery visited Neg ri ] Beach in Jamaica in
May 1983. In September she spent a week

Lisa Simmonds Wells in Gah·l'Ston
has added computer teaching to her fork .
Daugh ters Sue and Ann Ml' both in cul·
legc.
Jul ia Hub bard Nixon received her
doctoratl' in Englis h ed ucation from Va
Poly technic and State U. Shl' has h,1J arti·
clt<s published in thp VirSi>1ia Eng/is// B1dlcliri and the A/all Rn,i,'W. At the Virginia
EducationJI Media Association's annual
meeting ;;he presented a slid<.' kctur,'
basC'd on the findings in her d iswrtatio n
en titlt'd "Christianity in American Adolescent Realistic Fiction from 1945 to 1981"
Her son SJm Jr ,1nJ d<1ughter Juliana arc
both marril•d. Sam living in Richmond, Ju·
liana in Middlesboro, Ky . Daughtl'r Ardl'n
graduated from Va . Polytechnic and State
U. in June wit h a dcg rl'C' in int,•nor design
and is working with U.S. Furniture Industries in I ligh Point. N.C.
Ann Caro l Yeaman Ma lcolm was in
Richmond in August to pick up daughtt'T
Becky, who had bc<.'n studying at the
Ric hmond School of l.lallet. Becky is now a
sophomore at Mount Holyoke in Mas~J chusdts. Johnny transferred from Wil·
Iiams College to I lampshire Colll'ge in
Massachusl•tts . Ann Carol stays busy with
grandsons Tab. 5, who is in kindergarten,
and Nicky, 3½, child ren of daughter Ann
Ross. She also docs leaders hi p workshops
for the Pennsylvania Statl• /1.-kdical Auxiliary and is involved with church music
At Randolph -Macon College in Ashland,
Va., in June, Ann Carol had a di~play at
the Miniaturist Back to Colh.'gc Worbhop
Ed and I went to Hawaii the ~umm er
of 1983. Ed and daug hter Anne planned a
fantastic surprise party for my "big 50'
birthday last February. The ff wert' pt'ople
there from every phase of my life. My cul·
legc roommate, Charlotte Hart Simpson ,
rep rl"SCntt'd West hampton Jays
Edith Borjes Greer is living in Roa noke, having been transferred with her
h usband from northern Virginia
Betty Brinkley Ha yward sends news
uf Jane and David, ht'r high school students, her own tenn is a nd bowling activities and general life in \1adison, Wis
Barbara Prati Willis's son Charles
spt< nt the summer in Germany and ff·
turned to U. Va. in the fall. Of the other
sons, Gordon works in Richmond, Richard and wift' are in Texas and Jerry and
wife arc in Culpeper where he is practic·
ing law
Betty Lou Kendall Wes t and family
Wt'h' at Rehoboth Beach, Del.. fur a 25t h
reunion of the members of the house. Her
so n Glenn, 14, is into many activities back
hom C' in Colorado.
Shirley Hart Evans has been in the
tra ve l busint<ss for three years. In Apri l
she went to Colorado for a ski trip
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'57
Lmry/a11cLong Walk.-r

Rt. 2 /fox 706
Lanca~ter. Va. 22503
Carolyn Wood Aldredge is te,1ching
in the social ~tudi~·s d~'PJrtment of Douglas Fre<.:man High School in Rid1mond

Joy ceGarre ttTidey haswurh·dactively through 198-1 astht·viet·chairman
of th<' Alumnae Fund. Pl~'<IS~' lend vour fi.
nancial support to theetfort shl'and Phyllis Lewis Neal, ourd..iss representative,
have worked so hard for. Their efforts and
yours h,we put theCl.iss of '57 in the 40'7c
participation

During the win ter of 1984, Rosalind
Allen Barker return~'d to Wrsthampton as
a visiting guest lecturer
Na ncy Bertsch Ratchford and Uill live
on Wh ite H,111 Creek about five minutes
from downtown Ann,ipolis, Md. 13ill is the
Director of Fiscal Si..'rviccs for the statt> of
Maryland. He, Nancy and their two girls
li ve on a working farm with horses in the
paddock and a sailboat at thl" dock . Nancy
has returned to the acadt.'mic world during the winter months. She conducts !<:'sting and administers the tutoring program
at a small private sd1ool in the area. Their
daughter lind.i i~ .i student at Western
Marylahd College .ind d,1ughter Wendy is
a senior in high school. With N.incy helping managt· J farm and horse~ ,ind my
helping run a marina and sailboa t ch..rters, we agreed lifew.1s fardifterent th.in
we imagined ii would be when we WL'rt.'
roommates .it Westh.impton
Pkase write and let me know about
your life. As we nt.'<U 30 ~TMs out of college, it is good to ket.'p in touch with each
other

stayed in North Court. We enjoyed dinner
Friday at the home of Dr. and Mrs. Modlin (who, unfortunately for us, were aw;iy
attend ing his 50th reunion). We werl' wd!
l'ntertained by Betsy Minor McCommon
who sJT1g and played her guitar. Saturday
we were ddii;htcd to Sl'C Elizabeth Ramos
Dunkum receive the Dbtinguished Alumnae Aw,ud at the alumnae luncheon. That
evening husbands and dates joined us for
a fun cocktail buffe t .ii the home of Jerry
.ind Mary Trew Biddlecomb Lindquist. A
rematch h.is been called fo r by both sides
of a tenn is m;itch- Barbara Dulin Polis
;ind Peggy Dulin Crews v. Bonnie Haynie
Lewis and B.B. Harvey Strum.
Beverly Win\' Bowers' twin daughters
were chosen to at te nd Virginia's Governor's Sc hool for the Gifted. Ta mm y was at
Va. Polytechnic Institute and State U. and
Cindy.it Mary Washington
Paige ;ind Sibby Haddoc k Young,
trained by the home ministries depart·
ment of the Southern Baptist Convention
tole;idmarriaget>nrichmentretreats. have
already led sewral. Sibby isteachingalgt.'·
bra half days and Paige is Chairman of
the School Board
Pat MacDonald Allen, who missed
our reunion to celebra te the graduJtion
from high school of her son Mark and the
50th wedding anniversary of Dick's par·
ents, has returned to work in the fas hion
field with her own business as a professional color consultant
Both Jo Edwards Mierke .ind Mary
lee Fountain Ward's husband, Don, were
reported lo be on the mend after acci·
dl'nts. Jo broke one !eg and sprained the
other in a fa!land was ina wheelchair for
two months .ind a cast for over three
Don's right leg w.is crushed in a motorcycle accident
G ary Moore Coleman and Bub en·
joyed two weeks in San Francisco, Napa
VallPy, Seattle. Victoria and Vancouver;
Mary Trew Biddlecomb Lindquist and
d<1ughter Cary ~pent three weeks in

Spain; Beverly Eubank Evans and three
friends spent 16 days in England; the four
members of Jeannie Rice Hodder's family
were in California for several weeks; Eileen Cordle Harris and family took a ten·
day trip to Oregon; Sue Sybert Riller
traveled to lt.ily, Switzerland and Greece
last summer; and Eleanor Dickson Campbell, Leslie and d.iughters, Sally .ind Jenny, attended the Virginia lku AssociJtion
convention in Bermuda
Jehanc Flint Taylor has returned to
Buenos Aires a nd is headmistress of a pri·
vate girls' school, which is bilingual. Hus·
band, Sam, teac hes at St. Andrew's Scots
School; son Dylan is a musici.in in Philadelphia; and son Sean is .i junior .it UR
Margaret Spencer Hernande,: re·
ceived her master's in social work from
San Francisco State U. Her daughter Beth
is a senior at James Madison U.; son l:lrian
graduated from Duke in 1983 ;ind is now
.in ensign in the Navy and is going
through pilot training; husband Jess is
now a captain in the Navy.
Grace lane Mullinax is involved with
arthritis research at Medical College of Va .
where Frank is a professor of medicine.
She also docs volunteer work for Va
Commonwealth U.'s Alcohol in Modera·
li on Committee, Virginians Opposing
Drunk Driving. and Virginia Chapter of
American Trauma Society.
Cary Hancock Gilmer, .ifter substitute teaching, is now working tw o-and-aha lf da ys a week as libra rian at a nearby
ele mentary school.
Nancy Kipps Hughey's daughter Jo
Ann is a frt>shman at U. of Maryland; and
son Mike is working on Ph.D. in chemistry at Purdue U
B.J. Stamps Bryant is on \3oJrds of
Directorsof\3ruokvillt>.Ohio,Gir1Scouts
and Phillipsburg Communi ty Chest. Her
daughter Beth is in gr.iduate schoo l at U
of Kentuck yandson)im, 14, isan honor
st ud ent who is working on Eagk Scout
r.ink

'59
Mary Fmna~ (()/cm,m

30505. A/,1nxdon St
Arlingf()ll, Va. 22206
You will be saddened lo learn of the

tragic death of Arlene Olsen Jones on
Oct. 26. Arlene w.is ,1mong thost· who ,JI·
tended thL' 25th ffun iun su manv of us
had st.'en her then. Expressions (;four
sympathy were sent to her son and lo her
mother, and a gift from the da~s was
m.ide to the Memuri,11 Endowment Fund
of Westhampton Cullq;L" in hL·r memory
Classmates and friends who wish tu do so
mav also make gifb in her memorv to that
fund;and whenwchgiftsreachSIOO, her
name wil l b<..· t·nkrL'd in tlw Book of RP·
membr,mCL'
We ntend our wmpathv tu Martha
Jordan Chukinas who~e father diL'd in October
Fifty of u~ and our goPd friL·nd AugustJ Cha~,man atttc•mkd the 25th rl"union; and IS of us (plus the daui;hkr of
Dzintr.1 K!,1up ik~ !niante whn e11tered
Westh<1mpton as a lrL'shman thi~ ve,n)
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'52 Web: Members of Orchcsis. Front
M. Wiley, B. Cosby, N. Ayrrs. Back
McMimay, 5. Peters, G. Collins

left to right: E. Bradford, B. Randolph,
Soles, I. Sanford, M. Coates, M

Elle n Ma tlic k Klein is on local school
board and Y Board of Trustees, as well as
building new house. Daughter Amy is a
senior at Dickinson College and son Steve
is in high school
Ga ile Sykes is head cheerleading
coach at the U. of Hawaii, coaches a high
school team and travels often for participation in checrlcading competitions
Carolyn Phillips Glen n, who attended Westhampton our first semester and
graduated from U. of Georgia, and her
husband Walter, live in Winter Haven,
Fla. There he manages an Owens-Illinois
plant and she is on an inter-county tennis
team. Their son and daughter JrC at Florida State.
B.B. Harvey S trum, Assistant Director of Camp Carysbrook in Riner, Va., is
on a graduate fellowship in master's program of recreation and sports medicine at
Radford U.
Peggy Dulin C rews has been installed as ruling elder in her local Presbyterian church.
Pat Ne ttl es Ha rr ington teaches first
grade; Dick is at the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration; daughters Susan and Janey arc graduates of Va. Polytechnic Institute and State U. while
daughter Courtney isa freshman there

'63
An11HurdWi/so11
71()41..akewood Drive
Richmond, Va.13229
Pat Brumb le G rade works for Social Security in Baltimore and son David is a soph·
omore in college. During the summer, Pat
traveled to Philadelphia, spent a week
touring North Carolina and another week
in Colorado. Her address is 17 Helms Pick
Court; ;he would love to hear from any
classmates visiting in Baltimore
Margaret Brower Almond . Hilton,
Kristen, 12, and I !ill, 14. flew to Albuguergue, N.M., in June for a tour of the
western United States.
Leslie Long Tate was at Wake Forest
visiting her daughter Leslie and saw Carol
Fa ye Johnston Morgan. Carol Faye's son
Richard isa freshman there. Leslie is
teaching Latin to the children of several of
her Westhampton classmates at Tuckahoe
Middle School in Richmond. She and Tatie have a son, Carrington, 15
Phyllis Pollack Yaffa and Jack have a
son, Andy, who is a freshman at UR. Jack
is chief-of-staff at a hospital in sou thwest
Miami and Phyllis helps out in his office
I had a wonderful surprise luncheon
visit with Ju lie Haynie this summer when
she came to Richmond to visit Millie Rob •
ertson . Julie is teaching elementary school
in Denver and was in Virginia to see her
family in Reedville. She loves Denver and
is a ski enthusiast
In July, Jim and l took our children,
Jane, 6, and Jay, 3, to Southern Shores.
N.C. for two weeks.
The deadlines for this newsletter have
been changed to May 15 and Nov. 15
Please let me hear from you

'64
Emily Ayers Gray
5208ArcherDrive
Roonoke, Va. 24014
Approximately 38ofourclass returned for
the 20th reunion on Westhampton campus in June 1984. These are some of the
classmates who came and exchanged
Pat Stin son Beard sley works in
Washington, D.C., as a statistician with
the Federal Aviation Administration. She
has returned to school to get a degree in
civil engineering. She wants to build
bridges
Carole Elizabe th Bradley is an elementary school vocal music teacher in
Henrico Co. She is active in the River
Road Baptist Church choir and the Richmond Symphony chorus.
Belly R. Cheyne y obtained her Ph.D.
in music and de.::ided to change careers.
She is now a lawyer living in Arlington,
Va. She and her husband enjoy music and
traveling
Pat Dabney Denton is a ma th teacher
at a high school in Hampton, Va. She is a
baseball spectator with son David, 10.
playing Little League and son A!lcn, 13,
playing Pony League and husband coaching a high school team.
Elsa Queen Falls is an assistant professor of biology at Randolph -Macon College in Ashland, Va. She has two children, Melissa, 17,and Mark, 15
Ma ry Lou Mosc hl cr Forte retired after
JS years of teaching. She and her husband
own a small computer business and she is
able to work without leaving her home
and two daughters Susanne Valerie, 5,
and Christine, I.
Brenda Wade Gordon sometimes
works at her husband's dental office. She
is producing a new puppet show for dental health education in the Richmond area
Activities of Scott, 15, and Kendall, 12,
keep heron her toes.
Jackie Ga tes Richardson, Fields, and
sons Bill, 20, and Andrew, 17, live in Jacksonville, Fla . Fields has just spent several
months aboard the USS America. Jackie
works part time for Canvas Cutters making all kinds of canvas bags.
Na ncy Rae Smith Scarborou gh is a
teacher in Fairfax County. She has two
sons Charles, 17, and Michael, 13.
Mary Eleanor Hod ges Strickland is a
CPA with a company in Richmond. She
went to northern Italy and southern
France to see husband Bill's new sailboat
He and son Jay, 16, and others sailed
acrosstheAt!anticthissummer. She and
daughter Sarah, 12, stayed on land.
Gay FrithThompson isasocial workerin outreach to older people at Family
Service of Roanoke Valley. She is also active in the church where husb,md,
Branan, is a minister. The family wi th
sons Scott, 16, and John, 13, went to Hawai i this summer.
Carol Gilbert Turn er is minister of
music at Woodland Heights Baptist
Church and music teacher at Good Shepherd School in Richmond. Her husband

'69 Web: A. Retzer, 1969 May Queen
Bob is a contractor and they keep busy
with their four children; Rob, 18, Scott,
15, Ginny, 14, and Spencer, 10. Son Rob
is a freshman at Randolph-Macon College.
Eli zabeth Todd Uhl works at Moore
Business Forms Inc. in Pennsylvania,
where she double-checks copy and specs
forformorders . Musicisstillherfovorite
pastime and she writes her own songs
Mary Bruce Fo rd Yon an is a customer
support representative for FACS Group.
She married Rufus Yonan about 18
months ago. Her daughter Jennifer is 16
and son Doug is 13
Brenda Falls Holland and llenry and
children Kathy, 18, Dave, 16, and Eli,:abeth, 5, live in Richmond. She has sung
inthechurchchoirfor 12years, is a member of the Bell Choir and is active in Suburban LNgue Tl•nnis and the Women's
Club
Carol Good Jones is PTA president
and Extension Club member. She quit
work to devote her time to her husband,
son Matt, 10, and daughter Janice, 6
Sandra Cro wder M cDonal d is a training consultant in data processing with
Chubb and Son in New Jersey. She docs
volunteer work, likes tennis and plays
bridge. Her oldest son is a student at
U.Va
Billie Lyn n Lassi ter M ercer, Jimmy,
son Jimmy, 17,anddaughter,Sylvia, l'i,
live in Fredericksburg, Va. She works as ,1
secre tary at Mercer Vault
Nan cy MillerHollan d haslhreechildren, Amy, 16, Melissa, 12, and Brent, 8
As a member of the Richmond Attorney's
Wives she has be,:ome very involved in
the Henrico County Court Docent Pro•
gram in which she takes seventh graders
on a tour through thecourb and jail. She
did a great job of planning our reunion
She also makes craft items which are sold
in several Richmond shops.
Li nda Brad ley Rae has two children,
Jon, 14 and Carol. 8. She is Director of
Talented and Gifted Education and Testing in Greensville County Schools.
Joan Hoc h Yo well is active in Girl
Scouting, in "arious volunteer jobs at cluldren's schools, in the aquatic league, the
church and the alumnae association. l!er
daughters are Lora, 15, and Ginger, 12
Thanks to all who worked on the re·
union. News from the other class members will be in the next even column
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'65
Cynthia Sl1c/horsi.'
4216 Ki11:,;crt'SI Parkway
Richmond, Va. 23211

A good part of my summer was spent m

Europe with a group of my 8th grade
French students, bu t I was back in time to
attend Brenda Williams' wedding to Louis Michaux in September.
I had a mini-reunion with Irene
McDaniels Rey nold s and her daughter
S;irah and Barbara Bryant Me rc hant and
Bill
We're all looking forward tu our 20th
reunion in June.

'66
Genie Henderson Sd111tt
3320LoxieyR.J
Richmond, Va. 23227
Harriet Mann Tomlinson , Ed and SuSiln,
16, and David, 14, have moved from Ohio
to Westminster, Calif., a suburb of Los
Angt:>les . Ed is stationed at the Los Angeles Air Force station
Betsy McIntos h Taylor, Bill and Cilthcrinc Randolph liw in Savannah, Ga .,
where Betsy owns two shops called The
Mulberry Tree spc-ciali,:ing in trad itional
American de<orative arts . Last summer
thcfamilylraveled to England for Catherine tu see where she was born 14 years
ago. They restored a house in downtown
Savannah but have n'Ct-ntly sold it and
have moved lo an island with deer and
rabbits! Betsy finds time to volunteer at
Christ Church, Historic Savannah and
with Child Advocacy programs.
Tucker Hilley Man ey's husband Ran·
dy is an attorney for the Justice Department. Tucker teaches math at a community college. They have two daughters, 12
and14
Caywood Garrett Hendricks works in
her husb.ind's office in Asheboro, N.C.
and has two daughters, Ginger. 6, and
Carrie, 3. Both girls are on the Y Midget
Swim team and take gymnastics. She
keeps in touch with Carol Hinrichs Buskirk, Drannon and their daughter, Mar·
tha, 6. She secs Mary Ann Biggs Furniss
and John. Carol does all types of crafts
andsellsthcmatcraflfairs. Mary Annis
in a management position in the computer
operations with Holiday Inns
Caywood urges all '66 grads to support the alumnae fund-especially the
Catherine Bed] Scholarship Fund- because
we all benefitted from the alumnae funds
or from "the thoughtful and caring personality of our Miss Bell." She adds that
Miss Bell wou ld love to hear from you at
2468 Darden Rd., Macon, Ga. 31205.
Don't forget to put your maiden name
and class- that's all she nl-eds to remember who you were!
Anne Dixon Booker has been working since June as the Director of Admissions for the Lower School at St. Christo·
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pher's in Richmond
Betty Byrd G unn Lat ham rccl'ivcd
her M.A. in Educational Administration
from Va. Commonwealth U. in June and
is now senior certification specialist with
the Virginia Dept. of Education.
Pat Da vis W infree is living in Charlottesville with her two sons. Wyatt, 10,
and Asher. 8, and her new husband, Pey·
ton Winfree. She was married in August
of 1983 lo Peyton, who is a W&L graduate
and isan assistant agency manager for the
Equitable Life Assurance Society. Pat substitutes and works part time at a travel
agency.
Pam Phelps Sprinkle lives in Greensboro, N.C., with her husband and son,
13, and daughter. I I. Pam is presidentelect of the Greensboro Junior League.
She coaches girls' soccer and is act ive in
the Greensboro public schools on a citywide basis as well as in her own children's school
In May Bill and I had a grNt trip to
England. Right before leaving we had a
visit with Lois Pollard Bryant and Roger
They were in Richmond to visit Lois's parents but still live in San Francisco.

'68
Susan Lee Harris

25251-/cath Place
Res/Oil, Va. 22091
Suzann e Owen Flip po's and Nelson's
son, Carter, graduated from Patrick Henry
High School in Ashland last June.
Jan e Bohannan Pittenger and Don
enjoyed their week-long trip to I lawaii in
April. Jane works part time at a children's
store in Reston and keeps busy with her
two children, Michael and Elizabeth
My family and I took a trip to Disney
World and Epcot Center in August. We
also spent a week at Captiva Island off the
Gu lf of Mexico in Florida
Please write so we can keep in touch.

'71
Cheryl Blankcnsl1ip/enkins
1731 Wi11di11gridgeDr
Richmo11d, Va. 23233

Kathy Neal W/1/le
3501 Lubbock Dr

Raleigh, N.C. 27612
Kathy Neal Whi le and Bill and three sons
have moved to Raleigh, N.C., where Bill
joined a law firm and Kathy is teaching
high school economics and foreign history.
Beth Pos ton N ichols and Roge, are
living in Richmond after their summer
wedding. Beth has accepted a new job as
an attorney in the finance section of the
Attorney General's office
Metta Harris Nickerson has returned
to teaching part time in Midlothian High
School. At a Latin conference in Norfolk,
Metta saw Vicki Bowman Jon es. Vicki

'68 Web: An unidentified couple dances
at a mixer sponsored by the Y.W.C.A
and her family are in Danville, Va., where
they are very excited about an old home
they have renovated.
C heryl Blankens hip Jenkins was on
campus and talked with Le lia Baum Ho p•
per who is busy these days with her responsibilities as an attorney as well as the
mother of two sons.
Please send news our way!

'72
Susan W.Clarkc
729Holbe111Place
Richmond, Va. 23225
Al ice M artin-Adkins, Ron, and their two
childrc-n. Nathaniel and Myra, are living
in Silver Spring, Md. Alice is pastor at the
Good Shepherd Church of the Brethren
and Ron is working for the National Interreligious Service Board for Conscientious
Objectors in Washington, D.C
Sus.an Ta rkin gton Thomas served as
coordinator to obtain auction items to
raise money for Medical College of Va.'s
Hospitality House which will provide
housing for patients and their families at
the Medical College of Va
Diane Tarkington Biehn and daugh ter, Cary, visited Susan Thomas and Peter
in Richmond and then visited Nan cy Clevinge r Carpenter, Howard and daughter
Kristin in Woodbridge
Patricia Mason Prillaman served as
chairperson for the Westhampton Richmond Alumnae Club's annual pecan sales
to raise money fo r the club's Richmond
area scholarship fund
Sallie S tone Cook has been busy with
Sarah and Elizabeth. She and Marshall
had a trip to Boston and Sallie attended a
conference in Denver relating to her work
at the Medical College of Va
My little sis ter, Susan Brock Harley
74, and her husband, Jim, were in Rich-

mond for Susan's tenth reunion
I saw Lucy Bone Orgain, Ricky, and
their three girls at Nags Head, N.C. in
June. They arc in Gallatin, Tenn., where
Ricky is practicing optometry and Lucy is
a full-time mothe r
Rachel Pierce Price and Judy Mawyer
Johnson were at the alumnae luncheon in
June
Let me hear from more of you 1

'73
Pally SlnngfelluwGarbc,·
1051 Rivemwn/Termce
Lynchburg. Va. 24503
Carol Reeder Throckmorton, Dave and
daughter Lesley, 3, have moved to llouston, Texas, where Dave has a position
with Coca-Cola Foods Division. Carol
writes that Sharon Foster Burdick has
been a godsend in helping them cast· the
transition to a new and strange city.
Several '73's had a mini-reunion at
Maryanne Ryczak Casterline's home in
Fairfax in July. Present were Maryanne,
Sharon Foster Burdick, Carol Reeder
Throckmorton, Betsy Davis Bushkar, Ke!•
ly Hardy, Barbie and Carol Baker, Laurel
Faile Scarry and eight children ages 5 and
under. Tht.' children were supervised for
play by Bill Casterline.
Donna Kingery Hud gins and Carter
have movt.'d to Fredericksburg, Va., where
Carter is the Director of the Historic Preservation Department at Mary Washington
College. Carter received his Ph.D. in history from William and Mary in May 1984
Dr. Susan Stuart Brown has accepted
a p0sition as consultant with Blue Cross/
Blue Shield in Chicago
Judith Roberts Willis and Craig live

in Atlan ta. She is a senior budget and
management ilnalyst with Dekalb County
and mom to step-son Cleve, 10. Craig is
an assistant vice president with C&S
Bank.
Libb y Hodges Kumin and Danny visited us in August. Libby began her second
Yl'ar of law school this fall and worked for
a law firm in Concord, N.1-1., last sum-

I am enjoying my "retirement"' and
have discovered this summer after work·
ing in Mitch's office for two w('eks that I
don't want to be a legal sctretary and after renovating a small room at home that J
am not cut out to be a painter, carpenter
or paperhanger. It looks like back to
teaching when Greg, 5, and Ben, 3, are
older!

'74
LindaFcrnald/-lonaker
2500Cromwc/l Rd.
Richmond, Va. 23235
Mary Marshall Overstreet writes, "Since
graduation from Law School, I have been
in private practice of law with my father
in Clarksville, Va. While there, lservcdas
President of both the Clarksville Chamber
of Commerce and Mctklenburg County
Bar Association. I was also Assistant Commissioner of Accounts for the Circuit
Court of Mecklenburg County, a Judicially
appointed position, and secrl'lary of the
Tenth Judicial Circuit Bar Association. I
have now 'retired' from this work to attend medical school at U.Va."

'75
Cindy

'76 Web: Web business manager M.

Blanton

dents Cl,ua M. Keith . The painting will be
giwn to the University by the Class of
1975 at our 10th rl'union, scheduled for
theweekendofMay31-Junc2

'76
Bon111cRllc!iieDd·/11w11
3407Al'plem)()I/Cird.Fort Sm,11,, Ark. 72903

Kay Lambert had a busy fall. Sht· was
traveling to New Zl'aland. Australia and
the Fiji Islands on a YMCA Statesman
Program. She's also buying a new home
Bruce Higginbotham Hemp is Din•ctor of Admissions at StuMt Hall. She and
Tom are renovating his homeplace
Ruthanne Ciammittorio Lodato is
back at school working on a master's in
piano pedagogy al Catholic U. She"s also
ket'ping up her private piano students,
her ch urch organist )Ob and teaching music in preschool and grade school. She
and Norman had time to tah• off to Cape
Cod for a vacation
Cindy Peake-Heath is rt'turnmg to
Longwood this year but will be commuting from Richmond where she and husband Roy will make thl'ir home. Roy is a
salesman at Chesapl'akt' Corp.
Besides being Cindy's maid of honor,
Peg Lum Watson has had a most exciting
summer. She and Bruce hosted 30 soccer
players and adults from Berlin. Tht•y'rc
both in classes; Brun· for his Ph.D. and
Peg for her mJster's in mass communications. They also hostt.'d a German exchange student for 10 weeks this fall
Marcia French LeeandJimareenjoyingtheir new home in Burke and have
finished some renovations. She looks forward to taking off this year from school.

Creasy

8404SlwmonGrec11Ct
Richmond, Va. 23228
Dr. Nancy Manson is research assistant
professor in the Department of Physiology
and Biophysics at Medical College of Va
in Richmond.
Nancy Matthias Pinson and Paul
havt.' moved from Delaware to Aiken,
S.C, where he works for DuPont. They
have a son and a daughter
Rachel Renfro Wist and Jon live in
Fairfax and workfor!BMinManassas.
They arc involved in developing sonar
systems for the U.S. submarine fleet.
Nancy Carter McCough and Mike
live in New Orleans. La. While Mike is in
school, she writes for various publications
and cares for their son.
Mary Jane Loizou is in Seattle,
Wash., where she is pursuing a performmg carccr
Betty Ann Baptist Walsh and I had
dinner together when she was in Richmond for Alumnae Weekend last June.
She keeps busy in Martinsville with her
three daughters and one son.
Linda McKee] Dunn and Lee Price
Davis are heading up a committee to raise
funds for a portrait of former Dean of Stu-

'79 Web: Scene from a University Players production
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Tommie Wirt Old and Michael built a
new home on the water in Portsmouth,
Va. They're still going up and down the
road as often as possible to their beach

i~;\~~;tra

1
hou~~~c~i~~l~
is kept busy
with Erin, 2 l/2, and Leigh, 15 months.
Rick is a prokssur in horticulture at the
U. of Wisconsin. Karen md Debbie llino
and ·Ginny Boswinkle at the Kl'ntucky
Derby and had such fun renewing old
friendships
Leigh Garnett Moon and Cary
bought a housl' in Rid1mond two doors
from Ann Whited

CathyMagceb.in

dCCOUllll'XCCUlive

for O..,an Witkr 1-ieynulds. Sh,•'s had quite
a transition from New York City tu Richmond. She went to l\'ewport, R.!. this
summer to attend a Great Gatsby party in
the Newport mansion Glen Manor with
eVl'ryoncintophats,,nd cancsandavarietyof 1920soutfits
Sharon Lloyd Stratton h.is completed
her master's in special education with speciali1,ation in learning disabilities. She's
taking time off to spend with son, Christopher. She's keeping up with this field of
education by tutoring learning disabled
students in her home ;md by voluntl'Ning
in a learning dis;1bility school
Debbie Rawls is living in a beautiful
home on the ocean at Virginia Beach.
She's been practicing law fora year and is
currentlyanassistantcommonwealth'sattorney at Virginia Beach.
Kenny and I spent a weekend
York in August for my brother's
J appreciate everyone's
look forward to hearing from
yoo

'78
Margaret Ownby Milby
lSMaluernA,,c.
Richmond, Va. 2.1221
Carolyn Steere Cockrell has entered the
doctoral training program in clinical psychology at Va. Commonwealth U. Carolyn recently visited Betsy WackerGianetta and Bill at their new home in Scarborough, Maine.
Carol Marshall isin her last year at
Eastern Virginia Medical School in /\'orfolk. She plans tospccialiu·in audiolaryngology {ENT)
Jan-Maloy Edwards and husband,
Mike, R'81, are living in Richmond.
S tep hanie Glakas-Tenet was an attendant
in their wedding last May
Beth Mulvihill works in a public
health hospital in lkthe!, Alaska. 81.'thel is
a bush town on the Yukon River and the
hospital serves Eskimo villages in the
area. Much of the transportation is via
helicopter
Jane Denny Levy was a bridesmaid in
Martha Sulzycki's wedding
I teach kindergarten in Henrico County. My husband Willard, R"78, graduated
from medical schuol last .\1ay and is doing
his residency in pathology at Medic.11 College of Va .
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'79
---------Wlie A. McU/in
9() £dgewatcr Drwe #-925
Coral Gables. rla. 33133

Leslie McLain is a marketing assistant in
the Latin America Marketing Department
of Texacu Latin America/West Africa. She
reports to the vice president as the cuurdinator for special projects.
Lisa Tremper traveled to Israel and
Egypt for six weeks. She brought the Armand I lammer collection to the Israel Museum in Jerusalem. Her days wcrL' filled
with giving lectures and caring for the
artwork. While in Egypt, she went to see
the Egyptian Museum and took part in a
little camel riding. Lisa is living in Los
Angeles but was able to fly to New York
City to pick up some paintings which
were purchased at the Sotheby"s Auctiun
She gut together with Anne Seeler, who
has been promoted to another JTCil of
Bergdurfs
Suzi Early Via and Craig, R'80, live
in Dallas, ¾here they have purchased
their second house. They served volunteers for the Republican Convention in the
summer of 1984. Suzi is Vice President of
Associates funding, Inc., which is involved in the financing of medical office
bu ildings. Craig is in the residentia l real
estate business. In September, they went
to New York City where they stayed with
AliceAsby ' 80forafewdays. Alice is a
Wall Street attorney. They also saw Anne
Scl'il'r
Judi AlznauerSealeand Mark. R'82,
are living in Ottawa, Canada, whcrL' he is
playing professional football for the Ott.i·
wa Rough Riders. While Mark was in
training camp, Judi went home to New
Jerseyfortwomonthsandalsomadea
trip to Kichmund. She stayed with Kimm ie Sheffield Cheshire "78
Toni P re ncipe Korby returnl'd to hl'r
job al Tropical Garment in October after a
small vacation with her new baby, Ryan
Nicholas. Toni and Billy reside in Brooklyn, N.Y
Margaret Brown French is Director of
Personnel at the Hardin Memorial I !ospital in Elizabethtown, Ky. She and Ron
built a house in thecountry(Rineyvilleconsisting of railroad tracks, a fire station
and a general store). Ron is president of a
plumbing, heating, and cooling contra(ting firm, French MechanicaL lnc
Pat ricia Riley Corco ra n and Sean,
R'79, arc working and travding in Eu rope. Sl'an is the Commander for a Field
Artillery Uattery in Augsburg, Germany.
Patricia is working for civil service as a social worker with the Army Community
Services. She purchased a small bu~iness
in cross-stitch supplies, which she sells
out of hl'f home during her free time
They han' travded to I lolland, Austria,
Switzerland and Rome. Thev would love
to hear from all their friends at A Btrv 118 FA, APO, N.Y. 09178
Marita Johnson Win ks and Tim wel comed a son, Malcolm Alexander, born
Nov.19, 1984. Th,.,ycall him Alex

'83 Web: WDCE staff memlier D.
O'Sl1ca

'81
Susan Clarke Nagy
116 l-\'111dermcreA11t, A/>1. B2
Wa1111c, Pa. 19087
Bren da Ho rrigan T un sta ll is a graduate
student in Russian and International Af·
fairsatthcAml'rican L'nivcrsitv in Wash ington, D.C
,
Mary Beth Scanlon is livin,i.; in the
\\'ashington area. She is working at the
FBI
Ka rol Parham completed her master's
inchemistryatWilliamand Mary
Cindy Oliver Bu tle r and Harris are
living in Houston, Tl'xas. Cindy and ! larri~ are lawyers. Cindy sat for the Texas
Barexamoverlhesummer andbegana
two-year clerkship with a federa l judge in
September
PrisWrightJaffeeandStl'Wlivein
Virginia Beach. Steve has started his own
business
Betsy Stro ud has been working as an
account executive with First Impressions
since February 198-t. First Impressions is a
printing, marketing and graphic design
firm in Richmond
Marilyn Ada m so n i~ working for
United Virginia Bank and attending night
classes at Va. Commonwealth U. Beth
Bo wma n An derson works for the same
bank as a computer programmer in the
main headquarters. Beth and Jon bought a
house in Midlothian.
Mary T he ofanos is working in Charlottesville. She finished her master"s in
computer science at U.Va. and is working
for Genera! Electric w ith robots
Nancy Scripsema has moved to At lanta and is working in sales fur a furniture company. Shana Gau lt ne y Elliott is
also in Atlanta.
Brenda M ars hall T hompson is living
in Richmond and working for United Virginia Bank's Operation Center

Jim and Sherry McCormack, John
and I were in Richmond for Homecoming
weekend. It was good to see all the
changes on campus and old friends
Susan Case was married to Capt.
Timothy R. Blue USMC on May 19, 1984.
Susan is a branch support manager for
Wang Laboratories, Jnc. in Rosslyn, Va.,
and is working un her master's in computer science at Va. Polytechnic lnstitue
and State U. Extension
Please keep sending those letters
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MarcyAnf/1011y
2633A Walter Reed Dr. #A
Arlington, Va. 22206
Daryl Ritchie
l/JOJ St. Paul St. #SF
Baltimore, Md. 21202
Marcy Anthony moved to Washington,
D.C., in July after a transfer with Bell Atlantic
Daryl Ritchie is now working as a
station agent for Piedmont Airlines at the
Baltimore-Washington airport
This past summer Leslie Connelly
spent a month in Paris at Fashion Design
School.
Kathi Mahon is working in Richmond
at Ski Reliance
Cathy Snelgrove moved to Atlanta in
June. Her job as a computer softwave
trainer takes her to the Islands.
Kerry Shannon is a marketing repre·
sentative for NB! in Alexandria, Va. She
sells office automation equipment.
Vivian Barbagelata is a buyer for
Thalhimers in Richmond
Paula Grant is now a practicing dental hygenist in Philadelphia
Jennifer Decker returned during the
summer from her year in England and
will now be attending graduate school out
West.
Laura Cowell Matusek and her husband bought a house and are living in Columbia, Md.
Suzanne Utley Williams has a baby
girl, Ariel Brittany. Suzanne is working on
her master's of music in piano pedagogy
at Va. Commonwealth U., teaching piano
and is organist at All Saints Reformed
Presbyterian Church in Richmond
Andrea Simmons is a management
associate with The Citizens and Southern
Na tional Bank in Augusta, Ga. She is secretary of the Young Professionals Club in
Augusta.
Pamela A. Malvin is in her third year
of teaching at Plantation High School in
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. She is also coaching
girl's track and cross country.
Leslie Naranjo is now Mrs. Dunlevy
and lives in Boykins, Va. Mary Dee Belk
is now Mrs. Gregory Farrar and lives in
Vienna, Va. Tina Pratt is now Mrs. John
L. Shaffer and lives in Haddonfield, N.J
Mary Harris is now Mrs. John Reynolds
Todd and Jives in Mineral. Va. Suzanne
Utley is now Mrs. Greg Williams and is
living in Richmond.
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Sally Gonseth Hall
2619lndale Rd.
GlenAl/e11, Va . 23060
Jenny Addison Hall and Bill are living in
Richmond and Jenny is a Technology Systems Engint.'t"r for AT&T.
Martha Branch works in UR's sports
and medicine program
Kim Collums is working for the law
firm McGuire, Woods & Battle in Richmond
Susan Ellis has been transferred to
the Washington area as a stewardess with
American Airlines
Pauy Everett writes for a local newspaper, Henrico Line
Pam Finley lives in Richmond and is
an auditor for the accounting firm Ernst
and Whinney.
Mary Jo Gamba continues her education with the Army in San Antonio, Texas
Anne Page Gee is employed by Life
of Virginia and is a senior mathematician
in their Corporate Actuarial Department
Sally Gonseth Hall and Tommy are
living in Glen Allen, Va. Sally is a kindergarten teacher at llanover Academy and
is co-chairman of Westhampton's Young
Graduates Program.
Laura G reen lives in Washmgton,
D.C. , and is a lobbyist for the National
Right to Work
Anne Bennett Jefferson continues her
education in the graduate program at
Stanford
Janna Johnson is in law school at
Washington and Lee U.
Karen Hellender is a chemist for the
Air Logistics Center at Tinker Air Force
Base,Okla. Sheisinthematerialstesting
section
Kimberly Jones is employed with a
local government agency and serves on a

team of program analysts
MaryCatherineJonesteachesfourth
grade at Holton Arms School in Maryland
and lives in Chevy Chase, Md
Maureen Keegan is a legal liaison between the law office of Dcul & Holland
and a mortgage company in Greenwich.
Conn.
Beth King is in law school at American University in Washington, D.C.
Jane McClellan works for Dean Witter in Washington. D.C.
Cindy MikeLaites is working for the
Virginia Historical Society in Richmond.
Lynn Mitchell lives in Winston Salem, N.C.. and is selling educational material.
Lynn Myers has moved to Florida
and is a golf pro for a Florida country
club
Terry Pittman is teaching first grade
at Montrose Elementary Schoo! in Henrico
County.
Martha Rowe liws in Richmond and
works fora local travel agent.
Nancy Sawyer lives in Boston and is
working for Conrail
Evelyn Seeler is attending St. John"s
Law School in New York
Cathy Thiesen lives in Richmond and
isa state auditor
Kathy Towe lives in Leesburg, Va.,
and teaches at the Paxton School
Lisa Turner is a technical director for
Old Dominion Eye Bank in Richmond
Amy Welch lives in Richmond and is
the sales manager for the Men's Department at Miller & Rhoads. Amy has taken
up running in marathons and has run in
the Stroh's Run for Liberty and the Richmond Newspaper five-mile
Kathy Wittschiebe continues her education in Knoxville. Tenn. She is working
toward her M.B.A. in health promotion
and will be doing her field work at the
Chesapeake Hospital in Va. in January
Tara Mannion lives in Richmond and
is an account executive for AT&T Information Systems. Tara is co-chairman of
Westhampton's Young Graduate Program

'83 Web: Unidentified members of the Outing Club on a raft trip
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CLASSNOTES CONT.

'84 Web: Women members of the Cross Country team. Front row, left to rig/it: f.
Space, A. Hendricks, M. /ones, C. Surrette, T. Stripling, T. Albright. Back row: J.
Sprague, N. Walsh, K. McCall, L. Inge, P. Gallagl1er, M. Mullet.
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HIiary Rtc/11

RD 3 T1mnc/ R/Xld
Ntwluwn, Cunn.06470
I will be your class secretary for the
UR Magaime's "Classnotcs" section
Please let me know where you are and

what you are doing so other a lumnaeli
can catch up on your accomplishments
PleaSl' send me your news so J can submit
it for publication. Our class notes will ap·
pear in two out of the four issues. Remember, people like to read about people
they know, so any news is important!
Also, please return your alumnae

Sept. l. 1984
Cynthia Oliver and Harris D. Butler, 111,
May27,1984
1982/Grace E. (Beth) Bennett and Lowery
Hunter Holthaus, June 23, 1984
Carol Ge nnings and Bruce D. Harsh, Oct
20,1984
Ruth Graninger and Richard B. Travis.
Sept. 9, 1984
Christin e L. Pratt and John L Shaffer,
July16,1983
1983/Jenn y 0. Add ison and William 0
Hall. June 1983
Sally E. Gonseth and Thomas E. Hall,
June 16, 1984
Jan G riffin and Douglas Paul Budryk,
Aug. 25, 1984

form to Mrs . Thorpl' in the alumnae office

BIRTHS

if you haven't already dune so. Thank
you!

1%7/Mr. and Mrs . Charles Douglas Harwood (Elizabeth Omohundro), a son,
Otwav Pearso n Binns Harwood 11,
July 12, 1983
1971/Mr. and Mrs. R. Craig Hindley (Carol Ann Barker), a daugh ter, Laura
Michelle,March25, 1984.
Mr. and Mrs . James W. Hopper (Leila
Baum), a son, J. Randall, Aug. 15,

MARRIAGE S
1%5/Brenda Williams and Louis Michaux,
Sept. 21, 1984
1%9/Ann ie Lee Jacobs and Charles Kirk
Pilkington, Aug.18.1984
1971/Elizabeth G. Poston and Roger Nickols, July 1984
1973/Judi th Lyn n Roberts and Craig Willis, St>pt. 12, !981
1975/Marily n Alley and C. W. Gowen,
St>pt.8,1984.
1976/Luanda Ma rie (Cindy) Peak e and
Roy Heath, Aug. 4, 1984.
1978/Susan Ann Bradshaw and Frederick
Joseph Drobiak Jr., March 10, 1984
Jan-Maloy Edwards and Mike Kasko, May
12,1984
Martha B. SulzyckiandM1chaelPatrick
McSweeney. April 7, 1984.
1979/Judi Alznau('r and Mark Seale, Sept.
11,1981.
Margaret Brown and Ron J. French.
March lO. 1984
1980Nictoria Faherty and Joel Arthur Pineles, July 29, 1984
1981/Susan Case and Capt. Timothy R
Blue.May 19, 1984
Katherine }. Morris and StuartF. Rush,
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1984

!972/Dr. and Mrs. J. Phillip Bushkar
(Sharon Phillips), a son, John Brenton, Nov. 5, 1984.
Mr. and Mrs. Ron Martin-Ad ki ns (Alice
Martin ), a daughter, Myra Emma,
April 17. 1984
Dr. and Mrs. Robe rt C. Norflee t (Ma ry
Katherine Reynolds), a daughter,
Katherine Reynolds, Ju!y 24, 1984
1973/Mr. and Mrs . Barry Glenn (T('mple
Ada ir), a daughter, Catherine Adair,
Oct. 13, 1984
1976/Mrs. Elizabeth Doan(' Dickie and
husband,ason, JamesGrant, May,
1984

Mr. and Mrs. Tom Hemp (Bruce Higginbotham), a son, Hun ter Halstead,
Aug. 20, 1983.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Lodato (Ruth
C iammittorio), a daugh ter, Gina Patricia, April 18, 1984

Mr. and Mrs. Everett Clark Stratton Jr.
(Sharon Lloyd ), a son, Michael Ch ristopher, March 1983.
1977/Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey Nolen (Sheila
Grizzard ), a son, Jeremy Merrill, June
23,1984.
1978/Mr. a nd Mrs. Ormond Doty (Bonnie
Axtell), a son, James Ormond, May
21,1984
Mr. and Mrs. F. Carson Riley Ill (Dorothy
Jean Wiley), a daughter, Catharine
Elizabeth, May 23, 1984.
Ors. Jack and Lee Ann Steffe (lee Ann
McDonald ), a d aughter, Jan Tat um,
June 26, 1984
1979/Mr. and Mrs. William Korby (Toni
Prencipe), a son, Ryan Nicholas, July
8,1984
Mr. and Mrs. Timothy Winks (Marita
Johnson), a son, Nicholas Alexander,
Nov.19, 1984.
1980/Mr. and Mrs. Mark Wh itelaw (Maury
Gatch ), a daughter, Carrie, May 5,
1984

1982/Mr. and Mrs. Gregory D. Willia ms
(Suzann e Utley), a daughter, Ariel
Brittany, April 4, !984

DEATHS
1917/Dorothy Newman Brooks of Evanston, Ill., July 9, 1984
1918/Alice Cook Weyhgandt of Norfolk,
Va., Aug. 13, 1984, a retired school teach-

"1921/Elizabeth Thomas Cary, of Louisville, Ky., April 15, 1984
Leonora (Peg) Dorsey Kilby of Culpeper.
Va., Sept. 5, 1984, a retired teacher
1922/Mary C. Fugate of Danville, Va .,
Nov., 19, 1984, retired Dean of Ave rett
College
1926/Eugenia Edmondson Barney, of
Waukes ha, Wis ., Oct. 13, 1984
Eddie Soyars Swanson of Walnut Creek,
Calif.,July27, 1984
Virginia Ballard Syer of Virginia Beach,
Va., Feb. 17, 1984
1928/Evelyn Christian Hughes of Ashla nd, Va ., Sept. 4, 1984, a retired newspape r woman
1929/Frances Bristow Young, of Ric hmond, Oct. 15, 1984. a retired school
teacher
1931/Phyllis Johnson Pope of Virginia
Beach, Va., July 13, 1984
1932/Anne Kennon Williams, of Prince
George, Va., Oct. 15, 1984
1936/Ann Kincannon Rutherfoord of Marion, Va., July 5, 1984
1941/Edith Burfoot Lo vig of Kilmarnock,
Va., Oct. 26, 1984
1942/Norma Palmer Renard of Richmond,
Dec. I, 1984
1944/Ma ry Duryee (Dee Dee) Howe Kirk,
of Richmond , Va., Sept. 30, 1984
1945/Dorothy Rudd Stansbury of Richmond, Aug. 22, 1984, a retired teacher
1949/Jacquelyn M. Cunningham of Richmond, Sept. 4, 1984, a school librarian
1953/Joan Eckert of Balti more, Md., Nov
5,1984
1959/Arlene Olson Jones of Ports mouth,
Va.,Oct.26, 1984
1976/Susan Catherine Staples of Colonial
Heights, Va., July IO, 1984
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Name~Old Address

University of Richmond

ALUMNI SEARCH
If so, please fill in the space shown and attach your
address label from this magazine. Send both to:
University of Richmond MagazineAddress Correction
University of Richmond
Virginia 23173
Keep in touch. We don't want you to miss a single
issue. And remember, by mailing us this form you
can help avoid unnecessary costs.

L::---------::..J
New Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
New Telephone _ _ __ _ _ _ __
New Business Information
Title _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __
Company

Address
Telephone

Alumni Kids' College
June 21-23
University of Richmond

r Re;t;;;t;n -

- - - - - -

Alumni Kids' College

An intensive pre-college counseling program planned for
UR alumni with high school juniors and seniors, directed
by UR Admissions Staff (over SO years combined experience
in college admissions)

Name of Parent(s) attending _ _ _ __

College Admission Forums
• Looking at Options and Choices •Application Nuts and Bolts
•Dealing with Test Anxiety
•SAT Dry-run
•For Parents Only:'So, Your Kid is Going to College"
•Student Perspectives on 'Today's College Life"

Name of Studcnt(s) attending _ _ _ __

Registration Fee: $50 per person
Fee includes: Two receptions, two banquet dinners, one
continental breakfast, forums and one individual
counseling session (by appointment)
Registration Deadline: May 15, 1985
We reserve the right to cancel this program if the
registration is less than thirty persons.

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __
State _ _ _ _ _~ip _ _ _ __
Send form to ad<lro~ listed below:

For further information on lodging, and program
contact: Pam Elliot. Assistant Director of
Admissions, UR Admissions Office, Univcrsitv
of Richmond, Va. 23173, (804) 285-6262. ·

